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THE

KARAITE LITERARY OPPONENTS

OF SAADIAH GAON

THE literary campaign that Saadiah, first among the

Rabbanites, started against the Karaites, and whose external

history I have on a former occasion attempted to trace 1
,

found the foe ready to join battle. There arose a complete

array of Karaite scholars, who, either in special writings,

or incidentally in the course of their works, repelled the

attacks of Saadiah with energy. But they were not

content to remain on the defensive. They speedily

assumed an offensive attitude, and endeavoured, with

varying degrees of success, to overthrow the arguments
and proofs advanced by Saadiah in support of the Oral

Law. A disagreeable element in the campaign is the

personal abuse into which the controversy often degene
rated : objective treatises are marred by regrettable

recrimination. It must, however, be admitted that in this

respect both parties sinned, although perhaps the Karaites

sinned the more deeply.
The controversy initiated by Saadiah s activity did not

cease with his death. It was not confined to the Gaon

alone, but drew within its range the whole of Eabbinism.

Henceforth polemics form a principal feature of Karaite

1 J. Q. R., X, 238-76. For Addenda and Corrigenda to that essay see

end of the present dissertation (pp. 94-101).
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THE KARAITE LITERARY OPPONENTS OF

iterature : they inspire Karaism with fresh life, and

stimulate the development of its literature in a very great

measure. In truth, the polemical element existed in the

very nature of Karaism. The latter was a product of

opposition and revolt against the principles of Rabbinism,

and hence its progress depended upon strife. Personal

attacks were not unknown even in its very early days, for

Anan is said to have prescribed the reading on every New
Moon of Psalm Ixxiv, because, in his opinion, there was an

allusion, especially in verses 4 and 8, against the Rabban-

ites 1
. Still, polemics play a very small part in the oldest

writings of the Karaites, which, by the way, are still

accessible only to a very small extent. It was not till the

advent of Saadiah that their polemics assumed a tone of

bitterness and occupied the most prominent place in their

literary activity, and in the centre of the controversial

medley was the figure of the Gaon. I now propose giving
a bibliographical survey of this literature down to modern

times. In the first place, it must be observed that the

practice of the Karaites to repeat one another consciously,

and often to copy one another verbally, is pursued to a still

greater degree in their polemical treatises. The controversy
carried on against the Rabbanites in general and against
Saadiah in particular was for them a necessary of life, upon
which they continuously drew as their main resource.

Hence, even at a time when all spiritual life in their midst

had been stifled, they still roused themselves, and brought
forth their rusty weapons to attack the execrated Fayyumite.
A brief survey of the earliest Karaite controversy directed

against Saadiah is given by Sahl b. Masliah in his polemical
work r6i;i nroin 2

. We there read : nro n&?K D^BDHI . , ,

1 Another statement of Anan, reported by Moses Taku, most probably

belongs to the realm of legend. Anan is said to have wished that he

could contain within himself all the learned Rabbis, so that by a single

stroke of the sword he might be able to slay them all with himself. See

P. . J., XLV, 201-2.
3 Communicated by Steinschneider, Catol. Lugd., p. 403, and Pinsker,

nvnmp oipb, p. 37. The variants are unimportant.



SAADIAH GAON

a
&amp;gt;y

IT nnno ina

p p^ pi wa v&amp;gt;y awii rrro p
nNi TOKJ ^p N^K ana -U?K

i&amp;gt;y

nneooa B niaj cnaia nni^n
jrri&amp;gt;y

u^i Dipoi Dipo Son

^y pi ^n^ ynwn n^D^N ux n^y^ wa nmn D^aoa

nvai? IDH ^y nsi D&quot;nn p ynwn CHIT pi n^ p pi pon p
IDI nnD nnto vnani? nm^n nnna &amp;gt;ix DJI nrtan &quot; The writings

that Saadiah composed against the Karaites did not leave

his possession throughout his life. But one work fell into

the hands of Ben Mashiah, and he replied to it during
Saadiah s lifetime. Similarly Salmon b. Jeroham wrote

against him in Hebrew and refuted his statement, beginning
with the words 1&0 bm N^N l

. But not until the death

of Saadiah did his writings fall into the hands of the

Karaites in various places, and give rise to a multitude of

convincing arguments in a number of works. Among the

authors of the latter were Abu-1-Tajjib, known as al-Jebeli,

Ali b. Hasan, Ben Mashiah, Ben Jeroham, known as Ibn

Ruheim, Abu Ali Hasan al-Basri, and others. I also have

written a reply against his contentions,&quot; &c.

But this list is not complete. We miss, for example, of

Saadiah s contemporaries, so important a writer as Qir-

qisani ; and even granting that Sahl mentions only those

who composed special polemical treatises against the Gaon,
we still miss Isaac b. Ali, &c. But what sense is there in

the assertion that Saadiah throughout his life did not

publish his polemical writings against the Karaites ? He
did not compose them for purely literary purposes, but

wished by their means to counteract the increasing propa

ganda of the Karaites. Hence, had he suppressed his

writings his intention would have been quite frustrated.

The statements of Sahl are therefore to be treated with

1 A chapter of Salmon s controversial work actually begins with the

words (Pinsker, p. 18) : -raiNn )o max rrcom . . , rm-ro TQI my
01 mirw &amp;gt;Vwn WN. Perhaps we should read here also : bwa NttN iro

rnvnn.

B 2,



4 THE KARAITE LITERARY OPPONENTS OF

caution. His order, too, I would rather not follow, but

propose to give in chronological sequence all the Karaite

literary opponents of Saadiah known to me, including also

those who only indulged in occasional controversy against
him. In any case, this sequence cannot be quite exact,

inasmuch as there are no data respecting the lives of many
Karaite authors, or the data extant are much confused and

mutually contradictory, or, finally, they are fabricated

intentionally. In order to make this survey clear, therefore,

I shall enumerate these authors according to the centuries

in which they lived.

TENTH CENTURY.

1. Ben Zuta (or Zita). This otherwise little known

Karaite, whose full name was Abu-1-Surri l
b. Z., probably

lived in Egypt, and disputed with Saadiah only by word
of mouth, so that, strictly speaking, he does not belong to

the literary opponents. If he did live in Egypt, he must

have disputed with Saadiah whilst the latter was still very

young. The substance of his polemical utterances, which

are only known from references in Ibn Ezra, has already
been fully dealt with in my Miscellen uber Saadja, II 2

,
to

which the reader may be referred.

2. Ibn Saqaweihi (or Saqtije), one of the oldest Karaite

authors, about whose personality we likewise know no

thing
3

. He composed an anti-rabbinical work bearing the

title rVNVD^N 2tfn:j,
&quot; Book of Shameful Things

&quot;

(i.
e. of the

Kabbanites), which consisted of the following ten sections :

1 As Steinschneider rightly remarks (Z.f. H. B., VI, 184), noto can only

correspond to the Arabic u^-JL But then it must be transcribed al-

Surri (and not, as hitherto, al-Sari), see Sujuti, &quot;De nominibus relativis

ed. Veth.,&quot; p. 136: &amp;lt;j)l&amp;gt; l^J^L J&amp;gt;\ JJJ^dlj *Jl) u^JI. In Jew.

Encycl., V, 105 a, ben Z. has the forename &quot;Eleazar
&quot;

!

3
Monatsschnft, XLI, 203-12. Cf. also J. Q. R., X, 256, and R. t. J., loc. cit.,

193-4.
3 See Steinschneider, Die arab. Liter, d. Juden, pp. 45 and 281, no. 56

(also my Zur judisch-arabischen Litteratur, Berlin, 1904, p. 40).



SAADIAH GAON IN THE TENTH CENTURY
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

(i) on the unity of God 1
; (2) on a branch of the Sabbath

laws, viz. the kindling of lights ; (3) on another branch of

these laws, viz. on presents (or, on irrigation on Sabbath) ;

(4) on the determination of the New Moon
; (5) on the rule

HDD i&quot;nn tfi&amp;gt; (hence on the validity of Dehijot) ; (6) on leap-

year ; (7) on the prescriptions respecting forbidden fat ;

(8) on forbidden degrees of relationship ; (9) on the pre

scriptions respecting menstruation ;
and (10) on pollution

(np bya). This work was preceded, by way of introduc

tion, by a polemic against the Mishna, in which it was

shown that the latter cannot be of divine origin. Ibn

Saqaweihi maintained therein, with regard to the subject-

matter of the first four chapters, that the later Rabbis had

erred in equal measure with the earlier ones
;
and with

regard to the remaining six chapters, he was of opinion that

here the later Rabbis had deviated from the earlier ones,

and he sought to confirm this by proofs from the Talmud.

The work of Ibn Saqaweihi thus comprised the entire

scope of the
controvei^J^wccin^Ai]jl&amp;gt;aniies_aiid Karaites,

dealmgboih with theological matters (anthropomorphism)
as well as with matters ofHalakha (Sabbajji_jmd festival

laws, caleMar^ s^ienc^ ^and laws o|^diet T marriage, and

cleanliness) ; and ~we sho&quot;uld have bad before us not a

mere reply but an independent anti-rabbinical work (the

oldest of its kind)
2

. It is probable, however, that this

work was the result of Saadiah s activity, so that it rightly

belongs to the category of works dealt with in this study.

1 This section must be the source of Ibn Saqaweihi s opinion, quoted

by Moses ibn Ezra in his npnrf N ntepo, that on in Ps. Ixxxiii. 2 does

not mean &quot;to be silent&quot; but &quot;to be similar&quot; (quoted by Harkavy in his

Notes to the Russian translation of Graetz, vol. VI, p. ci) : yyi OTDN ipVi . . .

wo ^N macte :yo jo m tea TOND
-jb

*m te a^nte mw D N:S SiM-nto

nn bwn n 1

? mrc N 1

?
) (Jes. Ixii. 7) i

1

? m iann tei o*p^ ID p nb 5-i5o

n SD n.^D D rwn5b rrin ppipno p nv Dtow.
a
Everything points to the positive inference that Ibn Saqaweihi was

a Karaite and not a sectarian sui generis, as Firkowitsch (see Gottlober,
D N-ipn niiVirt mpa, p. 149) asserts. Moses ibn Ezra (see Harkavy, ibid.,

p. c, and cw ca D^in , VII, 33) places him in the same rank with Hivi

al-Balkhi.
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Express testimony to this effect is given by al-Hiti, who
was intimately acquainted with Ibn Saqaweihi s work, in

the following words 1
: by\ pawi^K by ih ritf rn rwpD pi

This is the conclusion also to be derived

from the fact that Saadiah, in his polemical work (about to

be mentioned) against Ibn Saqaweihi, already alludes to his

principal work against the Karaites, the TOf^M 3NfO 3
. It

is, therefore, probable that Ibn Saqaweihi also had before

him many polemical writings of Saadiah 4
, which now

provoked him to a counter-attack.

Of this polemical work of Saadiah, which bore the title

mpKD p by l-ta* a^ro, and of which only a few single

quotations were known hitherto 6
,
some extensive fragments

have now been discovered. One of these, belonging to the

early part
6

,
contains the information about Ibn Saqaweihi s

work given above, as well as a part of the refutation of

the first chapter, namely, the reproach that the Talmudists

anthropomorphized the Deity
7

, A more extensive frag-

1 J. Q. R., IX, 435. Cf. ibid., X, 253, note 3, and Z.f. H. B., II, 79.
3 On the Feast of Weeks (i. e. on the controversy respecting mnon

rafcrr) Ibn Saqaweihi had no special section, but he doubtless dealt

incidentally with this important theme in another section. Saadiah s

views on this matter were preserved at the end of his iort ana , See

J. Q. E., XVI, 102-5.
3 In the fragment soon to be mentioned, ed. Hirschfeld (J. Q. R., XVI,

109). It is thus established anew that the controversial work against

Ibn Saqaweihi formed a separate work of Saadiah, and that therefore the

correction is necessary in the words of Moses ibn Ezra : ana Vi parr

nwip csn mpo p *# vmn^nn[i] jnaon icoa
; resp. (in Arab, original) : pa npi

rroDab rvNscte aro ans mpND p ^y rrh D[I] vonte awns c ^*i pa nn^o -u an,

see ibid., p. 100, note i.

4 Above all his controversial work against Anan, which appeared in

the year 915. See J. Q. R., X, 241.
5 Collected by me, ibid., 252 seq.
8 Edited by Harkavy from the St. Petersburg Library, ibid., XIII,

662 seq. (partly also ibid., XVI, 112). Cf. also R. fi. J., XL, 88.

7 It can therefore be assumed with Harkavy (p. 667, note 2) that the

quotation from Saadiah in Judah b. Barzillai s Commentary on Jesira, p. 20,

is perhaps likewise taken from the polemical work against Ibn Saqaweihi

(so that J. Q. R., X, 255 should be corrected).
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ment (consisting of six leaves)
1 contains the refutation of

the sixth chapter (on leap-year ; the beginning is missing
of what seems to have been a very complete treatment of

the subject), the seventh (on the fat tail, Pp5&amp;gt;K,
the use of

which was forbidden by the Karaites, as opposed to the

Rabbanites, see Steinschneider-Festschrift, p. 203, n. 3),

and of the ninth chapter (on menstruation
; the conclusion

is missing). The refutation of the eighth chapter (on
forbidden degrees of relationship) was thus not included

in the work 2
, probably because Saadiah composed a

separate treatise on this subject
3

. Still another frag
ment 4

,
in which the objections against the Mishna are

refuted, is perhaps likewise an offshoot of the work against
Ibn Saqaweihi, as the latter (as we saw above) attacked

the Mishna in his own polemical writing, and Saadiah

expressly states that he will follow up the refutation of

the first four chapters with a defence of the Mishna 5
. In

this fragment Saadiah does not address his words to a

particular person, as in the other two, but speaks of &quot; those

people&quot;
6

.

The treatment that Saadiah accorded to Ibn Saqaweihi
in his work was not very generous. He usually calls him

1 Edited by Hirschfeld from the Cambridge Geniza, J. Q. R., XVI,
105-12. That this fragment belongs to the polemical work against

Ibn Saqaweihi is shown by the contents here presented, which corre

spond exactly to the order of the sections in the work of Ibn Saqaweihi.
a This follows expressly from Saadiah s words (p. no, 1. 15) : Nsmw ii

HTTP wto nN T^N (r. rrv5*rt) frvaste ite jo asiaw^M 5bN

)an np so wocai. On the

division of the ten sections of Ibn Saqaweihi into four and six, see above.
3 Steinschneider s doubts (loc. cit., p. 49, no. 8) as to the existence of

this work seem to me to be unfounded. Cf. my Zur jud.-arab. Litter., p. 42,

and the Addenda at the end of the present dissertation, p. 99.
* Likewise edited by Harkavy, loc. cit., 656-7.
6 See p. 663, 1. 7 from bottom : awaN ^N rrin bap (rripMD p ) mpi . . .

nin &amp;lt;D pbyn ND yi iob navota 131

finsrt Jsann bap n^D na sorc KD D n*V n-&amp;gt;D bw&amp;gt;rtN .

See p. 656, 1. 7 from bottom : to ^na payio Dipbw Vwrr
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&quot;the ignoramus&quot; (IKM son), or &quot;novice&quot; (IHX N in), or
&quot; that fellow

&quot;

(?rbx Kin, INDJN^N Nin), applying to him the

verses Psalm xxxi. 19, Prov. xviii. 3, and Job xiii. 5. He

says that he has rightly called his work ITNVS^N 3rD,
because he has revealed in it only his own shame and

confusion.

Besides being mentioned in the special polemical work,
Ibn Saqaweihi is referred to in another fragment, the author

of which, according to Harkavy, must also have been

Saadiah. We there read 1
: EPK&K |K1 [PPiJpKD p ^Kp tfh

NnJjK ID . , . v K , , K xix paJbaoijK m&&amp;gt; n5&amp;gt; n^, i. e.
&quot; did not

Ibn Saqaweihi maintain that one who is fasting may drink

sakanjabin (a sort of syrup prepared from sour wine), as

it is to be regarded as medicine ?
&quot;

3. Abtl Jdsuf Ja qUb [b. Isaac b. Shemaja ?] al-Qirqisani

is rightly regarded as one of the foremost Karaite

authorities, but the full extent of his literary impor
tance has only become known in recent times 2

. His

chief work was a complete commentary about the pas

sages of the Pentateuch not bearing on law
( ONSttD mi? a

PNIS&N Ya M YI^N nnir6s), entitled ptnr&fl ftnta a^ro
&quot; Book of Beds and Gardens,&quot; which had as introduction

a complete compendium of law, entitled nNtifc^N nxna

Spmo^KI
&quot; Book of Lights and Watch-towers.&quot; In the

former work the date of composition, Kabia* II, 326 of the

Hegira = Adar 1249 contr. (= 938), is expressly given
3

;

and the second work, too, which claims our chief interest,

was composed, according to Ibn al-Hiti, a year earlier, i. e.

335 of the Hegira (= 937)*. Qirqisani was accordingly

1
Voskhod, January, 1900, p. 83.

2 Steinschneider details the literature on him, loc. cit., 43 (supple
mented in my Zur jtid. -arab. Littery, p. 48). In these places everything
is enumerated that has hitherto been edited of the works of Qirqisani.

3 See Neubauer, Med. Jew. Chron., II, 249, 1. 7 from bottom : KIND . . .

ns aiyte :D p iaib n:o ^M nnboii mTEtu^ :D ^m -n33DNb :D
-|Si
% r|s

&quot;i5sb y&amp;gt;Y\ irrttj im m nrnu D
~]bii

aNroSN irr n^^n Sn

Cf. also Firkowitsch, F|^n 33, p. ai.
*

.7. Q. E., IX, 432 : nD:sn ^n^n nA rn ^Dp^b pn^ p
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a contemporary of Saadiah, but, so far as is yet known, his

name has not been found mentioned in the writings of the

Gaon. Harkavy, indeed, conjectures
l that the quotations

from Saadiah found in Jehuda b. Barzillai s Jesira com

mentary are taken from a work directed against Qirqisani.

But it is much more probable that Jehuda b. BarziUai had

before him the polemical work against Ibn Saqaweihi
2

,

especially as only one of the Agadot, but not the second 3
,

defended by Saadiah, is cited by Qirqisani. Moreover, it

cannot yet be proved that Saadiah may have known the

writings of his younger Karaite contemporary. On the

other hand, Qirqisani often quotes Saadiah and controverts

him 4
;
but unforttfnately only a single long passage

5 from

the &quot; Book of Beds &quot; and a few chapters from the &quot; Book
of Lights

&quot;

have hitherto been published. Still, I shall

adduce here all the passages known to me.

The Pentateuch commentary exists in a longer and a

shorter version, and there are fragments of both in

St. Petersburg and in the British Museum. In the pub-
lished passage from the longer version, which deals with

chronology, there is an anonymous rejoinder to Saadiah.

After stating that the Bible in dealing with large numbers
of years often omits smaller ones, e. g. one or two years,
the writer concludes: &amp;gt;JTP f

nrriai inyi?K mn rta xnn ^
rtoc&tt rrin ^N inw J:D ^y ny t^Ny^K p!?5 ^ix *UE nnp rut*

&quot; From all this may be inferred the futility of the Ibbur

(i. e. of the permanent calendar) and the confusion of the

one who has maintained that the calendar is very ancient,

and that its rules have remained the same since the creation

o &amp;gt;D

-]&quot;n prro rvniottM ^aoi fr:an prvoi rjb
fwo nNttste. Both

these dates do not agree, and we must correct pym into pynNi and r I o

into fro (hence p. 437, note i must be rectified; in
rjim ^3, loc. cit., we

rightly have 1248, Era of Contracts, but equally wrongly 315 of the

Hegira).
1 Introduction to Qirqisani, p. 248.

3 See above, p. 6.

8 Cf. J. Q. R., X, 255.
*
Harkavy, loc. cit.

8 See Neubauer, loc. cit. Cf. also my Hiscdlen uber Saadja, III, p. 9,

note i (
= Monatsschrift, XLIV, 408, note 2).
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of the world.&quot; As is well known, this was the theory of

Saadiah.

In the Kitdb al- Anwar, of which I possess several

excerpts in manuscript besides those printed, there are

a few chapters exclusively devoted to the refutation of

Saadiah, e. g. section xi, chap. 29, on forbidden degrees of

relationship, and section xii, chaps. 15-16, on the use of the

fat tail (n*?K)
l

. Again, in other passages Saadiah is con

troverted incidentally (often anonymously), or he is the

chief object of controversy: e.g. section ii, chap. 13, on

Saadiah s theory about the age of the permanent calendar 2
;

ibid., chaps. 14-15 (partly edited in Z.f.H.B., Ill, 175), on the

divinity and the necessity of the oral law ; section xi,

chap. 30 (edited in the Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, p. 182;

reprint, p. xiv), on the prohibition to marry a niece
;

section xii, chap. 7, on the wrenching off of a fowl s head

(npw)
3

; ibid., chap. 10, on the eating of dead fish (Saadiah s

name is not mentioned here, cf. Z.f. H. B.
} IV, 74) ; ibid.,

chaps. 20-1 (edited loc. cit., p. 184 ; reprint, p. xvi) on the use

of an embryo, &c. Similarly, according to Harkavy, Saadiah

and his polemical work against Anan are meant in the

following passage of the Kitdb al-Amvdr&amp;gt; the section and

chapter of which cannot be ascertained for the present
4

:

D^nn^K |io rbh& IN DVT p ^y n-n pacn^ inrp JD fyn Dvr npi

^K, i. e.
&quot; A Rabbanite has refuted the view that the

prayers are to consist only of psalms,&quot; &c. As a matter

of fact, this was a prescription of Anan, who endeavoured

by this means to annul the hitherto prevalent order of

prayer, because the latter went back upon tradition 5
.

1 See the headings of these chapters in Steinschneider-Festschrift, pp. 201,

203.
2

J. Q. R., XIII, 66 1 : JN?N -^s on ^DID p TorbN JN Vip nvcb f*o npi

DIS p n:N Vip ;
hence the same as in the passage just mentioned from the

Pentateuch commentary.
3 See Steinschneider-Festschrift, p. 203, note i, and R. fi. J., XLV, 196-7.
4 See Harkavy. Stud. u. Mitt., V, 107. The continuation in his Otcherki,

I, 52, note 3.
8
See, e.g., Qan Eden, fol. 71 a; Adderet Elijahu, nbsn pr, chap. 5 (cf.
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There is also a compendium of the Kitdk al-Anwdr (Brit.

Mus. MS., Or. 3525, Catalogue II, no. 588, cf. Steinschneider-

Festschrift} p. 211), containing many controversial rejoinders
to Saadiah, which had not yet been discovered in the main

work : e. g. on the science of the calendar, where Saadiah s

name is not expressly mentioned (fol. 44 a, seqq. ; see

J. Q. R. t VIII, 686) ;
on incest (fol. 101 b, similar to section

xi, chap. 29, of the main work
; the passage may perhaps

be taken from Saadiah s treatise on this subject, see above,

p. 7, n. 3); on the idea of D&quot;n D -D (fol. 137 b
;

cf. Z.f. H.B.,

IV, I7seq.), &c.

We thus see that Qirqisani also touches on all the points
of difference between Rabbanites and Karaites. It must

be observed, moreover, that of all the older Karaite authors

Qirqisani is most deeply versed in the Talmudic literature,

and that his polemics are calm in tone and objective in

character.

[4.
Menahem b. Michael b. Joseph is the author of a

poem with commentary on the laws of slaughtering
1

,
in

which a controversy is directed quite clearly against
a Rabbanite opponent. The superscription of this poem
reads: &quot;i ^ &quot;Tin

o^py!&amp;gt; &amp;gt;anpn
tamo mn r6w niaxn nw

nBW n-o^n nnK
i&amp;gt;y pin myo. Pinsker identifies the latter

with Saadiah Gaon, makes Menahem his contemporary, and
maintains that Menahem indulged in polemics against the

also Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt, VIII, i, 203). In another passage Qirqisani

reproaches the Rabbanites for not taking prayers [exclusively ?] from the

Psalms (sect, i, chap. 3 ;
ed. Harkavy, p. 286 : HN JS JN rapDN orr: ~rn jm

]b
nn m^N NOD Nrn tt j i m&quot;&amp;gt;nn IDD p). A sectarian, Malik al-Ramli,

prescribed that Ps. xxix should take the place of the Eighteen Benedic

tions, probably in agreement with the dictum of Hillel, the son of Samuel
b. Nahmani, in Berachot, 28 b. See Harkavy, Voskhod, Jan., 1900, p. 79.

Similarly Petahia relates of the heretics in the land of Kedar : D3W
JIB rrrr jnon ro-ni late rfenrr rvnno n&quot;irr on 1

? ncDtr^i D^IQID *? ^^cno
orpyya (cf. Harkavy, Altjud. Denkmaler, p. 106). Cf. also the Responsa of

Levi b. Habib, no. 79 : S&quot;?N nijpx~oi m&quot;mco niD&quot;&amp;gt;2 en;
j

^NTC^a D^oniD . .

IDI o piDCi nwni N^n jnten to.

1 Edited from a Leyden MS. (Cat. Stein Schneider, no. 41
8
) by Pinsker,

p. 55 seq.
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Gaon 1
. But this identification can hardly be considered

correct, because the language of Menahem points clearly

to a Byzantine Karaite, e.g. haa &quot;for &quot;definition&quot; (p. 59,

1. 7), W in the sense of &quot;i. e.&quot; (= Arab, jw ; ibid., 1. 28),

expressions that the ancient Karaites in the East do not

know. Consequently our poem cannot have been directed

against Saadiah. Menahem belongs to a much later time,

and is adduced here only for the purpose of showing that

he does not belong to the category of the Karaite authors

dealt with here by us. The lifetime of Menahem can, in

any case, be determined with a certain probability. On
the one hand, he is doubtless identical with the Karaite

liturgical poet, Menahem b. Michael, of whose writings we

possess (among others) a Zion Ode 2
,
so that he could not

have composed any poetry before Jehuda Halevi. On the

other hand, he is already cited by Aaron b. Joseph in the

Mibhar (composed 1294) on Gen. xxvii. 3 (ed. fol. 50 b).

We shall therefore not go wrong if we assume that he

flourished somewhere in the second half of the twelfth

century. For other proofs of a later date, see Geiger

, IV, 31) and Schorr
(p5&amp;gt;nn, VI, 76).]

It is thus established that only three Karaites disputed
with Saadiah during his lifetime. The other two, who,

according to Sahl, likewise refuted the Fayyumite during
his life, certainly developed their main literary activity

after the demise of the Gaon. This is also true of

5. Salmon b. Jeroham (Arab. Sulejman b. Ruheim),

about the circumstances of whose life we possess hardly

1 It is superfluous to enter into the other identifications of Pinsker

(such as that of Menahem b. Michael with Menahem ha-Gisni, &c.), as

their impossibility has long been proved.
a
Begins iDQ D*ip o aa ! ppn jvs (&quot;Karaite Prayer Book,&quot; ed. Wilna,

1890, 1, 134 ;
cf. Landshut, Amude ha-Aboda, p. 76). Other liturgical poems

of Menahem are : two Kinnot, D^l Sipb iwi 11:3 and vrnsn vnasrcn

DTjn rnp irvsrr (ibid., I, 127 and 135), and a Seliha, beginning pi^N
s
n&quot;?rt

nv yuD (ibid., Ill, 316 ;
cf. Pinsker, p. 139, no. 25 ; lacking in Luzzatto,

Vis? nbn;, in JTD isw, 1884, p. 4).
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any authentic information l
. His Hebrew polemical work

against Saadiah, written in wretched rhymes, is the only
one that has been preserved from remote times, and this

has been only partly edited. It was possibly composed
while Saadiah was yet alive, about 940. I have already

analysed its contents thoroughly in another connexion, and

referred there especially to its snarling tone 2
. Salmon

wanted to render this work into Arabic too for the people,

but we do not know whether this was carried out. In any
case no Arabic version has been preserved.

Besides this polemical work Salmon also composed
a series of Biblical commentaries, which were probably
all issued in the sixth decade of the tenth century

(i.e. after Saadiah s death), and which have been preserved

partly in the original Arabic, partly in a Hebrew transla

tion. Here, too, aggressive war is waged against Saadiah 3
,

especially in the Commentary on Psalms (MS. in St. Peters

burg). Salmon speaks here of Saadiah as of a com

pletely unknown man
(&amp;lt;DWD^fct3 spJW t6n n^V 13 mnNB i),

and refutes his view that the Psalms might be recited

as prayers only in the Temple and only with musical

accompaniment
4

. Then he also controverts another view

of Saadiah, that entire psalms are prophecies of David,
and that the royal minstrel had assigned many of them

to the sons of Moses and to other Levites, to be sung
5

.

1 See in particular Steinsclmeider, loc. cit., 40 (also ibid.,

p. 340).
3 J. Q. R., VIII, 684 seq. I hare since published many more passages

from it, thus ibid., X, 271 ; Z.f. H. B.
} III, 172 ;

and Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch,

p. 186.

8 Sahl s statement, quoted above, is thus confirmed, that Salmon con

ducted his campaign against Saadiah in his lifetime as well as after his

death.
4 See the passage in question in Neubauer, Studio, Biblica, III, 18. It 13

not difficult to see that Saadiah with this assertion aimed at an ordinance

of Anan. See above, p. 10, n. 5.
8

Ibid., p. 19. According to Saadiah, e. g., the heading rnrob in Ps. xc

means as much as nco ^sb (he points to Judges i. 3, where mw and JWDSJ
likewise stand for rmrr oa and pyoiu 33), the heading rrabu^, in Ps. Ixxii,
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On Psalm cii. 14 there is a rather long excursus on the

reckoning of the year of redemption, where likewise a

vigorous attack is made on Saadiah. I have edited in full and

thoroughly discussed this excursus *, which Salmon again

repeats almost verbally on Canticles ii. 1 1. On Psalm civ. 19
Salmon quotes his Wfi&amp;gt;K ^y n^N 3NTD, but it is doubtful

whether he means here the Hebrew or the Arabic work 2
.

In connexion with cxl. 6 is related the often discussed fact

that Saadiah denied that the Talmud speaks of physical

struggles between the followers of Shammai and those of

Hillel. This passage has also been thoroughly examined

by me 3
.

In the commentaries on Echa and Kohelet, the only ones

that I saw complete in the original Arabic, I found nothing

polemical against Saadiah and especially nothing objec

tionable against the Rabbanites, who are elsewhere so

violently attacked by Salmon 4
. Perhaps, therefore,

Steinschneider is right in doubting their genuineness
5

,

which has yet, in any case, to be established.

Finally, it may be mentioned that, according to Ibn

al-Hiti, Salmon died in Aleppo during Saadiah s lifetime.

The latter is said to have followed the funeral procession
and to have pronounced a eulogy on the departed. All

this naturally belongs to the realm of fiction (from mere

chronological considerations), but still it is possible that

Salmon indeed died in Aleppo
6

. We now know that

Saadiah stayed in this town, even before his appointment
as Gaon (about 92 1)

7
, but at that time Salmon was just

a new-born babe.

is equal to &quot;on Solomon,&quot; &c. Even David s authorship of any psalm is

not to be disputed.
1

&quot;Miscellen iiber Saadja,&quot; III, Berlin, 1901 (reprint from Monatsschrift,

XLIV, 400-16 and 508-29).
a See Pinsker, p. 133.

3
Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, pp. 169 seq. (For a correction see my Tn^ nbnn,

Warsaw, 1902, p. 16
;

cf. also Monatsschrift, XLVI, 376.)
4 See J. Q. R., VIII, 689 ; XIII, 337.
6 Hebr. Bibliog., XIII, 103 (cf. E.E. J., XLI, 305).

SeeZ.f.H.B., II, 79.
7 In a letter to his pupils, dated 922, on the dispute about the Calendar
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6. Hasan (or Husein) ben Mashiah 1
, according to the

above-cited account of Sahl, wrote polemics against Saadiah

both in his lifetime and after his death. He is also said to

have tried to hold a dispute with the Gaon verbally, but

the latter roughly repulsed him. He succeeded, however,
in obtaining one of Saadiah s anti-Karaite writings (which
the author is said never to have allowed to leave his

possession), and refuted it immediately (in a separate
work

?)
2

. It is, of course, difficult to establish how much
truth is contained in this report, but in any case Ben
Mashiah ought to be a contemporary of Saadiah, although
a considerably younger one. According to Ibn al-Hiti,

who often had good information at his disposal, Ben

Mashiah, who lived in Bagdad, disputed with his fellow-

townsman, the Christian physician, Abfr Ali *Isa b. Zar a.

The latter wrote his polemical work against the Jews in

the year 387 of the Hegira (
= 997), and if we assume that

this disputation took place before the appearance of this

work, that is, about a few years before 997, and that Ben
Mashiah was already an old man then, he can hardly have

been engaged in literary activity before 940. Hence
al-Hiti is quite right in coupling him with Salmon b.

Jeroham, as they were of about the same age
3

.

with Ben Meir, Saadiah says : 121 TI bran DH oVnrr nspa wa abna rna a jn

(Saadyana, ed. Schechter, p. 25, 1. 12
;

cf. J. Q. B., IX, 37, and R. . J.,

XLVIII, 149, note 3).
1 For the literature about him refer to my article in Jew. EncycL, s. v.

(VI, 247 ; where, however, the determination of the period of his life

must be modified in accordance with the present conclusions), and Zur

jud.-arab. Litter., p. 47.
3
Pinsker, p. 37 : ton nisN nN DN *3 vbtf wao (nnyo h*~\) rrn b oai . . .

nn IDNI pys\o ir vina vin iniN N^am (?) on^^aD i^c: vspn n^iro pi ... yen
onn mi ipo :a hy IT nnno vna D^^in sb ana -IITN Dnccni . bro

&quot;jb jbi
*b

X
i3i vnna vto a^ni n ^rn p n^a bca. For continuation see above, p. 3.

3 See J. Q. R., IX, 434 : cnw
ja pntei n cn p (sic) ;cnb ia

j
5 \cb . . .

pi ^^;a D nrs^a n^p:n n^pwj n^wo p f*oi
nvcb |oi D w3

]nS rrrtDi D (1. nr) ri^io p D [V] iai . . . abn D

in (1. Twm) vi^:ni Toiof&amp;gt; nnco p^a n: on nn^ !

nann. The date 387 is confirmed by Ibn abi Oseibia (ed.

Miiller, I, 236, 1. 10 from bottom). Ibn Zar a was born in August, 943,
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Of Ben Mashiah s polemics against Saadiah, we are

principally acquainted with a passage directed against the

Gaon s defence of the antiquity of the present calendar-

system, in which Ben Mashiah refers to &quot;Sadducean writings

(n*pVWK aro, D^TO uro), which are known among the

people.&quot;
This passage has been preserved in Arabic, in

a commentary on Exodus, of which Sahl or perhaps even

Ben Mashiah himself is the author, and in Hebrew in

a fragment that originates from Hadassi *. Besides this,

a MS. has been recently published, in which Ben Mashiah

reproduces a complete Hebrew treatise on the calendar

of an otherwise unknown Rabbanite, Joshua b. Alan 2
, and

which writing perhaps originally formed the constituent

part of a polemical work by Ben Mashiah.

7. Abu. Anan Isaac b. All b. Isaac was, according to

Ibn al-Hiti, an important Karaite scholar, who in a special

work, entitled itOD^K 3NrD(?), tilted his controversial pen

against Saadiah among others. I have already compiled

in another place the little that is known about him, and

there shown that he probably nourished about the middle

of the tenth century
3

.

8. Abu-1-Tajjib al-Jebeli (Hebr. Samuel b. Asher b.

Manstir)
4 is also mentioned by Sahl among the Karaites

who wrote polemical works against Saadiah after his death.

According to Ibn al-Hiti, he is said to have been a contem

porary of Abu-1-Faraj Harun
;
but as the latter flourished

about 1026, al-Jebeli could hardly have been cited by Sahl.

According to a further account of Ibn al-Hiti, al-Jebeli

disputed with the head of a school, Menahem, after he

became acquainted with a work of a son of Menahem

and died at the beginning of May, 1008
;
see Fihrist, I, 264 ; II, xar. Cf.

also Steinschneider, Polem. u. apolog. Literatur, pp. 146-7.
1 Both versions are published and discussed by me in R. E. /., XLV,

176-7, where all particulars may be found.
3 Edited in rrvesn, 1899, nos. 141-2, and again in pan, IV, 75 (cf.

Zur jud.-ardb. Litter., I.e.).
3 See ibid., pp. 15, 16.

4 See on him my short article in Jew. Encycl., VII, i6a.
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addressed to a certain Abu Tabit 1
. If this Menahem,

as I conjecture, is identical with another of the same

name, who addressed inquiries in Arabic to Saadiah (see

pan, I, 91)
2

,
then al-Jebeli could likewise have composed

his polemical work about the middle of the tenth century.

9. All b. Hasan (or Husein) likewise figures in Sahl s

list among Saadiah s disputants, but there are no par
ticulars known about him. Pinsker (p. KV) identifies

him with the grandfather of Levi b. Jefet, who, in his

Muqaddima (ibid., p. 64, where Ali b. pnta), mentions

a commentary on the Pentateuch by him. Accordingly,

Ali, as he was the father of Jefet, would have flourished

about 960-70. But there is a lack of sufficient proof for

this, and, besides, the authenticity of the Muqaddimct,
is not quite free from doubt 3

.

10. David b. Abraham al-Fasi is the author of a com

prehensive and voluminous Hebrew dictionary in Arabic,

bearing the title jnaK or BKB^N JHDM 3Kro. Pinsker and

Neubauer have published detailed specimens from it, and

placed the author in the second half of the tenth century,

soon after Saadiah. On the other hand, there was no lack

of attempts, especially on the part of Schorr, to place him

in the twelfth century, after Ibn Ezra. But one will have

to decide for the first date 4
. In this lexicon Saadiah is

1 J. Q.R., IX, 435 : ba3S ynoto iaa rynynbN -111*20 p -? p
D (NiN:m = ) *mN2m pnn ricbN (1.

IKCDN *D fibtfpn rrbi n rn by

^a^ bw nn:n p nyp-i by noipi n:

Al-Jebeli s work against the Mahzor-cycle and the calculation of the

Molad must be identical with the polemical treatise against Saadiah,

as these subjects form the principle theme of polemics. When Ibn

al-Hiti says further, that al-Jebeli was of the opinion of Abu AH,
i.e. Jefet, one need not yet conclude from this that he followed him,
but that their opinions on this point were in agreement.

2 Cf. Steinschneider, Arab. Liter, d. Juden, 30 (and also ibid., p. 339).
1 Cf. also Steinschneider, J. Q. R., X, 539, and my Zur jud.-arab. Litter.,

p. 49, 1. ult.

* See the literature dealing with the matter in Steinschneider, pp. 86

and 341, and in Bacher, Jew. EncycL, s. v. (IV, 459, 460).

C
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quoted twice s.v. EH (Pinsker, p. 108), and his interpreta

tion of the verses Gen. L XI, 12, is refuted. In these verses

the yielding of fruit-bearing trees only is mentioned, not

of ordinary trees (see Nahmanides on the passage). Now
Saadiah must have explained ver. 1 1 in such a way, that

the latter are to be understood by HJ py, i. e. trees that are

a fruit of the earth, as opposed to fruit-bearing trees, which

are HS nt?y. Ver. 12 is shortened, and should also read here

^D POT [HB] ?V. This explanation of Saadiah, which is

combated by David b. Abraham, is, however, in contra

diction to the Gaon s translation of the particular two verses.

11. Abu Sa id
(?)

David b. Boaz, the Prince (D^K, NWi),

according to a genealogical list of Solomon the Prince

(Pinsker, p. 53), was in the fifth generation of descent

from Anan. Hence David would have flourished about

910 (approximately 5x30 = 150 years after Anan), and

have been a contemporary of Saadiah. On the other hand,

according to Ibn al-Hiti, David composed his commentary
on Kohelet in the year 383 of the Hegira ( 993), and was

mentioned even after Levi b. Jefet by the Solomon referred

to \ so that David would belong to the last quarter of the

tenth century. This date seems to me also to be the more

correct, principally because David, so far as is yet known,
is first quoted by Joseph al-Basir in the DHjftDn &quot;iSD

a
.

Hadassi also mentions him between Jefet and his son 3
,

though this may be accidental.

Of David s works Ibn al-Hiti mentions, besides the

commentary on Kohelet, still another on the Pentateuch

and a book on the principles of religion (bttfc6tf 3NfD)
4

.

J. Q. R.j IX, 432 : nijrM TAr n:o D
n&quot;?np

rrs:&amp;gt;:;?n nw rn iya p m pcbw

roi rrnnS TCD.T nVi
;
and ibid. : NVro* &quot;m (NMTOT rrato

&amp;gt;s)
n:xb ....

in en mbn nsaV v:y inM on nc^ ii en :wcpnpb on bM ai en
jnD

ja on pr

^S&amp;gt;D:M
nn^y n nom (?) ^y 1154 oSmb^ en w^:^ win p .

a See the passage in Pinsker, p. 199 (cf. also ibid., p. p).
s

Eshkol, 241, D : [to] o^na min iccai -\vrnn ISIM &quot;IDDI ion oantuD ...

1^1 nn y*i r.D* (1. pi) pi x^orr Tin nc i Vno nnobor?.
* The composition of such a work also points rather to a post-Saadyanic

Karaite than to a contemporary.
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Of the Pentateuch commentary there have been preserved

only considerable parts in MS., namely, on Leviticus and

on the second half of Deuteronomy in St. Petersburg ;
on

Exod. xxv. i-xxxiii. 13 in the British Museum (Catalogue

Margoliouth, Vol. I, No. 384), and, in addition, on the whole

of Exodus in a modern copy in the Karaite synagogue in

Jerusalem 1
. According to Harkavy (Z. A. T. TF., 1,157),

David, in the St. Petersburg MS., frequently controverted

Saadiah, not expressly naming him, however, but only

designating him as S&amp;gt;i*6 NTi. In the London MS. there

are two such passages (fol. 19 a on xxv. 32 and fol. 31 b

on xxvii. 4), and in both the discussion is about the

construction of appurtenances of the tabernacle 2
.

Besides this MS. of the British Museum, Margoliouth
has been trying to show that some other MSS. of the

same collection also have David as their author, but the

demonstration is not everywhere quite convincing
3
. We

have to consider only two of them here. The one (MS.
Or. 2494

1
; Cat. No. 31 8 l

) contains a commentary on the

first pericope of Leviticus (the beginning and end are

missing), and in two passages (ff. ib, 4b) there is a hit

at the i&amp;gt;j&quot;tx Kin. The second is much more important

(Or. 2495 ;
Cat. No. 306). This MS., of which I have

a copy of a few excerpts, contains a very detailed com

mentary on Lev. xi. i-xv. 25. Of authors mentioned here

besides the Talmudists (designated fbwh* and pKmta) and

Anan, only Saadiah is very often cited 4
, sometimes as

WB^R, sometimes also as brh* Kin, his name being

accompanied by the formula ri77X rn. The points on which

Saadiah s views are combated naturally concern the laws

of purity, but they are mostly questions of subordinate

1 See Steinschneider, 39 (also ibid., p. 340).
2 See the beginning of both passages in Margoliouth s Catalogue, where

Saadiah is referred to in the one as brhx
-jVi,

and in the other as ^hbN Min.

In this MS. David is also called *np urn p ~m TSD TIN (the entire MS. is

otherwise, without exception, written with Arabic letters).
5 Cf. R. E. J., XLI, 305, 306.
* See the list of passages in Margoliouth s Catalogue.

C 2
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importance. Once (fol. 1 8 1 a, on xv. 25 ;
see further,

p. 25) the prescriptions about menstruous women are

also discussed. The controversy is conducted calmly and

pertinently. Different expressions are adduced, e. g. :

lin r&np zb pfo -inNtb ix (fol. 47 a)
l

;
noNa N^N Nim (ibid.) ;

rmiN ND i&amp;gt;D3 (fol. 78 a) ; r6ip Dpo
1

&quot; ND n^y win ips (fol. 179 b);

3Nro5&amp;gt;N N^I -IBN nnrto N$&amp;gt; . . , ntap ND rfe (fol. 182 a), &c.

Thus, unlike the Karaite custom elsewhere observed, only
views but not personalities are combated. In one passage
the author refutes an opinion of Saadiah, which is really

that of the Talmud (viz., the well-known explanation of

3*6 tn p3 in Deut. xvii. 8, that what is intended here is

a decision respecting the pure and impure blood of a men
struous woman, see Sifre, ad loc., and parallel passages), and

he refers to his own commentary on this verse (fol. 165 a) :

JN3 ^ii w ro n^ tfi? (wai&amp;gt;N *x) n^p ND y^oa IN D^ys* . . .

m *a in hp s

IN nowh ^yn m: DT ^2 in oni) DT pa nhp

in *IN 5&amp;gt;na JHD nps ^N Jsnn^a nno ^x aji^ pa ypn

TOD ni3 ^1 |N 54* DD^D^ 131 n^lp

ID nnri ni3 m D^I DDNH^N IDN jy

D in {33

i s ND PIDBN* Nn Toan *a NJU npi nnND n^a D s ynr

&quot;l^N
1DN3 Nin JN ^y 2

. The Karaite author doubtless used

as his source in every case Saadiah s commentary on the

Pentateuch, and we should thus possess here important

fragments of this vanished work.

12. Jefet b. All ha-Levi (Arab. Abu All Hasan b. All

al-Basri) must have flourished in the last quarter of the

tenth century
3

. He is the most prolific Karaite exegete of

1 See the whole passage in E. A. J., XLV, 56.
3
Perhaps the Samaritan Munajja b. Sedaqa also disputes with Saadiah

on this point ;
see Wreschner, Samarit. Traditionen, p. 33. Cf. also Keter

Tora, ad loc. (fol. sob).
3 His commentary on Daniel, which is apparently one of his latest

commentaries (perhaps even the latest), appeared about the year 1000.

See D. S. Margoliouth s preface to his edition of this commentary (Oxford,

1889), p. v.
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the Bible, for he has translated the entire twenty-four books

of Scripture into Arabic and commented upon them very

fully, partly at least in two recensions (Pentateuch, Psalms ?;

see R. .J., XLI, 306). The commentaries of Jefet, especially

that on the Pentateuch, afford very much valuable material

for the history of the older Karaite literature and theology ;

but of the many MSS. extant in St. Petersburg, London,

Oxford, Paris, Berlin, &c., unfortunately only a comparatively
small portion has been edited l

.

According to Sahl, Abu Ali Hasan al-Basri, i. e. Jefet, like

wise combated Saadiah in a special work, which is further

corroborated by Jefet s own statements. The composition
of such a work is promised in the passage on Gen. i. 14.

After Jefet advances controversial arguments about the

calendar against Saadiah in very thorough fashion 2
,
he

adds that he has entered into this dispute only incidentally,

because his main purpose is to present here an exposition

of Holy Writ. But should God vouchsafe him the time,

then he will refute the views of Saadiah in a special treatise

(otna flyn^

DW&amp;gt;N Tin
J

man mn:

JNI yNonx^N i?Dnn^ ubi ^oan 2NrD rush

y sinn^ nsn^ SN^N N*in^ nnna noy^N &amp;gt;a

n^y ND &quot;IHDNI Nni^i n^oxan^N nns p nana

&quot;l^N yn n^N N^ }N). On the other hand, in the passage

on Exod. xxxv. 3 (published by Pinsker, p. 20), he

quotes this controversial treatise as already in existence :

rh nai?N ^N aNroi&amp;gt;N *z nyn by na mm ND3 ^ii , . .

Jefet s polemical work, like many others, is now lost,

1 A review of the known and available MSS. and of the parts edited

so far is given by Steinschneider in Die arab. Liter, d. Juden, 44 (also ibid.,

p. 341, and Zur jud.-arab. Litter., p. 49 ;
add the MS. no. 234 of the

library of the Alliance isr. univ. in Paris, containing the comm. on

Lev. xxvi. 38-xxvii, cf. E. fi. J., XLIX, 286, and the translation of Gen. viii.

1-22, and ix. 18-28, printed in Kahle, Die arab. Bibeltibcrsetzungen, pp. 29-31).
2 See J.Q.R., X, 246.
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and we do not know whether he composed it in Arabic,

like all his other works, or in Hebrew, like a work directed

against Jacob b. Samuel, to be mentioned below. But

although Jefet maintains that he will not expand his

commentary by a controversy with Saadiah or with other

opponents of the Karaites, he does nevertheless indulge in

polemics, especially in the Pentateuch commentary, very
often and very thoroughly against the fcttl&^M DN1, and

quotes rather long passages both from anti-Karaite works

as well as from the Bible commentaries of Saadiah l
.

I now proceed to give a survey of the passages in question

from Jefet s commentaries, so far as I have them before me
either in printed form or in manuscript excerpts

2
. I arrange

them according to subject-matter, and must observe that

here especially Jefet very often repeats himself verbally.

i. On the justification of the Oral Law in general, its

divinity and necessity: Exod. xxi. 33 (here Jefet defends

very thoroughly especially the method of analogy, t5&amp;gt;p\i,

DNV, applied by the Karaites) and Dan. xii. 4 (ed. D. S.

Margoliouth, p. 141). Contrary to his usual custom, Jefet

uses, in the last passage, very harsh words, and sa}
7s that

Saadiah and his party, in maintaining that one must, with

out personal investigation, follow the representatives of the

prophets, that is, the teachers of the Mishna and Talmud,

have thereby led Israel into ruin, and so forth 3
. Jefet treats

1 See ibid., 241 seq., the passages from Saadiah s anti-Karaite writings

preserved by Jefet. Saadiah s commentary on the Pentateuch, e. g., is

expressly mentioned by Jefet on Gen i. 14 : ftepbN nin VCDD &amp;gt;B nVp MM . . .

ifw vizr nWn pi nvn p &quot;nan^i nVipi ^ip vn rviwna E ;
Exod. xxi. 33 : on . . .

^Ss bip^ DW &quot;new Dipn i*?
VIES)! D rvraiD n jNi TEEM E nb N:n5i N:ND

&quot;]Vi

yo ;

xxiii. 15 : rpn mm N-iin NO DTHES roo tec *D navcbN DTOJ? an n: ^ii . . .

^N nbip ini
F]ina ;

xxiv. 4 : D p^3 . . . in n%M nsnD ^ sna npc nai^M NDNI

^bw ^na f]in
ysiobM win TCEH ;

Lev. xviii. 6 : rrb ani o fiM3n nine . . .

yw ci^i piccbw nnn TCDH D nvcbN.
2 I use copies from the most varied libraries.

3
Vip bno Tbpnw ani* bip ^bca ^r *nn smir;: i j wpNbw rrinc . . .

Cf. also my conclusions in ,R. E. J., XLI, 183 seq.
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this subject ajso in some other passages of his commentaries,

and disputes here with the Rabbanites in general. He

clearly hints at Saadiah in the passage on Deut. xxxiii. 14,

and there employs similar expressions to those used in the

Daniel passage:

2. Questions of calendar-science : hence the rise and age
of the present calendar, validity of the Dehijot, fixing of

leap-years, &c. questions that are known to have been in

the very centre of the controversy between Rabbanites and

Karaites. The chief passage is Gen. i. 14 (partly edited

J. Q. E., X, 246 seq. ;
cf. also above), where Saadiah s theory

about the great age of the calendar-system is quoted from

his Kitdb al-tamjiz and the Pentateuch commentary and

very thoroughly refuted. There further belong to this

section : Gen. viii. 3 (the chronology of the Flood is here

considered, and various questions of calendar -lore are

discussed; cf. J.Q.R., X, 241); xlix. 14 (partly the same

as on i. 14; cf. ibid., 248, n. 2; Saadiah s proof from

i Chron. xii. 33 is chiefly refuted here)
1

; Exod. xii. 2 (see

ibid., 248, n. 3, and 253) ;
xxiii. 15 (on the determination of

the T3N, hence on the question of the intercalary month ;

in two versions); xxxiv. 18 (on the same subject; Jefet

refers here to the second version of his commentary on xii. 2

n-D Km fhrjN^K nio^N ^ D: nrn trinn SD n^y wm ipi

n*ND3); Lev. xxiii. 3 (partly the same as on Gen. i. 14);

xxiii. 5 (likewise in two versions ; see J. Q. .R., X, 249 and

253); Deut. xvi. i (see ibid., 250 and 253); xxxiii. 18

(likewise on the proof from i Chron. xii. 33) ;
and i Sam.

xx. 27 (see ibid., 251). In many of these passages Jefet

affords interesting material also about the history of the

calendar among various sectarians and kindred matter (see

e. g., ibid., 265, n. 2).

1 The same thing is again repeated by Sahl (in Pinsker, p. 37 ; cf. further

infra, p. 39), Levi b. Jefet in his msnn IDD (see ion DID, VIII, 56), Jeshua

b. Jehuda (m rvrooa, MS. Leyden, 41*, f. 89 b), and Aaron b. Elias (py p,
f. 4 c

;
the latter two without mentioning Saadiah).
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3. The kindling of fire on the Sabbath, a question likewise

often discussed in Karaite polemics. The Karaites, as is

well known, not only prohibit the kindling of fire on the

Sabbath, but even the continued burning of anything
a severity derived, as I have shown (R. fi. J., XLIV,

174 seq.), from the expanded meaning of the word rotfta.

Jefet often deals with this subject, viz. Exod. iii. 2
;

xx. 10 (Saadiah is mentioned here only cursorily at the

end: in p yoiK 0x^3 raota iKno nnnn ^ oferu fmi . . ,

ONI nnai KB ycj pp^i fiaKnta yii in *ita B&amp;gt;N inyan K^&amp;gt; a

n^K pya ft^np^K) ; xxxv. 3 (this is the detailed passage to

which Jefet previously refers
;
Saadiah s entire proofs are

here adduced and thoroughly refuted
;

cf. Pinsker, pp. 1 8, 90) ;

Lev. xxiii. 3 (completely the same as on Exod. xxxv. 3) ;

Deut. v. 13 (here Saadiah is adduced only anonymously:
ras&K ^ Kman INJ^N ^y epyjB in -ijn*i JK ^Np ^Kp INS , . *

*1^N nb ^p nliJID
;
this conception of the word in Judges xv. 5

is that of Saadiah) ;
xxv. 4 (see J. Q. R., X, 251).

4. On the time of sacrificing the Paschal offering : Exod.

xii. 6. This question is notably linked together with the

Karaite interpretation of the concept Danyn pa, which

deviates essentially from the Rabbinical : see my remarks

iuR.fi.J., XLV, 1 76 seq.

5. The fixing of the time of Pentecost, i.e. the interpreta

tion of Dai^n mnDD, one of the differences that the Karaites

have taken from the Boethusians (see Monatsschrift, XLI,

206, and /. Q. R., XVI, 407): Lev. xxiii. 15 (edited by
Hirschfeld, Arabic Chrestomathy, p. 109 seq., Jefet s most de

tailed passage on this subject ;
cf. also /. Q. R., X, 250, n. 2) ;

Num. xxxiii. 3 (here Jefet refers to the former passage :

itfnnN NE&amp;gt; &amp;lt;a nrm^N D&O ^y n-6tf ^ EN^N aoyoiN aoa ipi . . .

^ narn nnn^o && nnnsoi ^ onanNio nxanx ^ p^iai^) ;

Deut. xvi. 9 (very detailed
;

Saadiah is not expressly

mentioned here, but is designated as ^;&quot;)^N* Kin, once also

as psa~W DNJ^K pya) ; Joshua v. 1 1 (here also Saadiah is

cited only anonymously : m riosn mnEE |K f6 | p^a ipa
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&quot;lN &quot;CT nno DV) ; Ezek. xlvi. 12 (here also rdl? signifies

not festival, but Sabbath
; cf. further below) .

6. Laws of Purity. Of the differences existing between

Rabbanites and Karaites on this point, the prescriptions

about menstruous women come in specially for considera

tion. There are two points in particular, one concerning
the interpretation of mnta Dl in Lev. xii. 5, where the

Karaites follow the severe view of the Sadducees (see Geiger,

Jild. Zeitschrift, II, 27 ;
cf. also below), and the other

dealing with the determination of the colours in the impure
blood of a menstruous woman, which, according to the

Talmud, is five-fold (see, e.g., Aaron b. Elia, py p, fol. no a

seqq. ;
cf. also Z.f. H. B., IV, 20). Jefet combats Saadiah on

the first point, on Lev. xii. 7 (Saadiah says here, among
other things, one must, according to Prov. xxii. 28, follow

the wise: ^pi&amp;gt;
nruo

&quot;j^n i&amp;gt;np nil npi ^n naix Quanta ;N nyn

i^K THUS wy -| K D^iy hna aDn ^K UNn^K, and this leads

Jefet to a short digression on the Oral Law) ;
and on the

second point, on Lev. xv. 19.

7. Marriage laws, notably one of the most difficult and

complicated chapters in the legal lore of the Karaites,

especially in regard to the forbidden degrees of relation

ship. Nevertheless, in his controversy with Saadiah. Jefet

mostly touches only subordinate points, which are besides

more of an exegetical nature. Thus, on Lev. xviii. 6, con

cerning the expression IPS ^KV(cLKaufmann-Gedenkbuch,

p. 175 ;
Jefet also considers here the interpretation of Ezra

x. 3, on which further below) ;
on xviii. 15, on the ex

pression &quot;jrfe, which, according to Saadiah, includes also

the son s betrothed, so that the words ^n n^K had to be

added here. Much more detailed is the controversy about

Levirate marriage, on xviii. 18. Here Jefet follows the

opinion of Aiian, according to which DTis, in Deut. xxv. 5,

means not &quot;brethren&quot; but &quot;kindred&quot; (cf. H.E.J., XLV,
6 1 seq.), and among other things very thoroughly refutes

Saadiah s proof, that just as the prohibition of Lev. xviii.

16 is limited by the command of Deut. xxv. 5, so also a
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biblical prohibition can be liable to limitation by another

command (or, in other words, T\&quot;b firm ntry, cf. R. . /.,

XXXIV, 169), as e.g. the prohibition of Exod. xx. 10 by
the command of Num. xxviii. 9 \

8. Civil law : Exod. xxi. 24 (published and discussed in

Monatsschrift, XLI, 205), where Jefet upholds the literal

interpretation of the jus talionis, and at the same time

disputes with Saadiah, without mentioning his name.

9. Exegetical and miscellaneous matters : Gen. i. 2 (com
municated by Munk, Notice sur Abou l-Walid, p. 40, n. i :

i^tf Dinn ID inn pNpn&?x i&amp;gt;y: |o D^: npi . , , ;
Saadiah is meant,

see Ibn Ezra, ad loc.) ;
xv. 9 (a refutation of Saadiah s alle

gorical interpretation of the kinds of beasts mentioned here,

where the Gaon partly follows the Midrash 2
; especially

interesting are Jefet s concluding words : D&O &quot;&quot;

*by nT1

n5&amp;gt; yvsiD^N ;o Tro ^ nmwn mnNtb

ID D^D np i&oi? VDND n^n b&amp;gt;wni&amp;gt;K ^K mnxtb ID pva^N his JD

n^aa^W np^K nnn) ;
xix. n (Saadiah is said to have main

tained that I^X 1

! in xviii. 8 referred to Ishmael and the

servants of Abraham ! In the translation there is no trace

of this); Exod. iii. 2 (communicated by Pinsker, p. 72 ; on

the explanation of t^N* H3^)
3

;
xi. 4 (? see Munk, 1. c., p. 41) ;

xxiv. 4 (according to Saadiah what is related here hap

pened on Sivan 9, soon after the Revelation) ;
xxx. 12 (on

Dmaa f]D3
4

;
Saadiah is quoted here anonymously : *T*KB , . ,

1 The words of Jefet in question are : ioba TIT fN 3nnDV Sao D^Vi . . .

^OVE^ rmiN nbx natu :a D^^D DU) nn\z?n nvn brra c^nn ^cbn in 1 o:i Vonnn

iSN anna :to natcn ovai.pi D^n iato D
j
a pncbw inc csno H:NE. These

words of Jefet must be the basis of Aaron b. Elias conclusions, which are

interesting though tinged with a philosophical tendency (Gan Eden, f. 159).

Cf. also Pinsker, p. 66.

2 This interpretation of Saadiah is also criticized by Dunash b. Labrat

(no. 7), cf. Ibn Ezra s in 1 ro?, no. 7, and Lippmann s notes on it, as well as

Oeiger s Wiss. Zeitschr., V, 311, and ion cm, V, 101. On the Agadic

interpretation of the Vision of Beasts especially see Steinschneider, Polem.

u, apolog. Liter., p. 2266 seq., and on Saadiah s principles in his allegories, see

the passages quoted Monatsschrift, XLI, 208, n. 3.

3 For the original of Saadiah s commentary on this verse, see Z.A.T.W.,

I, 152.
4 The particular passage from Saadiah s commentary on this verse in
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|D3 |K fib) ;
Isa. lii. 13 (pub

lished by Neubauer, The 5$rd Chapter ofIsaiah, &c.; on the

Servant of God) ;
Jer. xxxvi. I (see my &quot;D DnJD U1 WnB

isnpn *3na5&amp;gt; U^n, p. 31, n. 9; the Megillah mentioned here

cannot possibly mean Echa, as Saadiah following the Talmud

maintains) ;
Ezek. xlviii. 1 2 (according to Saadiah the form

iWnn would point to a duplication); and Dan. xii. 13 (ed.

D. S. Margoliouth, p. 151 ;
on the calculation of the year

of Redemption, see my Miscellen uber Saadja, HI, 11 =
Monatsschrift, XLIV, 410).

The tone is mostly calm and agreeable ;
but the

demonstration is not always fortunate. But it must be

remembered that the arguments of Saadiah too are very
often superficial. The commentaries of Jefet, however, are

also in this respect of great importance.

Nothing has yet been discovered of Jefet s polemical

work against Saadiah, as has already been observed. On
the other hand, a work of this kind in Hebrew, directed

against a pupil of the Gaon, Jacob b. Samuel, has been

preserved
1

;
and I have expressed the conjecture, which

still needs verification, that this pupil is identical with

the Jacob ibn Ephraim mentioned by Qirqisani as his

interlocutor (so that his full name must have been Jacob ben

Samuel ibn Ephraim)
2

. Eut as the Karaites, and especially

Jefet, repeat themselves very often, and inasmuch as par

ticularly in their anti-rabbinical campaign they almost

alwT

ays advance with the same arguments, it is there

fore more than probable that the polemical work against

Jacob contains much that Jefet also adduced against

German translation : Bacher, Die jiid. Bibelexegese, &c. (Treves, 1892),

p. 13 seq.
1 The heading here reads : riB 1:11 nrr cten CDnn y\rmc rvunrr.rr nb^i

fcprn toonw Ji 2pi
vl

&amp;gt; y*: ibn % n p bn:n labon nbn. See corrections

thereto in Geiger, ion:
^li^^&amp;lt;, IV, 19 seq.

2 See Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, p. 169 seq. On Jefet s controversial work,

ibid., p. 180 (reprint, p. xii). It is, at any rate, remarkable that the

name of Jacob, as far as hitherto known, does not occur even in Jefet s

commentaries.
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Saadiah. One would therefore be justified in briefly ana

lysing this polemical work, more especially as Saadiah

also is expressly mentioned here, in the second poem :

D^IJO mm ~I^K /i.e. from *p in Egypt) sun rrnyD *piDi&amp;gt; mo*
H S^B n myo &quot;jm

. . .
t|ai (| Wa ons? ou^n cm /an

TOor6 /inttK N^H p b y (i.
e. out of Egypt, cf. Jer. xlvi. 20)

ny[i]-ra P r\wy HKD /nia moo fesnh aw.
This polemical work consists of three sections in doggerel

verses of four members, in which, after the manner of the

Arabic Muwashshah songs, three members of each strophe

rhyme with one another, whilst the fourth members have

one common rhyme. The acrostic in all three is alpha
betical l

. That they all three belong together may be in

ferred from the superscription of the third : n^l tfix ubws.

Possibly these were originally followed by replies in prose.

Their contents are as follows :

In the first section Jefet combats the view that there exists

an Oral Law revealed by God to Moses, and employs the

following four proofs: (i) Moses commands Joshua (Deut.

xxxi. ii?) in the presence of all Israel to read the Torah
;

there is no mention of an Oral Law. (2) To all questions

that the son should put to his father, the Torah gives

(Exod. xiii. 8, 14 &c.) such answers as can be derived

from itself, but not out of any Oral Law existing beside

it. (3) Moses, in his last exhortation (Deut. xxxii. 7),

enjoins that questions should be asked of the ancestors,

the answers to which are contained in the same address :

so that here also there is no need of an oral supplement.

(4) God promised the scattered members of his people

he would turn to them again when they would abandon

the work of man (cf. Isa. xxix. 13), among which are to

be understood Mishna, Talmud, and Agada, which men
invented 2

.

1 The fourth, with the acrostic pin nmnrr nspo, belongs, as Geiger, I.e.,

rightly recognizes, to Sahl s polemical work.
a To be sure, we cannot regard this point as an argument against tradition.

In the last strophe the first two members must be reversed : min CB n
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In section II the same theme is treated, and two proofs

of Jacob b. Samuel for the authenticity of the Oral Law are

refuted. From Jer. xvii. 21, 22 Jacob seems to have urged
that the Pentateuchal laws need a supplementary Oral Law,
because it does not follow from the Torah that one may not

carry a burden on the Sabbath, as the prophet here insists.

Jefet replies that this prohibition is to be derived from

Num. iv. 13, because here the carrying of a burden is called

work (rDtcfaa JWJ& ;
and the sons of Kehat had only parts

of the tabernacle to carry). The second proof, which Jacob

repeated after Saadiah, was that from I Chron. xxiv. 19.

Here the words imv &quot;it^o, which refer to the twenty-four

priestly divisions, must necessarily refer to the command
of an Oral Law, as there is nothing of it contained in the

Written Law. Whereupon Jefet again replies, that iniv &quot;)^K3

particularly refers to the service of the priests (hence to

Num. xviii. 7) ;
but the twenty-four divisions were indeed

first introduced by David 1
.

In section III various ordinances and institutions are

discussed : on the one hand, it is shown that the data of

Scripture for these completely suffice, contrary to the view

of the Kabbis
;
and on the other hand again, that a part of

them are not of biblical origin, as the Rabbis maintain,

and hence they cannot have any validity whatsoever. For

example, the Priestly Blessing
2

is expressly enjoined in the

Torah (Num. vi. 23) ;
but its details, as in many similar

commandments, are to be derived by means of the thirteen

w (i.e. the Oral Law) nDibm rrmion /nrwai PTPTO rrn D JVI Ton /niron n

(i Sam. xii. 21) rron inn 3 I^JT NVi ibm vh o Va pynrb.
1 Saadiah can only have asserted that the priests were already grouped

into divisions in the time of Moses, but not into twenty-four, for this

number is ascribed to David in the Talmud also (Taanit Babli, 27 a
;

&quot;Tosefta,&quot; IV, 2, ed. Zuckermandel, p. 219). Cf. also Commentary on

Chronicles, ed. Kirchheim, p. 36 seq. ;
Hai s &quot;Responsum&quot; in nobir&amp;gt; nbnp,

ed. Wertheimer, no. 20, as well as Maimonides and Nahmanides, &quot;Precepts,&quot;

no. 26. See also Zunz, Literaturg. d. syn. Poesie, p. 206.

2 This and the following points must, therefore, have been advanced

by Jacob as arguments for. the necessity of an Oral Law.
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Rules of Interpretation (which, as is known, the Karaites

also accepted)
l
. The libation at sacrifices is biblical, but

the water-libation is a capricious addition to the words

of God (for 2 Sam. xxiii. 16, e.g. has nothing to do with

sacrifices), and hence to be avoided. Again, the singing
of the Levites belongs to the nature of their service, and

had no need to be enjoined ;
and if at the offering of

firstfruits a hymn of thanksgiving was sung, a similar

hymn with instruments must have accompanied sacrifices.

In Ezra x. 3 the Rabbis refer Dno to the children, that is

to say, these were also expelled from Judaism. But this

is revolting; the word rather refers only to the mothers 2
.

The different D S-IW were devised by the Talmudists, and

it was particularly the Rabbis rather than the Karaites

(however the latter can determine without an Oral Law
what kinds of work are permitted on the Sabbath and

what forbidden), who had to ask themselves how it came

about that in this law, which claims to be of Divine origin,

there should be so many differences of opinion. This last

reproach is notably repeated by all Karaite controversialists.

13. Sahl b. Masliah ha-Kohen (Abu- l-Surri) is one of

the most prominent, but also of the most fanatical Karaites

of the older period
3

. He is generally considered very

1 The thirteen Rules are also used by Anan and the earliest Karaites, see

Steinschneider-Festschrift, p. 208. Cf. also Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., VIII, i, p. xi.

3 Cf. Pinsker, p. 23, n. 12, and Geiger, 1. c., 21.

3 For the literature on him see Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., p. 294 ;

Die hebr. Ubers., p. 964, n. 306 ;
and Z. f. H. B., VI, 184. The short article

on Sahl in the Jewish Encyclopaedia, s. v. (X, 636 ; by Ochser), is written

without any special knowledge of the subject and is not without a comic

touch, for Sahl is said to have been one of the Rechabites ! The Masliah

ha-Kohen (Alphab. 47 i), or Masliah Abu 1-Surri (Alphab. 62 s

) quoted
twice by Hadassi, was perhaps the son of Sahl also cited by the author

of the Hilluk (cf. Pinsker, p. 106, 1. 10
; Pinsker, p. 87. n. 2, considers

him to be the father of Sahl). On the other hand, the Masliah b. Sahl

ha-Kohen and Sahl b. Salah (see J. Q. R., XVII, 632), mentioned in a

Pentateuch Codex of the Karaite Synagogue, might have been descendants

of our Sahl b. Masliah. These two are brought into connexion with the

Massorete, Mishael b. Uzziel, who probably lived in the twelfth century

(see Steinschneider, Arab. Liter, d. Juden, 167).
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much older than Jefet, but the fact was overlooked that

in the oft-mentioned list of Saadiah s disputants he also

mentions Abu AH Hasan al-Basri, i. e. Jefet. On the other

hand, Aaron b. Joseph, in his commentary on Lev. xv. 25,

expressly states that Jefet combats a view of Sahl (fol. 25 a :

minu wvn DV ppon rvnn DNE&amp;gt; nyn s SID wan |nan ny-ii . . .

, . . mr N!?I rru aon ^wn DV r6nrp PI nnsn r63BB&amp;gt; &quot;into i&amp;gt;nurn

Ttfbpo K^ sta nrn: ^&amp;gt;y iDNn iroi&amp;gt; jyoi ^ni? i&amp;gt;&quot;r *bn ny-n

Ol D N

&quot;i:n),
which indeed occurs in the commentary of

the former, although anonymous (see Munk, Notice sur

Abou l-Walid, p. 6, n. 2).
In any case, such anonymous

citations are no convincing proofs, for the view represented

by Sahl could be that of a much older Karaite exegete *.

But another circumstance must be considered. In his pole

mical work (soon to be mentioned) against Jacob b. Samuel,
Sahl speaks of letters and various questions which this

Jacob addressed to him (see Pinsker, p. 26 : ^K mro &quot;My

~frv maw ;
and p. 36 : rbxv nj 3i neon t?pa fy^ DN nny

n^y niD vb rbxw n:wn jyoi? DXI . , . n^y mo ^v

&c.), and as Jacob was a pupil of Saadiah 2
, Sahl can Lave

written his work at the latest circa 960. He was thus

most probably a contemporary of Jefet, of the same age
3

,

and wrote about 960-1000. In agreement with this are

the statements of Ibn al-Hiti that Sahl in his commentary
on Leviticus controverted Joseph b. Noah, and that he

was probably his contemporary, and further, that Levi

b. Jefet controverted Sahl in his law-book 4
. Joseph b.

1 Thus Munk concluded (1. c., p. 12), on the ground of such anonymous
quotations, that Jefet is later than Jeshua b. Jehuda.

3 See above, p. 27.
* In Karaite literature now Sahl, now Jefet is put forward. See, e. g.,

Hadassi, 178 3 and a, 213 b and a, 236 n (where ^m pom), 241 D, 257
a and i ;

Aaron b. Joseph on Num., f. 29 b
;
Aaron b. Elias, py p, f. 52 d,

167 c, i68b, 170 a, and rmn vo on Num., f. 4.5 b, &c. The name of Sahl

does not seem to have yet been found in Jefet.
4 J. Q. .R., IX, 433, 1. 2 : -QN jMjte -issyo f*o (ncb UN ) ruN anpNton . . .

pn nrvrto nspwo ratf jN D n^p: run&quot;? n: p F]CV ypy ; ibid., 1. 12 : JN^I . . .

(ms. n:bi ^y) nisb nebs IIN cbrobN JNOT T ( by n n^yobN
ja Tyc UN obyab.s N)
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Noah flourished (according to Ibn al-Hiti) about 393 of

the Hegira (=1003-3), and Levi wrote at the beginning
of the eleventh century

1
. That Sahl speaks of the period

of Saadiah as of that of his predecessors, agrees with these

facts (see Pinsker, p. 36 : BiJvan W2 HTD ^B^).
Sahl also composed a special controversial work against

Saadiah, which he mentions in the same list, and which

is likewise lost. But he must have disputed violently

with the Gaon in his other works also, of which two,

both in Arabic, deserve particular consideration. In the

first place, there is a commentary on the Pentateuch, of

which a fragment on Deuteronomy is said to exist in a

MS. in St. Petersburg (Z.A.T. W.
9 I, 157). The part on

Deuteronomy was also used in an anonymous Karaite

compilation of the year 1351 (MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2498, Cat.

Margol., I, no. 334, cf. also below No. 38). But another MS.

fragment on Exodus, at St. Petersburg, is said to belong

perhaps also to Sahl, and here there are two passages

against Saadiah. In the one (communicated by Harkavy,
Stud. u. Mitt., V, 225) Saadiah s contention, that Anan

taught that the new month should be fixed by observation

of the moon only in order that the Mahommedans (whose
custom was the same) should appoint him head of the

Jews, is rebutted with great indignation. The reproach
is levelled against himself, that in his attempt to succeed

to the leadership he relied upon the Mahommedans and

desecrated the Sabbath, and that during the strife with

David b. Zakkai, his opponents turned to every com

munity with a ban against the man who wanted to attain

office in such a manner. In another passage (communi
cated by the same in his edition of Qirqisani, p. 254, n. 4,

and Otcherki, I, n, n. 3) Saadiah s assumption, that the

nS rosa -IED D (ms. -Sy) rrte 1-n nvccn TaroN [n:b can only
refer to Abu Said, i.e. to Levi

;
see Steinschneider, Z.f. H. B,, I.e.] ; ibid.,

L 19 : fitoa pi Npi *np i IDD YDDH p iij (1. nw) wn pxcDii pfropw no^D D

j
w Fprote DipbN ^D rtD r. nS n: pb nn^ptfio s nobs ia ateo rN ^p o.

1 See my Ziir jtid.-arab. Litter., p. 6.
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calculation of the calendar was first introduced in conse

quence of the advent of Sadok and Boethos, is disputed.

But I have already expressed the conjecture that the author

of this fragment is perhaps Hasan b. Mashiah, (see p. 16).

A second important work of Sahl was a nwon *SD in

Arabic (of which there are fragments in St. Petersburg),

with a Hebrew introduction (edited by Harkavy in PJDND

DTTU, I, no. 13=5pfen, 1879, cols. 639-43), which contains

much valuable information about the Jews in Jerusalem

in the time of the author (see R. $.
J&quot;., XLVIII, 154), and

is also otherwise very interesting. According to Stein-

schneider (Z.f.H.B., VI, 185), this work is perhaps identical

with the DOH &quot;)SD of Sahl cited by Samuel al-Magribi

(Pinsker, p. 144). But it is more probable that Sahl

treated ritual and civil law matters in two works, like

Benjamin al-Nahawendi before him, of whose JYtVEn IDD

some fragments have recently become known (collected

by Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt^VITI, i, pp. 175-84), and whose

DrJH 1DD on Civil Law is printed under the title (probably
invented later) of jwa HN^D. ,

In his law-book also, as

a matter of course, Sahl disputed with Saadiah, and per

haps this book is the origin of a passage (communicated

by Harkavy in Saadiah s (Euvres, IX, p. xlii) in which

the Fayyumite is reproached with not recognizing analogy
as a legal noun, contrary to the Thirteen Rules instituted

by the Talmudists :
i&amp;gt;Kp

iTS nb D^y TiD |N (tDVl&N ) 5&amp;gt;1p1

ID PNI maK rrin D^iyn N-DJ W&amp;gt;Nn nporai onpsn w ui

mtap ND nini yvgbx ^ DV^ DPDNI ^^K mat* nn ^y

ritbai i n^nn: nninn nn n-it^y vhw o^na nntn nnv

1 That Saadiah did not hold the Agada as a standard authority follows

also from the above-mentioned fragment of his polemical work against

Ibn Saqaweihi (No. 2), where he reproaches the latter with having
derived arguments for his assertions not from Mishna, Mekhilta, and

Targum, but from Agadot, from unauthenticated writings, and from

Piyutim (J. Q. R.
, XIII, 664 : Vi rncaVs D NOO ^i n^ip

N 1

? ana ;D Hnsyai niMab p nsyi iytt7 iia n O:MI oiainSs

^M nosmb p Nnsrai n s!
?y friMrro). It is also interesting to establish the

fact that the expression rrwN nai &quot;?s? paoio ] Ni, which also occurs in Sherira

D
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inp*

Moreover, according to a conjecture of Harkavy, Sahl is

perhaps the author of an Arabic lampoon against Saadiah,

in which is included a similar Hebrew lampoon of one of

Saadiah s most ardent opponents, namely, of the Gaon Aaron

(or Khalaf, cf. R. .J., XLIX, 300) ibn Sarjado, as well as the

libellous document of the deposition of David b. Zakkai

(edited- as far as extant, and completely discussed last, by
Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., V, 2,22 seq.). In any case Sahl s

authorship is very doubtful, for in the first place the pre

viously mentioned fragment on Exodus, which offers some

parallels to this lampoon, originates rather from Ben Mashiah

than from Sahl
;
and in the second place, Harkavy himself

admits that everything seems to point to the Karaite author

of this work having been a contemporary of Saadiah, and

having lived in Iraq. But we know that Sahl probably
wrote in the last third of the tenth century, and that he

sojourned in Jerusalem 2
. Besides, as this work is purely

personal, and does not touch on any legal or other points
of difference between Rabbanites and Karaites, it does not

exactly fall within the scope of this dissertation, and it

is only mentioned here incidentally.

Sahl, like Jefet, composed a polemical work, not only

against Saadiah, but also against his pupil, Jacob b.

(see Eshkol, ed. Auerbach, II, 47) and Hai (Responsa, ed. Lyck, no. 98), is

already found in Saadiah, and was perhaps coined by him.
1 Harkavy wavers between Sahl and Jeshua b. Jehuda, but the author

ship of the first should be more probable : see his polemical work (soon

to be mentioned) against Jacob b. Samuel (in Pinsker, p. 26): nn[i]o in

Dnbsj o^m mira mm N^m jncon cp HDI mm w nnnwrr /iirii isrr Nbi orvui

nfcYU rrnnn rvno m\r wbma .mmiDO. [It may be remarked, by the way,
that the passage cited in (Euvres, 1. c., from a commentary on Exodus, is

actually derived from Jefet s commentary, onxxi. 33 ;
see above, p. 22.]

8 This follows not only from the preface to the roson D mentioned

above, but also from many passages of the polemical work against Jacob

b. Samuel; see, e.g., Pinsker, p. 27 below : m nx Tnnb nsi unpttn rvio :N

nsy, and so forth (\mpDn rvn here in the sense of the Arabic ^Jjl
i. e. Jerusalem).
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Samuel, which has now been edited from a copy of Elias b.

Baruch Jerushalmi (Pinsker, p. 25 seq.)
1

. Elias is probably
also the author of the title r6j nrDtfi or nroinn mJK. It

is written in Hebrew, but Sahl also intended to publish
it eventually also in Arabic, so that those ignorant of

Hebrew could also read it (p. 25 : aron pans mrOK httt . . ,

lai mw JIB yr vbw D n *npn? fy5&amp;gt; S&amp;gt;NJW }i^a mn), but

we do not know whether he carried out this project. Sahl s

work has more the character of a reply, as it was preceded

by letters of Jacob to Sahl, both in Hebrew and in

Arabic 2
. In any case the assertion of a controversialist

so passionate and relentless as Sahl was, seems rather

comical, that he took up his pen against Jacob only because

the latter in his polemics indulged in irony and sarcasm

(p. 31 : nnrnn ni?x arna wn N^ n^pr mvn rbrbnoz T-:n a ^^i).

The style is lively, but too pathetic and too propagandist
3

.

Here and there one also meets various Arabisms 4
.

The polemical work in its existing condition is not a

uniform composition. At the beginning there is a poem
with the acrostic pm D^nnn nvpD anpn jnan rfk p ^no 5

,

1 Corrections and variants in Geiger, inn: IJTIN
, IV, 22 seq. Cf. also

Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, pp. 180, 181.

8 Cf. above, p. 31, then the passage (in Pinsker, p. 239) : mas ^N nana a

* Many expressions are verbally repeated here and in the above-

mentioned Hebrew preface to the nison D, thus, e.g., N&quot;J rrn^D nViy DI
brajn no nmn rtna

y
biD: (^Son, col. 639, 1. 34, and Pinsker, p. 43, 1. 16) ;

now npto vmnSi byi ppai n n-nnn ^tcNia p mnwi ntca nb 3&amp;gt;?o ! . . . (ibid.,

1.2, from bottom; Pinsker, p.3i,l. 10). Pinsker, p. 31,!. i seq., isacomplete
Kinna. Sahl could not free himself, too, from Talmudical turns of ex

pression, see Pinsker, 24, 1. 3 from bottom : -]m7 nVn;i irpao -j
rwn (from

the Boraita min pp). Also interesting is the phrase (p. 26, 1. 22) : irrvaNO

ato mscn pn labac, which reminds one of the well-known rniTvn baD.
* Thus c^pQ^r n&amp;gt;a for Jerusalem (see p. 34, n. 2), then the expression

D -nnn napo (
=

^TQ ?ab ya ? see following note), &c.
8 Divided in Pinsker by mistake into two (pp. 26 and 24), and the other

half ascribed to Jefet, see Geiger, I.e., p. 20. That the poem forms
a rounded-off whole ia shown by the conclusion (p. 25) ;

on the other

hand, in the poem as well as in the epistle and in the actual polemical

work, one and the same phrase of Jacob b. Samuel, in which the word
min occurs, is alluded to : see p. 24, 1. 4 from bottom

; p. 27, 1. 16, and

D 2
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in which it is particularly and emphatically shown that

the Oral Law cannot be of divine origin, as the teachers

of the Mishna themselves were of divided opinion on many
questions. Probably to this poem was attached an epistle,

the beginning of which is missing
1

,
and in which gram

matical and even orthographical errors of Jacob are pointed

out, Sahl remarking that he found nearly sixty such

errors in the letters of his opponent (p. 72 : 3np run nyi

TnnJN2 nNSB nuas? Dnw^). But as a matter of fact, the

errors branded by Sahl (where, e.g. TTD3, ni&amp;gt; DB, m&quot;p, &c.,

are written plene) are not errors at all, for this mode of

writing was usual in the time of the Geonim in order

to facilitate the reading of words without vowels.

The actual controversy begins with the words (p. 27) :

By 33 TIN Tnrr6 n3 enpBn n 3B 3K, and is addressed to

Jacob b. Samuel; but it is really directed principally

against the Rabbanites, as it is more in the nature of an

admonitory and missionary pamphlet, in which Sahl

appeals incessantly to the followers of the Talmud to

abandon their former conduct and to walk in the only

right way, the way of the Karaites :
&quot; Have mercy, O

Israelites,&quot; he exclaims in one passage (p. 34),
&quot;

upon your
souls and your children ! Behold, the light is burning,
and the sun shines forth (i. e. Karaism). Choose for your
selves the good path, where there is living water, and walk

not in a waste and waterless land
(i.

e. Talmudism),&quot; &c.
&quot; Brethren !

&quot;

he exclaims in another passage (p. 43),

p. 30, 1. 14 from bottom. By omn Sahl understands his rather strict co

religionists, see p. 36, 1. 17: nmnrr nrw roV? JIB N^n i3n nny (cf. also

p. 26, 1. i : Dmn ww ibip
5

? a wrra or vmw irnte sin o . . . ).

1 This follows from the opening words (p. 27, 1. 16) : rru*o ^N roro TW

jto.
The piece, p. 25, 1. 26 p. 26, 1.5, seems to be the continuation of

p. 27, 1. 3 from bottom (if the words of Elias Jerushalmi, p. 25, 1. 24, refer

to it : pirbrr nn rurr ana m:n nw vtb rrairo rvoTBn Vi ti ?no :D^I ?) ;
and

here also the conclusion shows that this epistle forms an independent
whole. According to Elias (p. 25, 1. 12), Sahl is said to have written

besides this epistle ten further replies (i. e. letters most likely) to Jacob.

But is this based on reality ?
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&quot; hearken not unto those who say that the Karaites
(&quot;03

tnpo) wish you evil. God forbid! Verily we pray unto

God, that he should have mercy upon his people, the

remnant of Israel, and be mindful of the love for our

forefathers. We write all this only out of love for you:
circumcise the foreskin of your heart, for the time has

come to awake from the sleep of the exile.&quot; In a similar

strain he goes on reproving the Rabbanites repeatedly for

their numerous 1

sins, and accuses them of transgressing

many prescriptions of the law respecting diet, purity,

marriage, and the Sabbath (pp. 28-30, 32)
l

t
of being

devoted to superstition (p. 32)
2

,
&c. And if many of the

Rabbanites of Palestine have entered upon a better course,

that is due to the influence of the Karaites (p. 33), whose

ascetic mode of life Sahl describes in eloquent words

(p. 31). The allegorical allusions of many verses are also

interesting, as, e. g. Canticles i. 8 (p. 34), and iii. 7 (p. 36 ;

cf. Geiger, I.e., p. 24); Zech. xi. 12 (ibid.) and 14 (p. 42).

In the last verse he makes the staff DJO symbolize the

empire of the heathen nations, which is styled &quot;grace,&quot;

because these nations have not destroyed the religion of

Israel ; by the staff D^nn is meant the yoke of the two

women (Zech. v. 9), i. e. of the two Jeshiboth in Sura and

Pumbaditha, which by means of Talmud and Agada
&quot; have

destroyed the vineyard of the Lord
&quot;

(mKSS n D^D D hriD).

This staff will now be broken, i. e. the traditional writings

1 They are mostly such prescriptions in which the Karaites differ from

the Eabbanitos, and are inclined to the severer view
; thus, with regard

to the enjoyment of an embryo (VVto or icinp) and of the fat tail (TT JN), the

adoption of a minimum (onw) in the mixing of clean and unclean food,

the marrying of a step-sister (n n\r ru) and a childless sister-in-law

(rror),&c. Almost all Karaites, fromQirqisani and Salmon toFirkowitsch,

are not tired of repeating these complaints.
2 This passage is of especial interest for the history of culture :

&quot;pNl
. . .

o Tcm oiVi onap o awv btnw* :n TOJ?D p mi miay H-QI yni to

nip to rn-on D^ noi WTcnn :SEH fybirt cv i onnwi DTmn

Mbn : D tt pnsn bu? -rann to DHp? nntoipi D aabn to Drv&amp;gt;i

131 D-nnrr D pnm nnp to (\j}
Sl
^j
=

) (partly repeated in Hadassi, Alphab.

104 ;
cf. also Bacher, Agada d. Tann., I 3

, 354, n. 5).
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will be given over to destruction, and thus their declaration

(mnx in the sense of
&quot;priN,

Job xv. 17!) will be suppressed
1

.

As can be seen, there is hardly anything of a personal

controversy here with Jacob b. Samuel, but the attack is

all the more violent against his teacher, Saadiah, whose

name is accompanied by abusive epithets (p. 40 : yenn *itn

men TITO [i&amp;gt;&o&*] DV nx mrsi n*Dn nynm nyinn jnn

v\&amp;gt;y
rwn nao, also : [pun on Dirvan] Trtan ppyn uran

Besides the passage already quoted in this dissertation,where

Sahl relates that Saadiah avoided disputing with Karaites,

and did not publish his anti-Karaite writings during his

lifetime, whereupon there follows a list of the Karaite

controversialists (Pinsker, p. 37) ;
it is also related of the

Fayyumite that in consequence of his persuasive arts 2 a

dispute about the festivals broke out between the PaJes-

tineans and the Babylonians, so that they observed the

festivals on different days, and hurled the ban against one

another. I have shown (J. Q. R., X, 154) that what is meant

here is Saadiah s campaign against Ben Meir, in the year

921, which is now pretty well explained, and that Sahl s

statements rest upon facts throughout.
Much more detailed is a complete excursus in which

Saadiah s well-known theory of the great age of the

calculation of the calendar is refuted (Pinsker, p. 37, 1. 7

from bottom p. 42, 1. 25)
3

. Only one of the Gaon s

proofs is there combated, namely, that from i Chron.

xii. 33 : i&amp;gt;*n
&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i rw no nyii? c^nyi?

1 Jefet interprets this word similarly in Cant. iii. 2 (ed. Barges, p. 41),

although he gives a different allegorical explanation to the entire

verse. In his MS. commentary, ad loc., he refers to the vision of the two

women to the Talmudic colleges of both countries, Palestine and Babylon

(psiybsi nDb*n Dwuba fnrw jN rt pnynnto* TTD DTO n\-ro NONI . . .
;
and

further : &amp;lt;ite noSntoi mwntoa pSvpte ynnb NCII cm DJ: nnw osi . . .

KbyNb prwrabN
SD Nmrci). Cf. also Hadassi, f. loa infra (letters to and n).

8
Pinsker, p. 28 : D H&amp;gt;:N nno lies Qin^rt m mn :D&quot;?I

,
a play on words.

3 This excursus is not free from errors and repetitions, which cannot

well be removed here. Whether Saadiah is meant by the nyrm (p. 28, 1. 14),

as Geiger (1. c.
} p. 23) presumes, is uncertain.
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The sons of Issachar had, according to Gaon, under

standing of the times
(i.

e. of the principles of the calendar),

and let Israel know when they should &quot;

make,&quot; i. e. observe,

the festivals. The verb npy is also used of the observance

of festivals, see Deut. xvi. i, 10, 13. Sahl replies, not

without humour, that the sons of Issachar fixed only the

time of the paschal offering (for Deut. xvi. i refers only to

this), of Pentecost, and of Tabernacles, but not that of the

remaining festivals, in connexion with which that verb is

not used. On the other hand, they must have taught the

order of the festival offerings, the recurrence of the Sabbath,

&c., because here lt?yn (Num. xxix. 39) and rwy^ (Deut. v.

15) are used respectively. In the same way the counsellors

of Ahasuerus must have calculated the calendar, because

they are called ttnyn TTP (Esther i. 13). Finally, Saadiah

contradicts himself, as he elsewhere maintains that the

fixing of the calendar lay in the hands of the Sanhedrim,
and he contradicts the Talmud, which speaks of torches

used as signals on the determination of the new month, and

of witnesses who were questioned about the new moon, and

who, on that account, might desecrate the Sabbath (see

Mishna, Rosh ha-Shanah, II)
l

. Indeed, Sahl continues, the

command for the observation of the calendar follows from

Gen. i. 14, Ps. Ixxxix. 38 and civ. 19, and calculation is

strictly forbidden according to Deut. xviii. io 2
. Sahl also

1 These objections are repeated, partly in the same words, by Jefet and

his son Levi, then by Jeshua b. Jehuda and Aaron b. Elias, see above,

p. 23. The words of the last but one (MS. Leyden, 41
3
,

f. 89 b) are as

follows : piicnn njn nran na ycnrt -urn o\~iyb nra ^yiv otttc *:aoi ION nnm
bm\D nvn by mv crro by nrvnH bai ION nnyion niny ana ycnn D nybi -IDNI

pNa tC N in by rwGcn &amp;gt;3 NH D aeino nnnno m oai iyton nu crrbN D au? cbs

[f. 90 a] mv sb m ^ am (cf. E.E.J., XLIV, 183, n. 4) Tbpnbtf NVTI yn H\VT

aw rrrr DN 3 am nnnbnrt mnyb rm yiv nb nvn n mpn ba vra IUJM by

133 rrn o nm IDCBJ \nn inv aim on IQ:N n^nan b im a^n av^n patrnn bw

D nyb n: a ynv nc ID mr? DNI aw o-nnb nau nv (2 Chr. ii. 12) DTH bbaa i2N

inw I:&amp;gt;JSD ^a mi (i.e. null) b^b Him m [p oa] a^nn* p ini now &quot;tOf* TLIJ

t3U? TD i I-&amp;gt;D ic IOD la ycnrr psi (Esther i. 13) D nyn ynv c^anb
-jbnrr

TOH*I

sp obiNi ob3 nvw-in nb nTicnb nann D*:DIH.

2 That is to say, the calculation of the calendar system is to be regarded
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does not miss the opportunity of dealing a blow at the

Talmud. He says that Saadiah s strange interpretation of

the verse in question is not to be wondered at, as he only
follows his teachers (i.

e. the Talmudists), who have made

assertions that are not less comical, e. g. when they deduce

the commandment about Kiddush on Sabbath and festivals

from Exod. xx. 8 1
,
or when they order the trumpet to be

blown to confound Satan (see Rosh ha-Shanah, i6b supra),

&c. Finally, in support of the statement that the Talmudists

also speak of an observation of the moon, Sahl (p. 41, 1. 19

seq.) quotes a story that is said to be derived from the

Talmud, but which has quite the character of the biblical

stories of the Koran. Here also are truth and fiction inter

woven, and the most diverse passages of the Talmud are

welded together
2

. But it is not impossible that Sahl had

before him some apocryphal Boraithoth. Hadassi, who

as sorcery and astrology. This strange assertion is first found in Daniel

al-Qumisi (gth cent.), and must have been advanced already by Anan, see

Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt, VIII, i, 189 : TIDN rmso ISD D y*a cnipbn bs^i bipi

irai 1:1 T^ya -p NSO sb yinDS ciaDipn pinna n mnbi u.&quot;mb o
nnm D&quot;ncipn pnirta vnyrai V &quot;cnn \ri-nb ub nnvD pm , y\ a^n~p.

1 P. 40, 1. 26 : rrarroi m -pii -|b
Tnbnn D vrYunrD cywi Nbc ton . . .

DV n^s iiDt pn i:n i^npb ni^ri nv n 1121 pinci no pi D :a 10 ms

JD DVH (1. tcnpb) tcnp by D O2n IDDD pan (prr br) inc^aaa pn ^ IHIDI nnp 7

;n . Q KO ~in^ cv n i3in ]yob b^n J^D nison am ran: b b p tsi . mmn
[&quot;?&quot;n] p:o niDLn an . [n^yi moiri} ansm n^n nay ~3 m^n ^n pa rnymrrr

D^p mscn ann ^DI .(1.
&quot;pri

1

?** n
&quot;jic

i D^SD pi) cni%Dn n^n nsy o iron

.c^o* nyaw
&quot;jb

rwyn rvocrr an n^
&quot;J^DDT

1:1 ib p^yn p^yn (1. n^n) n V b^yn

Tim &quot;o pion nanaai wmbsa nimsb
-]n^ wto^Tpa (1. 13101) inai

(1. nittj rro) m\rb nnuo (1. p o^i) &quot;oVi miyio ini D sina D

IDT Di3n byi nbcna DV (^D *??) F]
Dinn byi. This Boraitha agrees neither

with the passage in the Mekhilta, ad loc., nor with Pesahim, io6a, but is

taken from the Halakhot Gedolot, beginning of nbum cnp msbn, cf. also

ym m, II, no. 25.
3 Cf. e.g. Eosh ha-Shana, 253, Menahot, 29 a, Shebuot, 31 a, Berdkhot,

63 b, &c. In consequence of the conflict that broke out between Gamliel II

and Joshua b. Hanania, the former, in conjunction with Akiba and Tarfon,

is said to have introduced the nineteen-year cycle, and to have abolished

the observation of the moon : (pciE 11 Ni^py 11 bs bca pi b*i) err

(1. a&quot;a iQ^a a, i.e. /i a*aaa a = tc^nK n na) a a TQ*D a iv.nn i\L
%

yi n:a,b
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adopted the same story, with a few unimportant deviations

(Eshkol, Alphab., 192 11-1941), probably drew from Sahl.

14. An anonymous Karaite author, whose work (in

Arabic) is partly extant in a St. Petersburg MS., and who

(among other things) controverted a passage from Saadiah s

Arabic commentary on the tan &quot;ISD (edited by Harkavy,
Stud. u. Mitt.,V, 195), must likewise belong to the tenth

century. Evidence of his antiquity is afforded by the

fact that he quotes nobody but Anan, Benjamin al-Naha-

wendi, and Saadiah. This Karaite quotes from the work
of Saadiah just mentioned, that the compilation of the

Mishna began forty years after the restoration of the second

Temple and was closed 130 years after its destruction, thus

amounting (as the second Temple stood 420 years, accord

ing to tradition) to 510 years
1

; secondly, that there were

eleven generations of Mishna-doctors (see ibid. 196, n. n) ;

and thirdly, that the latter generation fixed the Mishna in

writing because they feared, in consequence of the cessation

of prophecy and the increasing dispersion, that the tradition

might fall into oblivion. The anonymous Karaite replies

(see ibid. 196, n. 13), that if the Mishna rests on true tradition,

why was such a long period necessary for its compilation,
whence the many differences of opinion, &c. They are the

usual objections that all the older Karaites advance in

their controversy upon these points : e. g. Qirqisani, section

ii, chap. 13 seq.
2

; Salmon b. Jeroham (cf. /. Q. E., VIII,
1 In the original it reads : TOD prais p ruimte pirn &quot;nroM MNte

ftf
. . .

po ITOI fi Mo Do5
-j!rii

irate ami ira n:c JTODI froa Vjn :nte rvate ai p nW .

These numbers do not agree with one another (for 420-40+150 = 530),
and Harkavy (p. 195, n. 6) therefore emends muyi fvno Dn5 into

pfibrn
n 5,

but it must be corrected reversely pCD5i fvNO into
prftni frNQ. The last

date is given by Saadiah himself in his polemical work against Ibn

Saqaweihi (J. Q. R.
t XVI, 108, 1. 4 from bottom) : nNafiN npi n5 tei . . .

2
Only a part of chaps. 14 and 15 (see above, p. 10) is preserved, where

in chap. 14 Saadiah s arguments for the authenticity of the Oral Law are

advanced, and in chap. 15 they are refuted (partly edited in Z.f. H. B., Ill,

I
75&amp;gt;

J 76). Yet Qirqisani says here expressly that he will deal with this

theme again in further chapters, and that he has already dealt with it in

chap. 13 (MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2580, f. 49 a): rra ( Qvcte N) mass KD
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687 seq.) ;
Jefet b.

CAH on Exod. xxi. 33 (see ibid. n. 6, and

above, p. 22), &c. It may here be observed that both,

Qirqisani and Jefet, make verbal quotations from Saadiah

on the questions dealt with here, and it is therefore possible

that both used the Arabic commentary on the ^

ELEVENTH CENTURY.

15. Levi b. Jefet ha-Levi, a son of the famous Bible

exegete, is also designated &quot;the teacher (n!?y^K) Abu Said 1
.&quot;

The name Abu Hashim, on the other hand, is based on

a confusion with a Mahommedan philosopher of the same

name, whose father was also called Abu Ali [al-Jubbai].
Levi has composed in Arabic commentaries on the Bible,

which, unlike those of his father, were merely short

glosses, and hence bear the name 033. There remains

of them a part on Genesis (MS. at St. Petersburg), but

Levi s authorship is doubtful (see Z. A. T. W., I, 158); and

the British Museum possesses fragments on Joshua (Cat. Mar-

goliouth, I, no. 3O8
1 and 33Q

11
)
2

, Judges (no. 33O
12

),
and per

haps also on Psalms (no. 336 ).
I have also already expressed

the conjecture (R. $.
J&quot;., XLI, 307), that the ^ n, quoted by

Ibn Ezra in three passages (Gen. i. 1 1
, long commentary, ed.

Friedlander, p. 28 ;
Ps. vii. 10 and xxxv.i3), is perhaps ours.

More important than this commentary is a Book of

Precepts, nimn *IDD, composed by Levi. which contains the

date of composition (Pinsker, p. 90) 397 of the Hegira

(
= 1006-7). Fragments of the Arabic original are also

extant in the British Museum (Cat., no. 3O9
2and probably also

D D naro

nor NobrbN JN p nww so NQNI . 122 NQ C nrn\D:ci

~\hi
1601 yiiD js p 72 NO 1:11 Tn^bn^

JMI rr^ns ipn n:^n mfici

N32 noVn riny niSi jo ^Vi
yni &quot;IXL

S rbrti* awalw D
-fiih

NnscDM nipn

1 See on him finally Steinschneider, Die ardb. Liter, d. Juden, 46, also

my Zur jud.-arab. Litter., p. 49, and Jew. EncycL, s. v. (VIII, 33).
a The first of these two MSS. originally contained Levi s commentary

on all the earlier prophets, as is evident from the superscription given
in the Catalogue.
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no. 3o8
2
).

A Hebrew translation is at Oxford (Cat. Neub.

857), Leyden (Cat. Steinschneider, 22), and St. Petersburg

(Firk. 613, and in the Asiatic Museum, cf. Z. f. H. B.,

X, 2,6), and many passages from it have been communi

cated by Schorr (nsn Dia, VIII, 56), Pinsker (pp. 89-92),

and Harkavy (Stud. u. Mitt., VIII, i, 132-135). It is

from this work that the various quotations among the

later Karaites must be derived, and it is evident from

them that Levi was inclined to mitigation and was

also in other respects of a gentle nature l
. Cf. the quotations

in Hadassi (Eshkol, 187
s
,
201

, 241 a, and 257 n) ;
Aaron b.

Joseph (Mibhar on Exod., fol. 17 b, and on Lev., fol. 15 b ;
he

calls him both times oe&amp;gt;n 13K) ;
Aaron b. Elias (py p ,

fol. 7 b,

17 a, i8b, 31 b and c, 33 d, 39 a, 49 a, 67 c, 113 a, 1 14 a, 123 b

and c, 148 c [where na p], 163 d, 167 c, 169 a, and 178 b
;

mm ina, on Exod. fol. 71 b and 72 a, and on Num. fol. 26 b) ;

Elias Bashiatchi (Adderet preface ; BHnn t?np pay c. 5, 14,

15, 34, and 37 ;
mt? y pref. and c. 4, 7, 12, 17, 19, and 20 ;

nraon an y c. 2, 6
; rnyupn an y pref. and c. 3, 6, and 9 ;

triNn nanan y c. 5; now y c. 7, 13; mnui HKDB y c. 10,

19; rnnyn mo c. 3; t^a mo c. T, 5; nB&amp;gt;i&quot;v D c. 2, 3) and

Caleb Afendopolo (additions to Adderet, 73W nBDt? y c. 6,

13, 15, 17 and 1 8
;
nDm ^*?a y c. 2 ; nynt ^a y c. 2 and

6
;
D naa ^a y c: 3 ; nyn^ y c. 5, 6, 7, and 12).

Levi did not compose any special work against Saadiah,

as he expressly states in his &quot;Book of Precepts&quot; (see Stein

schneider, Cat. Bodl., 2164, and Pinsker, p. 89): ia3 DNI

npnynn i&amp;gt;y (^in^an nyo ^ ^n) vniayo b i?y 121:^

aoi iiDva nv^pn p v6y. Hence he indulges in

pretty frequent polemics against the Gaon in the book

mentioned, and touches upon most of the usual points of

dispute
2

. He naturally deals most frequently and most

circumstantially with the questions referring to the

1 Cf. also P. Frankl s article, &quot;Karaiten,&quot;
in Ersch u. Gruber, II, 33,

p. 20, n. 56.
3 Besides the excerpts printed, I have also at my disposal copies of many

passages from the Oxford MS.
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calendar, but he only repeats the arguments of his pre
decessors. Thus, he too refutes Saadiah s proof of the

great age of the calendar-system, derived from i Chron.

xii. 33, almost with theq same arguments as Sahl used

before him and Jeshua after him (1DH D&quot;D,
1. c., and MS.

Bodl., fol. 4 a). He likewise tries to invalidate Saadiah s

assertion, that the observation of the moon cannot have

been commanded by God as a precept, as its fulfilment

cannot always be carried out, in consequence of the moon
not being always visible (MS., fol. 6 b

;
in Gan Eden,

fol. 6 a, cited as JTW) WW\\&amp;gt;
and refuted). He also combats

Saadiah s view, that vm in Gen. i. 14 refers to day and

night (/. Q.R., XVII, 170), and, with particular violence, the

Gaon s rather strange interpretation, that those passages of

the Talmud testifying against the validity of the Dehijot
are to be conceived figuratively (MS., fol. 13 b)

1
. In

another passage again (Pinsker, p. 20; MS., fol. i8a), he

mentions that Saadiah reproachfully asked the Karaites,

whence they knew that SUN means
&quot;ripe

corn&quot; and not

the name of the month, just as there is a place 3UN ^n

(Ezra iii. 15). Levi does not name Saadiah here expressly,

but designates him rather remarkably as one of the modern

Rabbanites (DWnn D^mn p &quot;IDN -DTI) ;
but we know

from Aaron b. Elias (fol. 1 6 d) ,
that Saadiah is meant by

this (cf. also Hadassi, Alphab.,i9O D seq., who likewise quotes

Saadiah only anonymously). In addition to questions of

nvn nntt.&quot;3 nr inj DVTS cnr vsn ic:n crr-mo nsp m in TDU TOI . . .

wiEDira VTOH . . . HDD -fin N 1

? cm pniOTn to &quot;nryti? -OTN cms -upn nto mioon p
ION nri . . . (see Tos. Sukka, III, i) [iciDi naiyi in-nni] narn n nnn nbib

rrrr TN n^ri nnj? nv rrn ib
rm rr^n pi nsm

&quot;JIT

*iy mn bn DIDK ^ smncn
131 ims &quot;OVi!? n\ri%o cmai tb nois n&amp;gt;n nww ivn. All the Karaites attack

this weak position of Saadiah, which they storm with success, selecting

their weapons from the Talmudic arsenal, especially Salmon (cap. iv-vi
;

cf. J. Q. K.
t X, 271), Hadassi (Alphab. 185), and Aaron b. Elias (Gan Eden,

unnrr ump y, cap. v). Levi also returns to the subject in another passage

(see Pinsker, p. Tp, n. i). Saadiah s contentions in the matter, which

were hitherto known only from Abraham b. Hija s &quot;myn IDD (ed.Filipowski,

pp. 59, 60), are now partly also accessible in the form of fragments from

the Gaon s original writings. See J. Q. It,,, 1. c., p. 263.
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calendar-science, Levi also deals particularly with the Oral

Law (MS., fol. 14 a), cites the passage from Jerushalml

Berakhot (fttt3 pK nimri niD^nn -MDNP Kim) on the attitude

towards the differences of the Shammaites and Hillelites

(Jer. ed. Venice, fol. 3!), 1. 6 from bottom), and mentions

Saadiah s objection to the application of the method of

analogy (IDN p \a npnynn [i]nw n^mm rrann ^ , . .

msnn DH D^nnan ^ n^pnn nn nw a6 nninn

cmma nvr6 prp nninn p nnp^yn vn 11 ^i D

&quot;DI p), &c.

Other points touched on by Levi are : the burning of

fire on the Sabbath (Pinsker, p. 90), where Saadiah s

attack upon the proof from Jud. xv. 5, advanced by all

Karaites since Salmon b. Jeroham, is refuted 1
;
the mean

ing of nn^Ti n^nDD (see Pinsker, p. 92) ;
the enjoyment of

an embryo (MS., fol. 80 a), where Saadiah s argument from

Lev. xxvii. 32 is controverted anonymously (&quot;ION
n^NI , . .

n^nn o^npn nnn &quot;isDm n^ron p inhr IK HBM ^ny^ QN N^I

121 nmn p tfi&amp;gt; D^jya N!? m^yn ;
to: cf. Kaufmann-Gedenk-

buch, p. 178, n. 2), as well as the enjoyment of the fat tail

forbidden by the Karaites (n^N, MS., fol. 88 b). Here also

Levi disputes the views of Saadiah anonymously, and

contrary to his usual custom employs an insulting ex

pression : (nnsn DK ^ ib -IDK runna IJDD t^pn^ mn nn

mpn nx noaon D^ Nini Niin nni

131; cf. Bashiatchi s Adderet, nD^n^ py, c. 18 : rwn . . .

1 In this verse the first lyri means &quot; to kindle,&quot; and the other &quot; to cause

to be consumed,&quot; because in both the subject is Samson : hence the

kindling and the maintaining of fire on the Sabbath are forbidden from

nsnn N?. Salmon has this argument first (in his polemical work, cap. xii),

and most of the Karaites repeat it (see Hadassi, Alphab. 145 2 ;
Aaron

b. Elias Gan Eden, f. 29 b, &c.). Our Levi especially, who elsewhere

holds all Karaite arguments for the prohibition of fire-burning on the

Sabbath as not sound enough, admits the validity of this one alone
;
see

Adderet, mrc p:y, 18 : ircon warro nvsnn taw ib irn D3nn nau &quot;in

F]ID

nrn pmw no:n picoo wyro n^-in nbn r.ib^a jn
lan npbin TIC
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pe&a nmry -pa* . , . new nwsn myo ID

^niv . . . :nn uonnn).

16, Joseph b. Abraham ha-Kohen, known under the

name of fiNnn (Arab. al-Basir), is the most important
Karaite philosopher of the older period

1
. He was confused

quite early with Qirqisani, and was regarded as older

than the latter
;
but it is now established that he belongs

to the first half of the eleventh century, as he already

disputes with Samuel b. Hofni. Of his numerous philo

sophical and religio-legal works, which have only been

partly preserved, chief consideration is here due to his
&quot; Book of

Precepts,&quot; &quot;IWOnDK^K awo (composed 428 of the

Hegira=i036/7)
2

. Al-Basir probably controverts Saadiah

often here, but so far only a single passage from a com

pendium of this work (MS. in St. Petersburg) is known, in

which the Mekhilta on XII, 2 a is used against Saadiah

[and Sajnuel b. Hofni] to show that the present calendar

cannot be so old 3
. One section of the al-Istibsdr on the

Festivals (onjnD^K fifoepD)
4 was translated by Tobias b.

Moses as a separate work under the title DHjnDfi &quot;13D (also

MS. in St. Petersburg), and here also, at the very beginning,
is mentioned that Saadiah s view, that MN can also signify

the name of the month (and not ripe corn), has already
been sufficiently refuted by earlier Karaites : mxa ^ jrn . , .

nnK no !?jj (a asn enn bw) iniDn HDI in a^axn

1 See on him Steinschneider, I.e., 50 (also my Zurjud.-arab. Litter., p. 50

and Goldziher, E. K J., XLIX, 224). According to Firkowitsch
(ryort ;a,

p. 21 ) he was not a Kohen.
3 See Ibn al-Hiti (J. Q.R., IX, 434, 1. 2) : rrt H^ nwsancNSs p ^ mJn . . .

I TA TOD D n5nsn. Cf. also Firkowitsch, 1. c., p. 22. One section of the

al-Istibsdr on the law of inheritance (MS. Brit. Mus. 2576^ Catalogue,

vol. II, no. 591 ) is dated Dhu-1-Qa da 409 of the Hegira= March, 1019.

(Another fragment of the al-Basir on the Omer, contained in the MS.

Brit. Mus. 2570, Cat., no. 596, is probably also taken from the al-Istibsdr,

cf. R. E. J., LI, 158.)
* Published by Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., Ill, n. 120. Another passage,

given there also, on Gen. i. 14, is perhaps also directed against Saadiah.
* This section is cited under this title by al-Basir in MuMawi, see

Frankl, Beitr. z. Liter&turgcsch. d. Karaer^ p. 7.
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tnm ^12 PIT !a NU&amp;lt; nr &quot;ie ^ wan im ninx ojn np ini

(i.e. Samuel b. Hofni) &amp;gt;K1D&&amp;gt; nm 3 U&quot;iN31 nm
rwm nm ^y pnn

1
.

From the Kitab al-Istibsdr must also have come certain

chapters that are extant in an Oxford MS. (MS. Heb. f. 12,

fols. 9 b-44b; Cat., Vol. II, no. 2789), and from which I have

already published many things (J. Q. R., VIII, 701 seq.).

This MS. is dated Sivan 5344 (1584), gives the impression of

a commonplace book, and also contains something by Joseph

al-Basir, including polemical remarks against Saadiah. In

the first place (fol. 9 a), there is a piece taken, not direct

from al-Basir, but from a controversial work of Natan

[b. Jehuda] against Saadiah 2
. Here some of Saadiah s

proofs for the great age of the calendar-system are refuted,

e. g., that based on the Talmudic sayings (Bosh ha-Shana,

190): &quot;DOT WN wro vh ii&amp;gt;w Niry m*o and nioon -ns

&quot;ion D^ty^ W&. Then Saadiah s assertion that vm in Gen.

i. 14 refers not to the luminaries of heaven but to day and

night a point that often recurs in Karaite polemics
3

.

Saadiah is further controverted in a section on nxri mndD

(fol. 17 a), and especially is his attack on the Karaite

argument from Josh. v. n rebutted 4
,
and his inter

pretation of Ezek. xlvi. 12 overthrown. From this verse

Saadiah wanted to deduce that m^ can also signify

Festival, as on Sabbath one may not bring any peace-

offerings (tfD?B&amp;gt;),
which are here in question (hence mros

can also signify
&quot; on the morrow of the Festival

&quot;).

1 Cf. this passage also in Pinsker, p. -in, who did not recognize who is

meant here by this Samuel, and therefore deduced false conclusions.
2 In this MS. there is another piece given from this Natan b. Judah,

which I have also (1. c., p. 703) published, only I overlooked the fact that

this piece [and similarly the passage 131 D^NtoS Tin mn rvmso VP ION]
are also quoted in Moses Misorudi s mro msn (written 1602) : see

Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., p. 246. Cf. also below, No. 35.
3 Cf. the text, 1. c., p. 702, with the necessary explanations there.
* Ben Zuta also did this already ;

see Monatsschriftt XLI, 205 seq.
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Joseph al-Basir replies that one may not bring any private

offering, either whole burnt-offering or peace-offering, on

the Festival day also, and that hence raevi ova rw 1PN3

refers most probably to the opening of the gate (see xlvi. i)
l

or to burnt-offerings ; but that rot^ never signifies a

Festival day.

Whether al-Basir controverted Saadiah in his philosophi

cal writings too, I do not know. I should only like to

call attention to the fact, that he too was of a gentle nature

and inclined to leniency. Thus notably, he successfully

combated the well-known Rikkub theory in the Karaite

marriage laws, which made it almost impossible for the

Karaites to marry among themselves.

17. Jeshua b. Jehuda (Arab. Abu-l-3?araj Furqan b.

Asad, abbreviated BB) was a pupil of the preceding writer,

and probably lived in Jerusalem 2
. According to al-Hiti

(/. Q. R., IX, 433, 434), he was also a pupil of Levi b. Jefet

and Abu-1-Faraj Harun. Jeshua developed a very fruitful

literary activity, and wrote works of exegetic, religio-legal,

and philosophical character, which we shall deal with in

order.

As a Bible exegete Jeshua was very important; hence

he is mentioned by Ibn Ezra (Introd. to Commentary on

the Pentateuch) as a representative of Karaite Bible

exegesis, together with Anan, Benjamin al-Nahawendi, and

ben Mashiah. He composed an Arabic translation of the

Pentateuch, together with a detailed and a shorter com

mentary (the second composed later). I pass over the trans

lation (MS. Brit. Mus., Cat., Vol. I, no. 93) which is un

important for our purpose, and come first of all to the short

commentary, the compilation of which, according to Ibn

al-Hiti, was begun Rabi 1, 446 of the Hegira(= June, 1054)

1 Jefet already disputes with Saadiah in his Commentary, ad loc., see

p. 25. It is remarkable that Rashi also refers the words of the text

to the opening of the gate.
3 Cf. on him finally Steinschneidr, 51 (also my Zur jud.-arab. Litter.,

PP- 5o, 5 1
)-
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(I.e., 434, 1. 7 : (sic!) DrcniD ^a in

njno ^ Drp:

A great part of this commentary is at the British Museum *,

viz. MS. nos. 310-312 (fragments on all five books), 313

(fragments on ni?^2, mv, and D^D^D), 3I4
1 - 2

(on Exod. xxiv.

12-17, and Num. xxxv. 9-34), and 330 (on part of Num.

xxxii). In all these MSS. Saadiah is not mentioned, but

he is in others that doubtless belong to this commentary
also. They are as follows: MS.no. 3I5

1
(fragments on

IIBN, here the detailed commentary, DIDnoi X YDBnta,
is also cited), 316 (on Num. xix. 4 xxiii. 16), 31 7

1 &quot; 3

(fragments on Lev.-Deut. ; here also the detailed com

mentary is quoted as KBinDB^K VD^ni K or tptthta

D1D3D^, as distinguished from the shorter one, which he

styles WldDfa
X&quot;in),

and 329
1

(on Lev. xxiv. 9-23). Saadiah

is mentioned several times, firstly in 3I5
1

,
whether as

vai?N N^yD (on xxii. 5, fol. 6 b), or as n^n^ D^n (on
xxii. 10, fol. lob, in connexion with Sahl b. Masliah

;
xxii.

n, fol. lib, and xxiii. 12, fol. 24 a), or then in 3i7
2
,

fol. 59 a (on Lev. xiii. 30). Unfortunately, only the first

of all these quotations lies before me. Here Saadiah s

opinion, that p&? in Lev. xxii. 5 includes also the carcass

of a beast, because it is said of the latter pitta 1*i&quot;) (Gen.
viii. 17), is quoted and refuted. The expression I^Wi

proves nothing, as it also occurs in connexion with the

sons of Noah (ibid. ix. 7), though it is impossible that the

latter could be designated as piB\ Here Saadiah follows

the Talmudists, but the latter deduce the prohibition from

io (see Sifrd, ad loc.), which is likewise wrong
2

.

1 Parts of Jeshua s Commentary are also in MS. in St. Petersburg, see

Z. A. T. W., I, 158.
8 To the short commentary belong perhaps also the compendious ex

planation of the Decalogue translated by Tobias (Cat. Leyden, 26 L

) ;
see

Steinschneider, 1. c., no. 2. Of the comprehensive commentary the part

on Leviticus was perhaps in the hands of Hadassi, who designates it

(Alphab. 33, n) as Vnan ^t^i. In any case, we cannot take it to be Jefet s

E
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Much more interesting than the short commentary is the

detailed one, of which a fragment on Lev. xi. 37-44 has

likewise been preserved in the British Museum (no. 3i8
2

,

fol. 31-80), and of which I have already edited many pas

sages (see J. Q. K, VIII, 682 seq. ;
R. 6.

J&quot;., XLV, 54 seq.).

Here also occurs (fol. 75 b) the date, the 5 Eajab, 44a of the

Hegira (
= Nov. 23, 1050), so that G. Margoliouth s view

that Jeshua is the author also agrees chronologically, apart
from various internal grounds

l
(cf. also Harkavy, Stud. u.

Mitt) VIII, T, 192, n. i). In this fragment polemics are

several times indulged in against Saadiah, whether under

the name of wai&amp;gt;K or fehta Kin (once, fol. 59 a, also as

D5ynD^ K*in, and another time, fol. 59 b, as JKD^N Kin),

viz. on xi. 37 (fol. 35 b~36 a
; unfortunately I do not possess

this passage), 38 (fol. 44&-4J a), 40 (fol. 53 a-6o b), and 43

(fol. 70 a-77 b). In all these passages there is a discussion

about the explanation of the verses in question, hence

about various questions from the province of the purity
laws. Jeshua quotes the views of Saadiah from his com

mentary on these verses (see fol. 72 b: W&amp;gt;ta ^oi Ipl , ,

n a nton N^ ^SIN^ ^N aw nyD nv vb N

tf), whereat he abridged the words of the Gaon (see

fol. 44 a : nba^a xb wata
i&amp;gt;ip *\b nrntfa JS^N* ann ijni . . .

nn3 pifyn
11 KB a n&na law bi

;
fol. 46 a : nvnio Nnn

xnn a nN^
; fol. 55 b: nnn^nix ^ nva i&amp;gt;Np nn, &c.).

As the abbreviated statement of Saadiah occupies sufficient

commentary on Leviticus, nor can inn] n:nN Vnun s^p^i be regarded as one

book (so Bacher, Monatsschrift, XL, 122, n. 4), as the ion: ISIN is a work of

Tobias (see below No. 27), and Alphab. 98, i is separately mentioned.

Vi-un Nip i would therefore form an analogy to the n rvwm soon to be

mentioned.
1 See J. Q. B., XI, 209 seq. Another argument of Margoliouth for the

authorship of Jeshua, namely, the citing of a frncn fiteo, is, however,
of no importance. In the first place, the title of a work is hardly to be

understood by it, and secondly, that portion of the Leyden MS. 41*, in

which is also cited a rniETO nS^M? (see Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., p. 172),

belongs not to Jeshua but to Joseph al-Basir or Tobias. See Frankl,

Beitr, z. Literaturgesch. d. Karaer, p. 7 ; Steinschneider, Heir. Ubersetz., p. 454.
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space, it follows that his detailed commentary was used

here 1
. The refutation of Jeshua is also fairly circum

stantial, but without any passion. He twice quotes the

explanation of the Sifrd in extenso 2
(fol. 53 a :

nNB[] nna rbn \-in *?w J&N^N i&amp;gt;Kp
ai h oas 11

ma Nwn yawn PJN nna 5&amp;gt;awn no , , . ny^an rpaa D^aa, see

Sifrd, ed. Weiss, fol. 57 a ; then fol. 70 a : by pit?n pt?n i&amp;gt;ai

nN, see ibid.), translates and explains it, adds the

explanation of the Saadiah based on that of the Sifrd, and

shows that the Gaon does not follow the Sifrd correctly.

He likewise reproaches Saadiah with the habit of accusing
Anan of ignorance and the lack of insight (fol. 46 b : f1

rb\&amp;gt;
^&amp;gt;N naoa i tAnw ITDD^ nM&amp;gt;N rn jKJNy apyn 11

IN in WN^

&quot;l^N ^py^N)
3

. In connexion with the explanation of verse 43

(fol. 75 b), general canons of Bible exegesis are also discussed,

and Saadiah s principles are combated. But here Jeshua

already borders on the province of dogmatics.

1 This MS. may thus also contribute to the knowledge of this lost commen

tary of Saadiah. I should like to call particular attention to a specially

interesting passage on v. 40 (fol. 54). Here Saadiah tries to show that rroni

very often means all beasts, hence birds also. This is the case also in

Exod. xx. 10, whence it is forbidden to send forth carrier pigeons on the

Sabbath : -nonn -jnow &quot;piy &quot;[nil ~pyi
nn N;TD bipnbw racbN njr-no n;oD . . .

racbN DV iNrobN} DNDnbN finyi nmn -^iVi
urns n^tDb^ bi5i p 12 Nb HDNI.

3 In both these places the Sifrd is not named, but the opinion contained

in it is designated as that of the pbiNbN. On the other hand, we read in

another passage (fol. 73 a) : nmai NO
Fjb5 ( ovabu ) nos N:?p nbN ino . . .

]b
D :na mm.

3 In another passage (fol. 55 a) Jeshua relates how Saadiah drives to an

absurdity Anan s opinion that a new-born animal causes impurity only
after its eighth birthday (cf. R. A. J., XLV, 57 seq.), and asserts that the

founder of Karaism probably misunderstood the words of the Talmudists

(Sifrd, ad loc.
; Sabbath, 136 a), which he thought to turn into the opposite :

E rvby nib^ El . ni yponb^ &amp;gt;D I:T:I s^i5 nsoci ]:v nnio (
&amp;lt;QVD J ) an en

ixa ^sp en . . . c n^sn.i n by son
]

^ oi: b i^^x no^nabw ibi p n jip

in *nn wn nn rrobj nb iosb
;

IDHMI nmsnaw w
DNM fr:Non p IIMIM nn: in oSriD nainw p

p ^ nsp ND: Dn2 Dte^ o

E 2
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A part of this long commentary of Jeshua consists

perhaps of the work Nil JWN&quot;O, known only in Hebrew

translation, the beginning of which (on the pericope

Bereshit and beginning of Noah) has been preserved in

a Leyden MS. (no. 4i
2
).

In any case, this MS. has more

the character of philosophical and theological homilies

on the pericopes mentioned than that of a commentary.
The philosophic-dogmatic part has been thoroughly

analysed by Schreiner (Studien uber Jeschua b. Jehuda,

Berlin, 1900, pp. 25 seq.), and here Saadiah is not men
tioned. On the other hand, in those passages in which

Jeshua treats of the calendar (especially fols. 86-92) the

Gaon is often controverted. Thus, the Karaite proof for

the duty of the observation of the moon, from Gen. i. 14,

is especially treated at length, and then Saadiah s view,

repeatedly quoted here too, that 1TTI in this verse refers to
&quot;

day and night/ is refuted on four grounds (fol. 88 a, b).

On fol. 89 b, Saadiah s proof for the great age of the

calendar system, derived from i Chron. xii. 33, is likewise

refuted on various grounds (see the text, supra, p. 39, n. i).

In a section on the Molad (fol. 90 a: [^ox DN=] N&quot;N &quot;W

^im DiNn D.Trnmi mmn rDTi nxn) is quoted Saadiah s

assertion that the permanent calendar comes quite near

to the Molad, but does not quite agree with it (D^IKl

I^IDH by now WNI nhn anp tMutpn ^ Dinjn -IK
&amp;gt;irpan).

Further, several proofs for the great age of the calendar are

quoted anonymously, and combated (fol. 91 a). But they
are all derived from Saadiah, e. g. the proof from i Sam. xx. 1 8

D-np n D^nv nnvn by mv tnn &quot;inn JDJI.T -im mnK ruia

i,
cf. Gan Eden, fol. 5 c), then the objection why God

did not expressly command the observation of the moon

(mira n [^=] nwsf? nin ,TH nnu .Y apn wniNnw i^nnnx naia

m-o D^K^n pa i^nnn DN 11 ^NI, cf. ibid. 6
a), &c.

Not less important than as a Bible exegete and dog
matic philosopher is Jeshua as a teacher of the law. But

the only thing preserved is the Hebrew translation of

a work on incest, nmyn IBD (MS. in Leyden, Cod.Warner 41
16

,
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and in St. Petersburg) which, according to Steinschneider,

probably forms part of a comprehensive work on all the

precepts, bearing the title T^vi 1SD. It is most likely
the same work that Jeshua himself quotes in his short

commentary (MS. Brit. Mus. 2544, Cat., no. 310, fol. 165 a;

cf. J. Q.R., XI, 197) as (read rmy^K) rnny^x ^ ^KDofa ntoxij,

and which Samuel al-Magribi (see Neubauer, Aus d. Petersb.

Bill., p. 114) quotes as nN3Ntii?N1 ^KDD^K3 DD&ta rD \ In

this nviyn 1DD there is quoted a rather long passage from

Saadiah, perhaps out of his treatise on the same subject

(see supra, p. 7, n. 3, edited by Steinschneider in 1JD

DYTV III, 76, and partly in Cat. BodL, 2163 ; then by
Muller in Saadiah s GEuvres, IX, 171), but without any
polemics. This passage bears the superscription intf

, and is introduced by the words : nt &quot;inK ^ HiOJ

n -iiaD p nviyn jnnan ra^n pn KHVD ini &quot;IEK i^

pan!) pjnjn in^ canma D^WNin |*sn3 yn^ invn ni^ nnioxn

&np SD n p^vn: N!? ^o inhr inix pi
s N^ n^x 2

. If

these words emanate from Jeshua himself (and not from

the translator) they would show that he also knew how
to treat his opponents with esteem. In other places also

Jeshua s mode of expression in his polemics, apart from

a few exceptions, is free from animosity and personality.
18. Sahl b. Fadl al-Tustari (or al-Dustari, Heb. Jashar b.

Hesed) is a fertile Karaite author, who has hitherto been

little known. He is quoted, so far as we are at present

1 Cf. on the nviyn D, Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., pp. 190 seq., and Die

c.rab. Liter, d. Juden, pp. 92, 93, as well as Schreiner, 1. c., pp. 68 seq. The
latter has also edited the introduction to the nviyrr D (after Cod. Leyden)
as an appendix to his work. Other excerpts have been published by
Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., VIII, i, 90 seq., and a full edition appeared by
Markon. The fragment, MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2497

3
, which, according to

Margoliouth (J. Q.R., XI, 213 seq. ;
Cat. I, no.

314&quot;),
should form a part of

the Arabic original of Jeshua s work, is actually a remnant of Solomon
ha-Nasi s rmyte ara. See my Zurjud.-arab. Litter., pp. 51 seq.

2 The xcerpt from Saadiah forms the conclusion of such a one from
another Rabbanite work in Hebrew, which, according to Neubauer

(Israel. Letterbode, IV, 55 seq.), is taken from the li rvo^n.
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aware, by Melammed Fadil in his Siddur as i?N ion p IB*

nnon^x IB* p, and by the author of the D^:nni DWpn pi^n

as ion p *IB* (see Monatsschrift, XLI, 189). His period
cannot easily be determined, but, according to Steinschneider

(Arab. Lit. d. Juden, 69 ;
also ibid., p. 342), his place of

birth (Tustar in Persia)
1

,
and the contents of his works,

soon to be mentioned, appear to show that he belongs to

the older Karaites. This is confirmed by the statement of

al-Hiti,who follows Jashar with Solomon b. Mubarak b. Sagir,

the author of a lexicon TO^n^ 2 (MS. in St. Petersburg,

see Z. A. T. W., I, 158), and the latter with Ali b. Sulejman

(J.Q.R., IX, 435 : SPIN* IK PDN* vy* p *p3D p ni?p T^N on . * .

WOD^K inaNiw in ni&amp;gt;p p by TK^K nn wn^). As the

last named probably flourished at the beginning of the

twelfth century
2

,
Sahl must have written about the middle

of the eleventh century, and have been a contemporary of

Jeshua. Of his writings there have been preserved frag

ments of a commentary on the Pentateuch in St. Petersburg

(see Z. A. T. W., 1. c.), and extracts of two philosophical

works inj^fcO TTTir^K &quot;by m5&amp;gt;ni&amp;gt;K (Glosses on monotheism

and justice) and yat^N ijn ND &quot;&quot;D iBDntf nNn:6 Tinn^K

(Critical remodelling of the Metaphysics of Aristotle) in a

Brit. Mus. MS. (Or. 2572). According to Ibn al-Hiti
(1. c.)

Jashar b. Hesed also composed other works, and wrote

polemics against Saadiah : nnDlta nc^ p ion p &quot;W yvhw
nwo nh n^nD^x KD^P^M | jxa nx rn

ni?i N^N ^vs^ ^y nti nmMNnn Dniai&amp;gt; a

1 Our Jashar b. Hesed is probably also meant by the al-Dustari who is

cited in an Arabic compilation on Deuteronomy of the year 1351 (see

below, No. 38, and Semitic Studies in Memory of Dr. Kohut, p. 436, n. 3).
3
According to Steinschneider (I.e., 180), Ali hardly lived before the

middle of the twelfth century. On the other hand, it must be observed

that in his commentary on the Pentateuch (ofwhich there are fragments on

Numbers and Deuteronomy in MS. Brit. Mus., Cat., no. sop
1

),
he compiles

only from Karaite authors of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Hence

he most probably belongs to the end of the eleventh and beginning of the

twelfth century.
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|O NTTD aroi 1
. At any rate, it cannot be

clearly ascertained from these words whether the contro

versy with Saadiah was contained in n*&!&M X
3 or in a

separate work. Should the former be the case (and perhaps
the extracts in the British Museum could confirm this), then

Sahl would have combated Saadiah s philosophical views.

With Jeshua (and possibly Jashar b. Hesed) there closes

the specific Arabic period of the older Karaite literature,

and I therefore here append a few anonymous authors who
wrote in Arabic, and whose period cannot be determined

without difficulty, owing to the fragmentary character of

the pieces preserved. But they probably all belong to the

first half of the eleventh century, which does not exclude

the possibility of many being identical with those already
mentioned. These anonyma are as follows :

19. The Geniza-fragment, Saadyana, ed. Schechter, No. X,
forms a remnant of a Karaite polemic treatise against

Saadiah (WI&KJ, It deals with the observation of the

moon and the calculation of the calendar
;
and from facts

that have been handed down in the Talmud (Rosk ha-Skanah,

si b : nrta nen i&amp;gt;yi JD
S
J

i&amp;gt;y N^N p^nD V.T N^ wpnn) and in the

Tosefta (ibid., II, i : Una ntryD n&Dtr&K ^
ii&amp;gt;Kp

oruK ^ii , . .

/(D1 Winj), it is shown that they cannot possibly be regarded
as purely theoretical cases, as Saadiah asserts 2

. Similarly,

the Gaon s well-known statement is combated that the

observation of the moon was introduced only with the

advent of Sadok and Boethos, in order to fortify the calcu

lation that generally prevailed hitherto. This statement,

he declares, has no basis whatever in the writings of the

Rabbis (fol. i v, 1. 6 : aro TND SQ rb *??$ tb h

1 These titles are difficult to identify exactly, see Steinschneider, p. 342,

and on rriVn tt* and bNinwb^ my Zur jiid.-arab. Litter., pp. 15 and 59 infra.
2
Saadyana, p. 35, fol. i

ro
,

1. 7 : fh^io n: bip p &quot;?ip
hisy* nnnrKi nine . . .

Vip p bip D^rnbN nini ton npo too f*o ^ ia5 IHD n\rs?n rrc bwp* KO
JN&quot;?

fij^no iwi5bN nin ). As a matter of fact, in the discussion of such cases

Saadiah uses the expression mbnio. See J. Q. R.
} X, 263, 271.
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N
;

fol. 2 r, 1. 9 :

&N ni&amp;gt; jw IN tan N&quot;in ^y -IEN^N |ND NINI famta sn^ TND).

20. A Geniza-fragment in Cambridge, belonging to the

Taylor-Sehechter Collection (Ar. T-S. 30), six leaves 1
,

18x13 cm., contains a remnant of an old Karaite Law-

book. The book was apparently divided up into sections

(nfc6spD), and each section into chapters (bflfc). The

superscription of such a chapter has been preserved

(fol. 2 r : i^iOTi ni&amp;gt;N nNi ^Nyn nhp ^ n^y DICN^N ^N
ppyn f), and then the following sections are incidentally

quoted : on the Sabbath (rQD^K f&NpB ;
fol. 3 v, 5 v), on

the ripening of spring (M&6 ni?Kj&amp;gt;D,
fol. 3 v), and on [the

enjoyment of] hens (JKTT^K n^fc^D, fol. 5 v)
2

. In addition,

the author cites his work &quot;p^K nsm (fol. 4 r), which is

otherwise also unknown. In another passage (fol.
6 r),

cAnan s views (known from another source too) about the

characteristics of permitted fowls, which differ entirely

from those given in the Talmud (Hullin, 61 a), is cited.

Our author states that Saadiah combated this view of

Anan, and remarks that the refutation of the Fayyumite is

directed against him personally, i. e. against the Rabbanite

characteristics : rftxri nib nan (p\JKmi?K nfon
&amp;gt;N)

nnn^sn f^h

n^y *h ipi . . . . Son pn NO in nnKt^N JN ip a py

^ya!?N ^N ya*v JD^NI PT^N &quot;a IN ni&amp;gt;ip
ini ni? ^yo N^

ji?N moa ^N yn H ND N^N* phso^K mMt^p p^ 11

IN. I reserve

a full consideration of the subject-matter treated of here

till I have an opportunity of publishing the whole frag

ment, but cf. Harkavy, 1. c., 154.

21. Another fragment of the same collection (so far

without any press-mark), two small leaves, paper, deals

with questions of calendar-science, holding that if the

1 There is a gap between leaves 3 and 4.

2 Anan is known to have forbidden their enjoyment, maintaining that

the hen is identical with the biblical nE 3&quot;n (see Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt.,

VIII, i, 145, n. 5). In our fragment (fol. 3 v) this view of Anan is also

quoted and likewise that of the sectarian Malik al-Ramli (see ibid.).
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new moon is invisible through some cause or other, the

3 ist day must be adopted as the day of new moon 1
.

.
The

unknown Karaite author adduces as examples the cities of

Tiberias and Ramla 2
: he must therefore have been a

Palestinean. He furthermore cites the following argument
of the Karaites for the above view : Just as even a death-

sentence follows upon the declaration of witnesses, although
the certainty is never present that these witnesses have not

lied, so the 3ist day can hold good as the day of New Moon,
even though it is quite possible this actually occurred

already on the 3oth. He then says that Saadiah tried to

refute this analogy (mjl i&amp;gt;NpB
ITITO DN&amp;gt;p -M mtf *DP&fa EVT

}5&amp;gt;N
fcOn Npia pnn pn), and shows that this analogy holds

true nevertheless (vb ziNjnN t|iyin pna Norwn IN &amp;lt;DPI&M nyr

&quot;l^N
Nionrn p ainfo nu jrm r6 ^N).

22. MS. Bodl. Heb. e 32, fols. 9-18 (Cat., Vol. II,

no. 263 1
2
), contains a fragment of an Arabic commentary

on Gen. iv and vi, mostly in the form of questions and

answers. Its Karaite character is evident from the follow

ing passage (fol. 13) : D&quot;pJ t m&amp;gt;$ Dti&amp;gt;x np mTi^N D&O Wfcni

D^pJ f rnh^N DT^ ni&amp;gt;

(1.
ntaa NED) n^Nnxsa 3

. It is well known
that the duration and the degree of the impurity of a woman
with child forms a subject of dispute between Rabbanites

and Karaites, inasmuch as the latter also forbid any sexual

intercourse during the thirty-three days after the birth of

a boy and the sixty-six days after the birth of a girl (see

1 This question is also discussed elsewhere in Karaite literature, most

fully by Jefet in his Comm. on Gen., VIII, 3 ;
see J. Q. R., X, 241.

2 The interesting passage reads as follows, in extenso : ip r

&quot;ibn

D nboibN win D ini p:n DOTT^N frm^ IDS? nniio fwnn

y: nrrn S^NI ia &amp;gt;D miaio brw
psnfi

i nvbw nbmb rrrw p:nTD

UI (Lev. xii. 3)

b 3i^ matca tnv

pis onra D be ca^nn ^^n (Num. xxviii, n) ^: nnn SaV

Mini aw rM Nirr. On Ramla see J?. E. J., XLVIII, 156, n. 2,

3 Cf. my Zurjud.-arab. Litter., p. 31.
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the various Karaite views in Aaron b. Elias, Gan Eden,
fol. 1 14 b seq. ;

cf. also supra, p. 25).

23. Another MS. of the same library (MS. Bodl. Heb.

d 44, fols. 60-3; Cat., Vol. II, no. 2624
11

) contains the

fragment of a commentary on passages from Lev. i. 15
xii. 3. This commentary belongs in any case to the older

period of Karaite literature, as the Karaite author Abu

Sulejman [David] al-Qumisi is quoted here, who is otherwise

almost quite unknown,and is only mentioned by Jefet besides

(see /. Q. R., VIII, 68 1, n. i
;
cf. also R. . J., XLV, 178, 179,

and Jew. EncyeL, IV, 465)
1

. On iii. 9 (fol. 60 b) Saadiah s

interpretation of the words rr^Nn ni&amp;gt;n is cited and thoroughly

refuted : in n^tfiw .T^m n^n myE n^xn ini?n r6ip 5&amp;gt;P

nN ON NEni P1JK np DIN wb }N i&amp;gt;Npi nyr NDD

^K fri&amp;gt;Krn ni?n nwyro n^xn n^n ni?ip i^ba

The enjoyment of the fat tail is known to be forbidden by
Karaite law, and Saadiah s explanation, taken from his

commentary on the passage
2

,
is mentioned by many other

Karaites, e. g. by Tobias b. Moses
(&quot;lorn ISIN, MS. Bodl. 290,

fol. 91 a), Hadassi (Alphab. 233, p; Saadiah s name is not

mentioned here), Jacob Tamani (Pinsker, p. 87), Aaron b.

Joseph (Mibliar, fol. 5 b ;
here also Saadiah s name is not

mentioned
;
cf. further, infra, Nos.36 and 48), Aaron b. Elias

(Gan Eden, fol. 96 c
;

cf. also his Keter Torah, on Leviticus,

fol. 8
a), and Elias Bashiatchi (Adderet, nBW py c. 18 :

here the presentation of reasons and counter-reasons is

especially the most complete).

24. MS. Brit. Mus. 25802 (Cat. II, no. 587
2
)
contains

a fragment of an old Karaite Book of Precepts (written

throughout in Arabic characters). In one passage (fol. 13 a)

is quoted an objection of Saadiah against Anan and

Benjamin al-Nahawendi with regard to the prescriptions

1 I have published and translated another passage from this commentary
on X, 19 (fol. 62 a) in J. Q. R., VIII, 695, 696.

3 This follows explicitly from Tobias words to be mentioned further on.

In the section in question of the polemical work against Ibn Saqaweihi

(J. Q. H., XVI, no, in), this explanation is not to be found.
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about menstruating women, which reads as follows T
:

*J (1. UJ~) uJj*. M ^ ^L^ ulilc J*

(1.UJU?) UU1U nar (l.c*W)5LD.^ J-sl lil rrujl u

Jc J dUJo Ufcjle ^j (Lev. xv. 25) nma ny Ni&amp;gt;a

Jj*

pi
nm: ny N^a

Jy&amp;gt; ^1 ^.-o Jc. The question here dis

cussed is that, according to the Talmudists, D an D s in this

verse mean &quot; three days/ and they refer this verse to the

mJ? m:
p3B&amp;gt;

D? N^ (see ^/?w, ad loc., and Nidda, 72). But

*Anan explains the verse thus : if a woman, whether within

or without the period of menstruation, has a flow of blood

more than seven days she must then (in contradistinction

to a menstruating woman) count another seven days after

her purification, see his words in the original by Harkavy,
Stud. U. Mitt., VIII, I, 42 : &W DWE SB tOTNn K ^3N . , .

nun D^&amp;gt; nm nir air &quot;o n^xi n^nDT wa^n nnn nyn^ naoDi?

^ nnNDiD an o 11 ^ nnia ^y nirn ^ IN nrru ny

nnu ny N^a DUI D^&amp;gt; NDN Np [NIH] HNOB irnn

11^ nnn: ny ^a ^aa N^N NP nnna l| 1 nyat^ n^ yap

HTDD nan^n Nin D^ nya^D DD N^TNH a SBJ nnu ny N^ai

lai (cf. also Mibhar and Keter Tora, ad loc.). That Saadiah

(probably in the Commentary) combats this view of *Anan,

we also see from the commentary [of David b. Boaz ?] on

the passage in question (MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2495, Cat.,

no. 306, fol. 181 seq.): * .

to intai N ^ya ina nma run 5 D^an D^*1

IN mi

JN py |v Nan WN D^yNi , ,

i^N ^a nN^ tb HJN pi nar MI f
|

25. MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2573 and ^574 (^at- H nos -

590) contains a work on the differences and agreements in

the exposition of the laws between Abu Ali and Abu-1-

1 I owe the communication of this passage to the kindness of the

Rev. G. Margoliouth. The Hebrew words are here transcribed in square
letters.
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Sum, i. e. between Jefet b.
CAH and Sahl b. Masliah :

N ^n no^N &quot;ONI ^y ^K pi^K pn ND jvy rra awia

NIDI nraofo a *:&. Here also, according to

Margoliouth ((7a., II, p. 180 a), Saadiah is rather often

cited, but I have not a single passage before me 1
.

26. Israel b. Daniel 2
, according to Firkowitsch, composed

in 1062, at the age of twenty-six, a Book of Precepts,
mviDn &quot;iao (Arab, or Heb.

?), which was preserved in the

Karaite synagogue in Damascus. He is mentioned without

any further epithet by Jefet b. Sagir ;
on the other hand,

in an alleged book-list of the synagogue named (see

Pinsker, p. 174; cf. also p. 94, n. i), he is designated as

n&quot;n iwn Y :a m^DNn pnn i?fcO^ n, and is said to have

1 It should, however, be observed that a leaf of this work, which is

added to the Catalogue as a facsimile (Plate V), contains a passage that

seems to have been directed against Saadiah. Here the argument derived

from i Chron. xii. 33 for the antiquity of the calculation of the calendar

is combated
;
the same argument is cited and refuted by many Karaite

authors (see above, p. 23, n. i), but in the present instance the Gaon is not

expressly named but referred to as belonging to the &quot; men of calculation
&quot;

(iNDnbN 2Nn:&amp;gt;N).
I give the passage here, as far as it is contained in the

facsimile page of the MS. (fol. 7 a), while adding the diacritical points
and other signs :

-
9 See on him Steinschneider, Die arab. Liter, d. Juden, 70 (also ibid.,

P- 342 )-
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lived in Hebron. Moses Bashiatchi calls him nn p ^WTtiff* &quot;i

(read nnon) mnon IMPIO DDpn bwn &quot;on,
and quotes his Book

of Precepts under the title rro n niD (Steinschneider, Cat.

Lugd., p. 14). He thus regards him as a son of Daniel al-

Quinisi (who wrote in the ninth century), and assigns his

domicile to Tustar (where Jashar b. Hesed also had his

home). But all these statements, especially that of his

home, are very doubtful, and those of Firkowitsch seem to

have been specially concocted 1
. If Israel b. Daniel

flourished in the second half of the eleventh century, then

he might be identical with aa Israel b. Daniel al-Ramli,

who is mentioned in an anti-Karaite work (composed
or copied 1112) as a contemporary (see the passage in

question, J.Q.R., VIII, 700: ^^K Jnn fo-oi p ^NIDN ^ . , ,).

At the top of the Firkowitsch MS. (now in St. Petersburg)
of David b. Abraham al-Fasi s Lexicon there are a few

poems with the superscription i&amp;gt;&quot;vr p nn ^KTB* 3*n neb,

which may have been composed by Israel b. Daniel (cf. Pin-

sker, pp. I74seq. ; Firkowitsch, sjan \n, p. 3, and Harkavy,
Stud. u. Mitt., Ill, notes 94 and 122). The first of these

poems is directed against Saadiah,
&quot; the erring Fayyumite

&quot;

(StyWl .-wn), and Samuel b. Hofni foan $ fow), who

thought to uproot the creed of the Karaites. From the

clumsy form of the poems we might assume an earlier

writer
;

but it is also possible that they originate from

Israel ha-Maarabi, who is also called pnn (see further infra,
No. 37).

27. Tobias b. Moses, called in^n, pan, and also pTOn,
&quot; the translator,&quot; as his chief importance consists in his

1 The communication from the catalogue of books in Damascus seems to

have undergone various changes, for the statements that Israel b. Daniel was

twenty-six years old at the time the list was made, and that he sojourned
in Hebron, occur only in the

t|\m :a, p. 4, but not in Pinsker [here
also there have been added the dates 202 of the Hegira and 745 (of the

Creation ?), which, however, do not agree with the year 1373, Era of

Contracts]. In Ibn al-Hiti (J. Q. R., IX, 432, 1. 4 from bottom) it seems that

we must really read &quot;m instead of toi 73 tons? ,
see ibid., p. 438, n. i.
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numerous translations from the Arabic of works by co

religionists
1

. He is said to have been a pupil of Jeshua b.

Jehuda, and lived in the second half of the eleventh century
in Constantinople, where the first traces of Karaite literature

show themselves in his time. Besides the translations,

which he partly curtailed and revised, Tobias also com

piled complete works from earlier authors. For example,
there is a sort of commentary on the Pentateuch, entitled

2
,
which is compiled chiefly from David b. Boaz

and Jefet b. Ali
(Tfcten), and to which Tobias made

some additions, especially in the form of questions. All

that has been preserved, in a Bodleian MS. (Cat. Neub.

290), is the part on Leviticus i-x, from which I have

communicated several small and long passages (see J. Q. R.,

VIII, 697 ; R.B.J., XXXIV, 167, 181
; XLIV, 1 86).

In the lorn -)1K Saadiah is controverted pretty often,

and the name of the Gaon, who is mostly called OMvan,

is accompanied with nasty expressions (cf. Steinschneider,

Cat. Bodl., 2168), e.g. nynn (MS. fol. 14 b), nrn (90 b, 101 b),

t^n (101 b), njnnn (90 a), nynm njnnn (91 b), nron iyjn (90 b,

93 b), B&quot;Kn PIT
(=i&amp;gt;H&amp;gt;K brin, 95 b), &c. The questions on

which Tobias disputes with Saadiah in the portion pre

served are naturally such as are connected with explana
tions and prescriptions of the Third Book 3

,
but in one

place (fol. 96 a) there is a controversy especially about the

Oral Law, where Saadiah s commentary on Exod. xxiv. 1 2

is cited : ii^nni wsn *]!?
KTI nniN &quot;corn n&w HEWN , , ,

^K rby PIDQ -man i[n]&quot;or
n^ss nni? nm tnmn nao }E Dnhn

131 Dt^ n\m ninn (cf. J. Q. R., X, 257, n. 3). The whole of the

passage is of a personal character throughout, and we read

1 See on him lastly Steinschneider, Die heir. Ubersetz., pp. 454 seq.,

940 seq., and Jew. EncycL, s.v. (XII, 166).
3 That this work extended to the entire Pentateuch I gather from the

words of Tobias : Kim inrun ISIN noco wrro iscn m ^nana . . . rrnto 3M

3 The polemical passages also Tobias doubtless took for the most part

from his sources, but unfortunately the sources bearing on this particular

part of Leviticus are not accessible to me.
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here : &quot;If thou (Saacliah) and thy followers maintain that

Mishna and Talmud were dictated word by word by God to

Moses, then do I say that thou liest and deniest what is

manifest
(Dnni&amp;gt;

nroBn msai bi) K :n nnx IP^ m ^ yi

W1 on PK Dnnam D*fen), as these works contain the dicta

of individuals and events from the time of the second

temple and still later.&quot;

In the province of ritual law, Tobias discusses very often

and very thoroughly two questions especially. In the first

place, that on the operation of np^D (ff.
6 a-7 b and 37 a-

39 b)
1

; according to Saadiah this took place before the

slaying of the sacrificial bird, and its process does not rest

upon scriptural demonstrations, but upon continuous state

ments of eye-witnesses (fol. 7 a : ^ Biivan myo
^irvan nnyo to , * , nown tnip fpya jnan mw rro

on 5&amp;gt;3 nsn
;
mi &quot;Din nr *?y nw Dni? px nain nr nN S

, . ^i H^VDH } DiTrsn isi^ HD D^TJDI DnsDion p npnynn

similarly fol. 37 b). Tobias then proves from Sifra on i. 15

(fol. 37 b : n3Tn bx |n^n nnpni jnnai o^na inn N D^nin ^
Dl Kin

[1. pll] pin p3D3 upta ^tt^, see ed. Weiss, fol. 8 d) and

from Tosefta, Zebahim, cap.VI (ibid. : Wn p&quot;iD3 p ^ , . .

naiy ^IDD piavn p^ n\*ii o^enp nsoini mv^Nin Nnao^ |, see

ed. Zuckermandel, p. 489, where our passage is VII, 4), that

the Talmudists seek a support in the Scriptures for their

opinion, and that Saadiah deviates from them and contra

dicts them. In any case, the argument of the Talmudists

is also not valid. Tobias also cites on this occasion

Saadiah s commentary on Leviticus (fol. 38 a : DtfVB nr D&O

The second question is that on the enjoyment of the fat

tail (Hvlt), which forms a constant theme in Karaite

polemics. Tobias also devotes much space to it
(ff. 90 a-

94 a, 95 b, and 99 a~99 b). Saadiah s reasons and the

counter-reasons of the Karaites are the same here as in the

1 For the various Karaite opinions on this subject, see the passages

quoted in R. E. J., XLV, 196, 197.
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other sources hitherto known elsewhere (see above, No. 23),

but expressed much more passionately and often more

thoroughly. It is interesting to establish that all Saadiah s

reasons and objections are taken from his commentary on

Leviticus, and that here also is mentioned the explanation

of iTi&amp;gt;Nn ini n mentioned above (fol. 90 a : nvpo jp

^N Dip&n nn nxm NIPM
f
tb unnaa [paciita HD=]

-IIDN n^xn ^ EN ^ nm nr mm o^Pipn vpo

nn DJWI apup rfaN *JNI ^irvan ON ... [l.
nr

iui? B* n sEn H^NH ui?n miDN minn ^ TON* DNI

nxw nvni? pn 11 nni? j^ c snn D^a 3D woo

IJNVD VN!? . * . 1^1 nix nsoinn niD^on n^Nm

^WN n^ DIN na^ IDD i^i N^n nam ^ ssnpn

DIN then fol. 95 b : [fer6N Nin=] ty^n nr ^ ivni , , .

jnnaa nnis &quot;IDT I^N nmipn ^6n[D] r^n p^ni N

01 ifin : nan^ nimpn p^n *\mz ^np^i ^12 p). Tobias

also quotes from Saadiah the well-known opinion of

Meswi al-Okbari, that only the fat of offerings was for

bidden, and he spurns in indignant and abusive terms the

insinuation of the &quot;

frivolous Fayyumite
&quot;

(fin Din^an
nt), as

if the Karaites also follow the opinion of Meswi (if. 101 b-

102 a)
1

.

Finally, Tobias controverts the following explanations of

Saadiah of single passages in Leviticus : (i) on ii. i

(fol. 8 b), on the amount of oil to be used with a meat

offering ; (2) on ii. 14 (fol. 14 b). The offering of firstfruits

mentioned here is not the obligatory offering of barley-

sheaves, but a private and free-will offering that everybody
can bring from the firstfruits of his field products. Tobias

cites here Saadiah s interpretation, and the refutation in the

name of Jefet: &quot;^ Dnm nmio anpn DNI ^&quot;r lotan r\& ONI

1 Cf. detailed treatment in R. .
J&quot;., XXXIV, 164. Saadiah does not give

the name of Meswi here, but says : DnTin noiNn
-pro

vrr D&quot;\u: 3

n&amp;gt;n ? tDNin 3 0*7 tciponuj pn -j&quot;nn
rrrr pi no iii onrj

i^n aip: i:r CJHI IIDK nVn.
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o Nn onm ni&amp;gt; wpiDn mruDn ID rmaiD onwi nroD IDT

NM a am ennn JDI |K&amp;gt;M ID V.T
[1. ntai] DM &nnn jnr ID K n

nroon nxr a DKS^ *D 5ma myB yon nni , , , lib leafo ID

DK . . . D oa JD nmDn nr N*n vb &quot;o . . . naunn

w N b^ iw *6 onuan ^ nynn ^Din^an yn? HM 1!?

/(
I31 pjjnn nr P^HD n*n d&amp;gt; . , nnxi? -iro [ovn] nr ^ y

Both Karaites overlooked the fact that Saadiah here

follows the explanation of the Talmudists (see Sifrd, ad loc.).

(3) On iv. 13 (ff.
22 b, 29 a, and 29 b ;

in the MS. the leaves

are here wrongly bound), respecting the question, who is to

be understood here by the &quot;

congregation of Israel,&quot; Tobias

indulges in exclamations against the shepherds, i. e. against

the leaders of the Rabbanites, who allow what is forbidden

and forbid what is allowed. (4) On vii. 12 (fol. nyb),

against the assertion that both the shewbread and the

loaves brought with a thank-offering and a Nazarite

offering and the Omer all belong to meat-offerings. The

source is here also Saadiah s commentary on Leviticus :

^ Dwan Tyo Kim i^ Kip^i nso nan Torn D ornn VPD ^ yni

vu ^p oy :npv -IBM rrnnn Dy iipv n^N Dn^ni D^an nni?

wi niroon ID wn iDiyni.

28. A Karaite compilation on Exodus and Leviticus

in Hebrew exists in a Leyden MS. (Cod. Warn. 3),

and is identical with the St. Petersburg MS. (No. 588),

described by Pinsker (pp. 71 seq.) and Harkavy (Stud. u.

Mitt., VIII, i, 136). It doubtless originated in Byzantium,
because it contains Greek words (see e. g. Pinsker, p. 73, 1. 2

from bottom) ;
as date of compilation is given 1020 since the

destruction of the second temple and 480 of the Hegira, i. e.

1088 l
. The latest Karaite author mentioned by name is

Abu Jaqub, probably Joseph al-Basir, but the compiler used

1 So rightly in Pinsker, p. 75 :

p|b
rrny ooVioi . . . nnan

&quot;rap
ammo

n;tj tfVi nrw ii&amp;gt; n^Vn ^woto* maVo n-narmn pi ... o^ro 31 (see also p. 76,

1. 3). In the Leyden MS. (cf. Cat. Steinschneider, p. 7) erroneously 1000

and 380, which together does not at all agree (1000 from the Destruction
= 1068, and 380 of the Hegira = 990). Cf. also Geiger, inn: i!ttN, IV, 26.

F
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Jeshua and Tobias also 1
. It is also not impossible that the

above date (and the Greek words too) was simply taken from

some older source, and thus our compilation is possibly
of later origin. Saadiah is cited here a few times and

controverted, and among other well-known questions

(e. g. on K ra^&amp;gt; in Exod. iii. 2, see above, p. 26 ;
on

the rejection of the t^Ti
2

,
see above, p. 22) are mentioned

also such explanations of Saadiah as are not known from

other sources, e. g. that on Exod. xix. 2 (see Pinsker, p. 72,

I. 4), then that a sin-offering must be brought for all

involuntary transgressions for which extermination is

threatened (ibid., p. 73, 1. 10 : UHD 3W &quot;131 WD &quot;lN 3

131 Kin p tfh nNDn in^EO rw m3). A Karaite opinion is

falsely given as that of Saadiah, namely, that it is for

bidden to enjoy meat in the Diaspora (Pinsker, p. 74, 1. 19;

Harkavy, p. 138, 1. 16: Wrb SwB

131 omnsj i&amp;gt;y D^ron ini&w p3pn ny n

cf. my remarks in Monatsschrift, XXXIX, 443, and pan,

II, 96, 97).

TWELFTH CENTUKY.

29. Jacob b. Reuben is the author of a Hebrew com

pilation on the Bible, entitled *)B&amp;gt;yn 1DD, which exists in

manuscript in several libraries (Leyden, Paris, St. Peters

burg), and a part of which (from Jeremiah to the end,

excluding Psalms) is also in print (Eupatoria, 1836). He
lived in Byzantium, and as he already uses Ali b. Sulejrnan

1 For parallels to Jeshua see Pinsker, pp. 76 seq. (who, however, wrongly
concluded that Jeshua was the author

;
cf. also Steinschneider, Polem. u.

apolog. Liter., p. 347). From Tobias, e.g., is taken the passage on np bo

(p. 73) ?
where the compiler has combined conclusions found in two

widely-separated passages in Tobias (-ran: ISIN, ff. 7 a and 37 a).

3 In Pinsker, p. 75, 1. 6 : onn n* oNsni nn &quot;m pDpo p 3 &amp;gt;DVD ID^I
7
i3i prnna onwiao, but in the Leyden MS., f. 343 (Steinschneider, p. 8) :
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(see Harkavy in Jew. EncycL^lI, 442 b supra), lie probably

belongs to the first half of the twelfth century
l
. Jacob s

chief source was the commentary of Jefet b. *Ali, whom
he reproduces mostly in a very abbreviated form, and the

passages having reference to Saadiah must have been

taken for the most part from this commentary. All these

passages (with the exception of a single one) occur only
in the portion on the Pentateuch, and have been com

municated by Pinsker (pp. 83 seq.) and Steinschneider (Cat.

Lugd., p. 25). They are (i) Gen. i. i : ir5?N&quot;D Oljva inai

Nin p tfi?1 i&amp;gt;DD iVa, this agrees with Saadiah s translation:

i?X p!&amp;gt;3
NO h

;
cf. also Ibn Ezra, ad loc. : KBnJ IV3r? N&quot; 1

Dy& -63 [? *)DU], and Parhon s Mahberet, fol. 2 c : iniK pa Dioi

CT^N i3 r6nn 10^3 K-D nwi3 103 -pre ta [n un ns
^&quot;-i] ;

(2) Exod. iii. 2 on I?N n3^ (from Jefet, see above, p. 26);

(3) ibid., xxi. i : Drwa^ means before the Sanhedrin ;

(4) ibid., xxiii. 19, on Lev. xxvii. 32, from which Saadiah

proved that the enjoyment of a W0 is permitted :

on N^n ;n3n i:np&amp;gt;
DK IDS^D HD nnnvo nvnjj mpn DN

y nn^nna bui noxn DNI (cf. above, p. 45) ;

(5) Lev. xi (D31 DnoiN p [probably the Samaritans] DnoOTl

p n^Dl^
&quot;&quot;DVa,

but it is not clear what the question is here);

(6) ibid., xi. 29 on 3V
; (7) ibid., on grasshoppers, which

may be eaten without ritual slaughter (cf. Z.f. H. B., IV, 73,

and the passage cited there); (8) ibid., xx. 13, on the

various degrees of punishment for committing the crime

mentioned in this verse; (9) ibid., xxii. 8, on Ezek. xliv.

31; (10) ibid., xxiii. 15 on mpn mnoo (extract from

Jefet, cf. above, p. 24). In addition there are two pas

sages, which neither Pinsker nor Steinschneider quotes,

1 On the conjectured period of the life of Ali b. Sulejman, see supra,

p. 54, n. 2. That he is used by Jacob b. Reuben was unknown to me
when I wrote an article on the latter in the Jew. Encycl., s.v. (VII, 41). To the

literature there given must be added : Geiger, inn: nsn, IV, 25 ; Harkavy,
Altjud. Denkmaler aus d. Krim, p. 62 ; Steinschneider, Polem. u. apolog. Liter.

,

p. 347 ;
Adolf Posnanski, Schitoh, I, 273. Cf. also the passages on Anan,

communicated by Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., VIII, i, 152-155.

F 2
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and which I take direct from the Leyden manuscript (Cod.
Warn. 8) ; (n) Gen. i. 2 o^on ^ p *6i Dinn jo inn wa DNI

(cf. Ibn Ezra, ad loc. &6 nn DinnD KW inn fiwn IBK

D to mp min O&quot;E ^ prp); and (12) Lev. xix. 27:

jpn 1PK -wn ^ YJJD IDS EN jmn nn

a DNI n&amp;gt;yn-iK (my) iy n^n nynn ono

(cf. Mishna Makkoth, III, 5, where we read : N&quot;1

an WN nnxa |b I^D^ ON IDIN). In the printed

portion Saadiah is cited only at the end of Daniel, with

regard to the year of Redemption (fol. 20 b : ^ *inD Wa pi

i:nna ^ n:i n&amp;gt;J^ nn), but this passage also is curtailed

from Jefet (see my Miscellen uber Saadja, III, 12 =
Monatsschrift, XLIV, 411).

30. An Arabic Commentary on Exodus, of which a frag
ment is extant at the British Museum (MS. Or. 2493 5 Cat.,

I, no. 332), must likewise belong to the first half of the

twelfth century, for here also *Ali b. Sulejman is the last

author quoted
1

. On xxx. 24 (fol. 73 a) Saadiah (WB^N)
is also quoted, but the substance of the quotation is

unknown to me.

31. Jehuda b. Elias Hadassi, of Constantinople, in his

work IS^n blWK (Eupatoria, 1836), composed in 1148,

brought the science of Karaite law and dogma to a certain

close 2
. His encyclopaedic work is, as Jost rightly ex

presses himself (Gesch. desJudenthums, II, 352), a vast sea

into which all the rivulets of Karaite lore empty themselves,

and hence, despite its inelegance in outer form, which

makes reading pretty difficult, it is of extraordinary value.

In his polemics against Eabbinism he follows in the foot-

1 Other authors cited in this commentary are : r5 D-fo* (David b. Boaz),

W y (doubtless Abu Ali, i. e. Jefet b. AH) and r: ED (Abu-1-Faraj Furqan,
with whose translation the one in our commentary also often agrees).

On the explanation mentioned here of Exod. xx. 26 from a book nD3, by
which are perhaps to be understood the glosses of Levi b. Jefet, see

R. & J., XLI, 306, n. a, and Z. f.H.B.,\, 17.
3 For the literature on him see Jew. Encyd., s. v. (VI, 132, 133).
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steps of Salmon b. Jeroham, Sahl b. Masliah, and Tobias

b. Moses, and sometimes surpasses them in harshness and

want of consideration. All the more remarkable is it that

he names Saadiah only seldom (altogether six times), and

treats him with comparative indulgence. In three places

(Alphab. 1 68 n, 174 p and 5?) the question is about the

application of the method of analogy, which was employed

by the Karaites in considerable measure, and was energeti

cally opposed by Saadiah. Hadassi urges that without

analogy one would not know, for example, that the father

inherits from a son, or that the damage done by a goring

ox, by crouching, trampling, or devouring, must be made

good (Alphab. 168 n: ppn px *i inoini nox nnyo ^irvsn

nmnym DK xb ^ . . }J? in en* tb ppn ps DK innii mini

wi pi , . . m-unr6 vnm nm inn itai mn IUK^ in5&amp;gt;na n

nwa N^I nB yi *6i win i&amp;gt; IIB& iar 5&amp;gt;i pn ^ni pw ^DX ma

ttl miBO
;
on the latter cf. 5a6a Kamma, 2 b)

J
. Much

more interesting is another passage, where the sources of

our cognition, according to Saadiah, are given, and it

is stated, that his words can serve as a support to the

Karaites (169 a: :mmn ppvn] pn nn &amp;gt;oman nnyo n^a

pyi noann npyi urn t^i^ o HDD

mianni? i Kim yDtrDn yno w n^y). They are the same

four sources of information that Saadiah discusses in the

introduction to his religio-philosophical work, and Hadassi

also drew from them without doubt 2
. The other two

1 The second passage (Alphab. 174 p seq.) reads : ibibm -TON ns?D m nDirvDi

ttJ-nDo vrt N 1

? DI mini &amp;gt;\^^^DQ
xnn n&quot;

1 \~iS2Di &quot;in &quot;m w pn : ^ ibibm

ni minn maito nbyn in as -row \-i&quot;n on^i. Hence here too the reading
is like that in the Leyden MS. of the anonymous compilation on Exod. and
Lev. (see above, p. 66, n. 2. Could Hadassi perhaps have drawn from it,

or the reverse?). iVftn here most probably means &quot;his wantonness&quot;

(see Ps. Ixxv. 5).
2 See Amandt, ed. Landauer, p. 12 infra : (pnbx nNin

&amp;gt;)
NTON

&quot;npn
. . .

TO rinbh
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passages deal with the argument from Josh. v. n for the

correctness of the Karaite interpretation of rOEM mroa

(Alphab. $24 j),
and with Saadiah s argument from Lev.

xxvii. 32, that the enjoyment of an embryo is permitted

(Alphab. 240 D : enp rv.T *wyn avwn HENS IDK DiJVDrn . * .

ton ^ -D-iyon \b iniio nti iruo inp^ HM -niyD mpn DN r6

nv&K Qi^ viN DmDKp mnna ^rsni

, . . nmiyD onpypo] V.TJ ^ ^ PND nun^n

But besides these few passages, Hadassi now and again
controverts the views of Saadiah without naming him,

e. g. the assertion that aQN can signify the name of the

month (Alphab. 190 D: mxn cnn nx il^ IDN^ ei . .

a^nx ^n -N^ noo inmi inpb ^ i^m DS^DH niy , . , lunrb D^ Kin

121 DIpD DE^ Kini ;
see above, p. 44), or the explanation of

tAtin ui n as n^xni n^n (Alphab. 233 p ; cf. supra, No. 23),

and so forth. It must be against Saadiah also that those

passages are directed in which Hadassi shows that in the

Talmudical period the rule noa l^in N^ had not any validity

yet (Alphab. 185 W seq.), or that I Sam. xx. 1 8 is no argument
for the great age of the calendar-system (Alphab. 197 w seq.),

pfi ra jN HSWDJ fro OJ&amp;lt;T . . . (mm 3?io= ) n^M fiTnsb rc?DT NO o jy nn^nbxi

^b (yottorr io = ) pnsS ii5b fins m . . . fiyi-i frtan rr^
F]^DI

. . .

But it seems that Hadassi, in the fourth source, chose yntoo not without

intention (instead of, e.g., n:own mann in Ibn Tibbon), because this word

among the Karaites signifies the Scriptures. Hadassi further adds : Tin

nbapm &quot;?D\un vim :ONI rrtipm yn\m SD?I niQ&quot;pno ninn 3 (nn^o ^i) ID

-pnbtf
mm 02 in^tt? rtD moitn y& ic. Here again is Saadiah s division

of the commandments into precepts of reason (wizrt, nvtotD ni^o = tato

fi^prV^) and precepts of revelation (fryoDbN y^i^bb?, nv^Diu msQ = rDtt}), to

which is also added truthful tradition (rrrt!? ii5 = nbip) ;
see Amanat, iii.

Cf. also Kaufmann, Geschichte d. Attributenlehre, pp. i seq. ; Guttmann, Die

Religionsphilosophie d. Saadia, pp. 22 seq., 134 seq.
1 This argument, as already remarked, is also advanced by Qirqisani,

Levi b. Jefet and Jacob b. Reuben (see Kaufmann-Gedenkbuck, p. 178, n. 2,

and also above, pp. 45 and 67), but Saadiah s name is mentioned only by
the last of these. As Jacob b. Reuben draws especially from Jefet, it may
be presumed that the latter also handed down the name of the Gaon and

has used to Hadassi as a source. But unfortunately I have not before me
Jefet s commentary on this passage of Leviticus.
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or that one cannot conclude from Dan. x. 3 that the

eating of meat was permitted in the Diaspora (see above,

p. 66), &c.

Besides the Eshkol, another fragment of Hadassi has

been preserved, which Pinsker (pp. 94 seq.) has edited. The

latter holds Tobias to be the author, but this time Firko-

witsch, who ascribes it to Hadassi, has exceptionally hit

upon the truth, as we find at the end quite explicitly

(p. 97, 1. 5): D TD^nn pap -T^K p rrnrv ^Nl 1
. This frag

ment is not a remnant of a Book of Precepts, but collec

tanea which Hadassi probably compiled as material for his

Eshkol. Saadiah is mentioned a few times here also, and

the matter at issue is that eternal question about the age
of the calendar-system. According to Saadiah it is no

argument against the great age of this system that there is

nothing about it in the Bible, for reason does not forbid us

to assume that God revealed, e.g. 100 precepts to his prophet,

and commanded him to write down only fifty of them,

but to hand down the other fifty only orally, or not

to fix any of them at all in writing. The precepts were

indeed already known to the patriarchs, although they
were not written down

; similarly Mishna and Talmud

already existed before, and were only later made into a

record by the sages
2

. Further, Saadiah maintains that the

calendar with all its rules originates from Moses, and only
when Sadok and Boethos, the two heretical disciples of

Antigonus, also opposed the system, was the observation

of the moon also made known [in order to show that both

1 Cf. also Frankl, Monatsschrift, XXXI, 77 seq. and inirn, VII, 50 ;
Buber s

introduction to the IUD npb of Tobia b. Eliezer, p. 47.
2 Saadiah had this argument in his commentary on the Pentateuch

(p. 94, 1. 23 : furann -nasa snnrr pra ito p-inca topon a by anen nirvD o sn

Qi Tiaym ;
1. 25, for 3 ainyw read : airo c). By the assertion that the

patriarchs already knew the commandments, Saadiah means such sayings
as n^ rrnnrr &quot;?D va oma

D&quot;p
and the like. In Karaite literature also

it is discussed whether the Biblical precepts were binding before the

Sinaitic legislation. I intend dealing fully with this problem, described

as y^ic^N Dip, in another connexion.
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coincide]
1

. The generally prevalent rules were again used

as a guide, until Anan and Benjamin al-Nahawendi arose

and again abolished the system that is of Sinaitic origin.

Hadassi further reports in Saadiah s name about the

wonders displayed by R. Eliezer in his dispute with R.

Joshua (see Baba Mesia, 59 a), about the sacrifice brought
with the Omer, the amount of meal to be used with the

Omer, and finally about the argument from Josh. v. n
for the Karaite interpretation of nafcn mrOD and its refuta

tion. This refutation agrees verbally with that by Jefet

on Lev. xxiii. 15 in the Kitab al-tamjiz (Hirschfeld, Arabic

Chrestomathy, p. 113, 1. 24 seq.), and Hadassi also drew

from this indirectly
2

.

With Hadassi the older period of Karaite literature

closes, and henceforth all independence is stifled. With

the exception of the two Aarons (and, in many respects,

of Elias Bashiatchi and Caleb Afendopolo), the later

authors only repeat what the earlier ones have said, and
&quot; enrich themselves by their works.&quot; On this ground the

Fayyumite still continues to be the object of controversy

(but naturally without any new factor in the campaign),

although this controversy has long become an anachronism.

But, in accordance with our task, we will follow the traces

of this controversy, so far as it is present to our view, still

further, till the most recent times.

To the twelfth century, and perhaps even to the first

half of it, must most probably also belong

32. Elias b. Abraham, the author of the Dy D^ipn pi^n

(ed. Pinsker, pp. 99 seq.)
3

. This follows from the

1 With this is connected the answer of Ben Mashiah mentioned

previously (cf. above, p. 16).
2 This follows from the fact that the words of Hadassi following upon

the conclusions of Saadiah (p. 96, 1. 17): warr TCNa &amp;gt;airvcn fa nai ^ sn

Tot -Nino Tain
J&amp;gt;N prc nwViS a an D y-iNn Tiara ibawn p rwi, are simply

translated from Jefet (Hirschfeld, p. 114, l.ao) : i5nn ND D avcbN Vip so

i3i NOD iDNbN D &amp;gt;!

:D pnTroa prvro NTO fi^rr Tiara itawi p.
3 The view of Pinsker (p. !), Schorr (yibnrr, VI, 77), and Gottlober

(owpri nnbinb mpa, p. 157), that Elias b. Abraham is not the author, seems
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fact that Elias speaks of the sects of the Tiflisites and the

Meswites (i.
e. the adherents of Abu Imran al-Tiflisi and

Meswi al-Okbari) as still existing in his time (p. 100, 1. 13

from bottom: D
&quot;p

mi fc^m m mm n N&quot;:J mn p DIMI

Tk?D mi D^D^sn mi)
1

,
and that, as will soon have to be

mentioned, Saadiah s polemical work against Anan (a^na

py &amp;lt;by TK) was probably still in his hands. But the

traces of this work can only be followed up to the twelfth

century (cf. R.&.J., XLV, 192). His home cannot be

determined, but as Karaite literature in this century has

its centre in Byzantium, he should most probably belong

to this century
2

. The work of Elias has the form of an

epistle to a Eabbanite (Jehuda b. Sabbatai?), and serves

the double purpose of defending Karaism and attacking

Rabbanism. Saadiah is not mentioned here explicitly,

but Pinsker s conjecture seems to be right, that it is he

who is meant by
&quot; the co-religionist of the receiver, who

insulted Anan, the teacher of the Diaspora&quot; (p. 103, 1. 14 :

crED -nm Daoan 0x1:2 r6i:n ^zwn
pyi&amp;gt; cpn IC^N cam ph

WNn li&amp;gt; niJ? uyjv). There then follows in the
&quot;lying

story
&quot;

of this Rabbanite, as Elias expresses himself (3TD1

11303), the well-known account about the advent

to me to be unfounded. Just as little ground is thei e for the view of

Schorr, that the actual work begins with the words Nip[n] 23 I-TON (p. 100,

1. 27), for a few lines before (1. 23) the author expressly says : Nbl &amp;gt;niun p^i

131 vn pcy nb^ mmc mnbn nna^D Tinorrann, then a scriptural passage

is here introduced with a::n (1.
20 : tm \unn 2i win D32n a&quot;pni), just

as in p. 103, 1. 15. Cf. also conclusions of Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibliogr.,

V, 49 seq.
1 Pinsker (p. 98) also calls attention to this. With regard to the

Meswites, I have shown (B. K J., XXXIV, 163) that they still existed

in the twelfth century, and that will certainly have been the case with

the Tiflisites. It is thus unnecessary to presume with Harkavy (Voskhod,

Feb. 1900, p. 77), that here the author of the pibn simply copied from older

sources. The context is also against such a presumption.
3 See Pinsker, p. 98. In the list of Karaite scholars at the end of the

pibn (p. 106) only Tobias is mentioned of the well-known Byzantine
Karaites

;
the citation of Hadassi, however, is not certain. See Stein

schneider, 1. c., 54.
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of Anan 1
. His injured ambition, following upon his re

moval from the Exilarchate in favour of his younger brother

Hanania, drove him to Schisma. Anan was in mortal

danger owing to the interference of the Arabian govern
ment. But following the advice of a Moslem scholar (Abu

Hanifa?) imprisoned with him, he was able to win the

favour of the Chalif by declaring that he represented a

different religion from his brother, to wit, that in opposition
to the latter he taught the fixing of the months on the

basis of the observation of the moon and the consideration

of the ripeness of the corn. The Chalif saw therein a

concession to Islam, and showed him favour. Pinsker

must also be right in saying that this report was preserved
in Saadiah s above-mentioned polemical work.

THIKTEENTH CENTURY.

33. Jacob b. Moses Tamani (of Taman in the Crimea),

according to a tombstone inscription (Firkowitsch, &quot;02N

jniDT, no. 98), was the head of a Karaite school, and the

author of a work jnnan &quot;ISO,
and he was buried in 958 in

Tschufut-Kald It goes without saying that the date of this

inscription, on which the word Tamani does not occur,

was fabricated by Firkowitsch, as there were not yet in

the tenth century in the Crimea any Karaite heads of

schools, who had many pupils (
^m H^n TDyn). It

does not at all follow from the work mentioned (the begin

ning of which is missing) that it bore the title |finan ISD,

and that its author was called Jacob b. Moses. It is more

likely to have been, according to Harkavy (Altjild. Denk-

mdler, p. 268), the work of an anonymous Byzantine
Karaite of the twelfth or thirteenth century. In the few

lines that Pinsker (p. 68) has published from this work,

&quot;the heretic&quot; (^non=^K3Di&amp;gt;K) Saadiah is also mentioned

a few times. We have, e.g. his explanation of Exod. iii. 2

(on the burning of fire on the Sabbath; cf. above, p. 24),

1 Cf. A . E. J., XLIV, 166 seq.
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then the assertion that analogy is not to be applied in

the case of incest, and hence that it is not forbidden, as

the Karaites maintain, to marry a niece *
;
and lastly,

Saadiah s explanation, mentioned often already, that inter

prets rr^Nn ui&amp;gt;n as rr^Nni n^n.

34. Jefet, called Ibn abi-1-Hasan al-Barqamani, was a

Karaite physician and author in Alexandria. A terminus

a quo for his life is afforded by the fact that he quotes no

later author than Moses Maimonides (*3D1pfal ^DID) ;
a

terminus ad quern is supplied by the mention of his name
in a Karaite compilation on Deuteronomy of the year 1351

(see infra, No. 38). He must therefore be assigned, with

Steinschneider (Arab. Liter, d. Juden, 172), to the middle

of the thirteenth century. Apart from a medical work,

.Tries fin^N ban &amp;lt;a frJDHD^N r&Npo^N (MS. in Berlin and

Oxford), Jefet also composed a polemical work in Arabic

against the Rabbanites, under the title mit?n &quot;BD (MS. in

St. Petersburg), which consists of seven sections (mil), and

is said to be very violent (see Monatsschrift, XLII, 189).

Here also Maimonides is quoted very often, and designated
as DID D nta, D*&quot;6N (also D^N ^ioi&amp;gt;N).

A passage about

Saadiah has been published by Gurland (^*OIB* VH, III,

Russian part, p. 91): ^P&C &quot;iny

rmyo m
n^y &quot;uy pt^Nnn DIN INI ^ DD rmb (cf.

above, p. 10, n. 2).

35. Natan b. Jehuda is an otherwise quite unknown
Karaite author. A passage in his name on the subject of

calendar-lore is quoted in a Bodleian MS. of the year 1584

(Cat., vol. II, no. 2789, fol. 45 a; published J.Q.R., VIII, 703)

and in Moses Misorudi s HE D riWD, which was written in

1602 (MS. Leyden, p. 5^, fol. 247; see above, p. 47,

n. 2). The beginning of this passage reads : p JW ^N

1
lai rnnj?a fnrrpo ^ &quot;HONI n nai ninn na rwr&amp;gt; iniw &quot;n nn man DS? ova m.

Anan already derives the prohibition to mai-ry a niece from the analogy

respecting the aunt : see Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, p. 173.
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nriN &quot;vjn WZWP nn IPK cwpn *BK ID HNT rbsw

ttl rrrn 1D3 D^ 11 W n*nnn ID 1^ pxo a . From these words

we may infer that Natan did not live in Constantinople

(DHN &quot;Vy)
and that this city was still under Christian do

minion. We are, therefore, perhaps not wrong in assigning
him to the Crimea in the thirteenth century

1
. From the

same Bodleian MS. another passage from this Natan is com

municated, which is directed against Saadiah s well-known

explanation of the verse Gen. i. 14 (nvtttt? vni
;
see above,

1.
c.), and here we read towards the end : ^)X vmro Dylan nn

tti ^DVB ^y mipn jwy IPX naon fn:. Thus Natan also

composed a polemical work against Saadiah. This fact

also testifies to an earlier date for our author, for, as the

present essay shows, the Karaites did not cease indulging
in polemics against Saadiah till modern times, though they

do so only incidentally. None of them, however, composed
a special work of controversy. Other traces of Natan s

polemics are hitherto unknown.

36. Aaron b. Joseph, or Aaron the Elder, the famous

physician of philosophical training, Bible exegete, and

liturgical poet, is one of the most prominent representatives

of the later period of Karaite literature. Of special im

portance is his commentary on the Pentateuch, &quot;iraon IBD

(ed. Koslow, 1835), which he composed according to his own

statement in 1293/3 (on Exod. xii. 2; fol. 14 b : ^ nr . . .

^mb rpni tnDn D^ r\w t^i-pan nr DTIP iw nn^y y:ns

ini wanm t^D^n nnnn anp i^n i^sn umao

1 Simha Isaac Lutzki (o pns m, f. 21 b, 1. 22) mentions a ^HDipn p: Y nn ,

who was perhaps a brother of the Aaron b. Judah \3HDip ,
to whom Solomon

ha-Nasi sent his epistle on incest (see Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., p. 234),

and who accordingly had lived at the beginning of the twelfth century.

But it is impossible to identify him with our Natan, as the latter, in my
opinion, did not live in Constantinople. Further on Simha Isaac (1. c.,

f. 22 a, 1.17) mentions among the Karaite scholars of Lithuania a Judah

b. Daniel, together with his two sons, Daniel and Natan. But the latter

also cannot possibly be our Natan b. Judah, as the literary activity

of the Karaites in Lithuania only began in the sixteenth century, hence

at the time when Byzantium was no longer Christian.
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131 BM^D NlpJn DIpE iniN3 DP D^VD^n) *. Saadiah is men

tioned here only twice: (i) on Exod. xiii. 4 (fol. I9b), on

3 &amp;lt;I3N. According to Saadiah s declaration, this verse speaks

against the Karaite interpretation of 3&quot;3N as ripeness of

corn, for here the question is about the ripeness in Egypt,

which takes place one month earlier than that in Palestine,

and therefore cannot serve for the fixing of the months.

Aaron replies that this verse would then also point against

the Rabbanites, who likewise pay regard to the 3 t|3N

Kin iK&amp;gt;a:3 ^3 yp xh nrwi). (a) On Lev. iv. 35 (fol. 7 a),

on the use of the fat tail (n^N). Contrary to his custom

elsewhere, Aaron deals with this subject rather fully. In

this passage he already reverts to it a second time, and

mentions the name of Saadiah only in connexion with

an argument. In Lev. ix. 19-30, where n^K is included

in the general concept of EP37R, the Karaites find a support

for their prohibition of this fat tail. Saadiah refutes this

argument by showing from Exod. xx. 8-10 and similar

verses, that when two groups of things are enumerated,

of which the one is much less than the other quantitatively,

then only the larger group is mentioned, whilst the other

is included in it (thus in ver. 20 only J?n is repeated, as

this is greater quantitatively in comparison with nvfa

and I33n n&quot;W of ver. 19). This view is opposed by Aaron

in the following words : :n: IDNS? myo &amp;lt;Bwan njyto pro , . .

IN -vvcn injn hx B*N fiv ^ run cyon nunh 3nn i^rni? nsyn

31 31H3 QBn nP IN 11K^

11^ i?y y^a ^31 h by

nnnvni nifan nui 3^nn ^3t mn p . . . non3 wipi

n^nai n:n noi^ n^na p3 n3K&amp;gt; snyo
x
n e^xn 133 insis^n

X
131 HT3 Ti 13^ 2

. But Saadiah is also meant in the passage
1 For the literature on him see Jew. Encycl, a. v. (1, 14). On the Mibhar

cf. especially Jost, Gesch. d. Judenthums, II, 356 seq. It is not quite certain

that Aaron lived in Constantinople.
3 Both these conclusions of Saadiah have hitherto not been known

from older sources, so far as I am aware. Could Aaron perhaps have

drawn them immediately from Saadiah?
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on iii. 9 (fol. 56), where several of his arguments are refuted:

nniK DnTiEn lyai raTi&amp;gt; rrnp conn D^N mn . .

ui&amp;gt;n ^ JJJD nijtt . . , rptam ni&amp;gt;n iicxi f^ i^oin orrapp

ni?n IDS Kin n^n o jya -njn , , , , onawn n^Dni? (cf.

Eden, fol. 9b; Adderet, rwnt? py, cap. 18). Apart
from these passages Aaron must hint at Saadiah many
times without mentioning his name.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

37. Israel [b.Samuel?]ha-Dajjan (also called ha-Ma
e

arabi)

lived in Cairo at the beginning of the fourteenth century,

and is the author of several works in Arabic 1
. I have

made the conjecture above (No. 26), that the poems pre
served at the top of a MS. of David b. Abraham s Lexi

con, and which are aimed against Saadiah and Samuel

b. Hofni, were perhaps composed, not by Israel b. Daniel,

but by our Israel ha-Ma arabi.

38. The MS. of the British Museum, Or. 2498 (Cat., I,

no. 334) contains an Arabic commentary on Deuteronomy,
the beginning of which is missing, and which originally

extended perhaps over the whole Pentateuch. This com

mentary, as the colophon states, is compiled from Qirqi-

s^ni, Jefet b. All, Sahl b. Masliah [Abu-1-Surri], Abu-1-

1 Enumerated in Steinschneider, Arab. Liter, d. Juden, 184. The

name of his father Samuel only rests upon a combination of Pinsker

(p. 176) that has yet to be confirmed. On the other hand, the Karaite

authors call him only pin b*w &amp;gt;yt or ui3?on ; e.g., his pupil, Jefet b. Sagir

(in Pinsker, ibid.); Aaron b. Elias (Gan Eden, f. 22 b; Keter Tora on

Exod. xii. a, f. 28 a) ;
Samuel al-Magribi (Murshid, Section vii, chap, xiii,

ed. Lorge, p. 14) ;
Ibn al-Hiti (J. Q. E., IX, 435, 1. 8 from bottom) ;

Elias

Bashiatchi (Adderet, r\&quot;np pp, cap. XL) ;
Moses Bashiatchi (in the nvonED,

see Steinschneider, Cat. Lugd., p. 12) ;
Judah Meir Taurizi (in Pinsker,

p. 144), and Simha Isaac Lutzki (irpns mN, f. 21 b, 1. 22). In the Arabic

compilation on Deuteronomy about to be mentioned, the author cited as

nviyte ^ns
[D&quot;-ibtf=]

ibs % Tito D
[&amp;gt;w

=
] to*

f
-\ (see Margoliouth,

Catalogue, I, p. 268 b) must likewise be our Israel.
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Faraj Harun, Abu-1-Faraj Furqan b. Asad [i.
e. Jeshua

b. Jehuda], and others, of whom Jefet seems to have been

used the most, and it was finished in the first ten days

of the month Nisan, 1663 (Era of Contracts) or the end

of Muharram, 752, of the Hegira (
= March, 1351)

1
. On

xvii. 8
(fol. 49 a) a vigorous controversy is waged against

Saadiah, who (according to the precedent of the Talmudists)

refers the words Dli? D1 p3 to the difference between pure

and impure blood (trf? Di pa yn ip JN ny&dni B^K !?Np npi

nni&amp;gt;py myi Dmrrio INDB ^y in* trim nm mi nn: m Ntrc

i?x Kin |D mptf 5&amp;gt;pJ |W Sna Drum). As mentioned already

(cf. above, p. 20), David b. Boaz (?) also controverted this

explanation of Saadiah, and it is therefore possible that he

was the source whence our compiler drew.

39. Aaron b. Elias, or Aaron the Younger, is also im

portant as a Bible exegete, a teacher of the Law, and a

religious philosopher, on which account his co-religionists

place him by the side of Maimonides. His place of origin

was Nikomedia, in Asia Minor, and he died 13692. For

our purpose we have first to consider his Book of Precepts,
entitled py p (composed 1354, ed. Koslow, 1866). Here

also Saadiah is the subject of rather frequent controversy.
Aaron deals most fully with the subject of the calendar,

and is uncommonly incensed against Saadiah s theory of

the great age of the permanent calendar with all its rules.

He says that Saadiah, in this assertion, scoffs at his own
teachers, the Talmudists, who all firmly maintained the

method of observation (fol. 5 b : ^nn KHyo
/m

\

11 y^TT1 -n ta^iM p-o PPM JVK-O D^runD vn

i^i min p-o N^ m wsn ont? &quot;^DXI onnani ypy), then

1 Cf. my Aboul-Faradj Haroun ben al-Faradj, p. 37 (
= R.E.J., XXXIII,

a 1 6). That Jefet was the principal source follows from the remark on
Deut. xxxiii. 4 (published in Semitic Studies in Memory of Dr. Kohut, p. 436,

n. 3). See also Margoliouth, Catalogue, 1. c., and Steinschneider, Arab. Liter.

d. Juden, 132, 235 (also my Zur jiid.-arab. Litter., p. 79).
2
Cf. on him finally Jeiv. Encycl., s.v. (I, 9, 10), and

u
Nii2 imN, s.v. (I, 161).
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advances his arguments and objections against observation

(VPWi vnwpl vnvna on itai, altogether ten in number),
and refutes it. Then Aaron opposes Saadiah s assertion

that all the data in the Talmud from which it is inferred

the Dehijot had no validity, are to be understood only

theoretically (fol. 6 d : itaa npyon iro nr warn i?wii . , .

pi nam Y y IDVD ^n TOK^ mpo i?a ^ IEKP oirvan nan).

Incidentally we learn that Saadiah s opinion of those data,

which could not in any case be taken theoretically, was
that they contain only the view of individuals but not

the generally accepted view (fol. 7 b : D^jyn ^N3 pjro . . *

IN ETON nvpi? m .TH nr ^ -N ^in^an N^VD K^NH nr

noxn K^naoi nsijn ^ nn^non ^^; viani nown).
He further attacks the theory of the great age of inter

calation, which he refutes with arguments from the Talmud

itself (fol. i5b); and he also mentions his objection, that

MK can also signify the name of the month (fol. i6d,

where he calls Saadiah l^a^n htft&n). The other passages

concern the problem of nupn rnriDD (fol. 53 a), the process of

np^D (fol. 89 d), the use of the fat tail (fol. 96 d : D*phfW fc?&m

ipn nyi nwa phrb ^oy new ^oin^an wnyo Nin

&quot;&amp;gt;aa

;
rather thorough and complete), and the

theory of the Levirate marriage (fol. 159 b : the name of

Saadiah is not mentioned here, though he is the author of

the view, introduced by pyB
11

DK1, that Lev. xviii. 16 suffers

limitation through Deut. xxv. 5, just as, e. g. Lev. xxiii. 3

through Num. xxviii. 9, see supra, p. 26).

All the views of Saadiah mentioned here are already

known from earlier sources, from which Aaron also must

have obtained them. On the other hand, the refuta

tions often contain new points, especially with regard

to the last matter, where logical categories are intro

duced. The manner of treatment is mostly pertinent and

calm, as befits a serious scholar, though we have seen that

the tone is not always distinguished.

In the commentary on the Pentateuch, mm &quot;irp (composed

1362 ; ed. Koslow, 1866-7), in which rabbinical authors are
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very often mentioned 1
, Saadiah, remarkably enough, is not

quoted a single time, and just as little in the religio-

philosophical work D&quot;n py (composed 1346 ; ed. Leipzig,

1841 ; Koslow, 1847).

FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

40. Samuel b. Moses al-Magribi, a Karaite physician and

author in Cairo, composed among other things a Book of

Precepts in Arabic, entitled &quot;iBnD^K (finished July 2, 1434),

which consists of twelve sections, and is extant in MS.

in London, Berlin, and (partly) in St. Petersburg
2

. It is

distinguished by lucidity and orderly arrangement. The

parts edited are : Section II, on Sabbath, ed. N. Weisz

(Pressburg, 1907) ;
Section III, on the calendar, ed. F.

Kauffmann (Frankfurt a. M., 1903 ;
see my critical notice,

J. Q.R., XVI, 405 seq.) ;
Section IV, chap, i-xviii, on the

fast- and feast-days, ed. Junowicz (Berlin, 1904; cf. ibid.,

XVII, 594) ;
Section VI, chap, i-xxii, on the laws con

tained in the section Mishpdtim, ed. Gitelsohn (Berlin,

1904 ;
cf. ibid., XVIII, 560), and Section VII, on the dietary-

1 They are as follows : David (al-Muqammes ? I, f. 15 b) ; Hayyuj (I,

39 b, 45 b
; II, 69 b) ;

Abulwalid (I, 39 b, 64 a, 68 a, 69 a, 80 b
; II, 4 b, aa a,

49 a) ;
Moses ibn Chiquitilla (II, 101 b) ;

Rashi (I, 6 a
; II, 93 a, 95 a) :

Abraham ibn Ezra (very often) ;
Maimonides (I, 7 a, 25 b

; III, 63 b) ;

Nahmanides (I, 7 a) ;
David Kimhi (I, 45 b

; II, 4 b ; III, 16 b) ; Judah

(b. Solomon ibn Matqa) of Toledo (I, 7 b, 8 a) and Shemariah Ikriti (I, 6 b).
3 Cf. Steinsclmeider, 199 (also my remarks in Monatsschrift, XLII,

189, and in my Zur jud.-arab. Litter., pp. 76, 77). According to Stein-

schneider, Samuel b. Moses [b. Jeshua] al-Magribi [the physician, NDiin]
was already identified or confused by the Karaites with Samuel (so
read for Solomon) b. Moses b. Hesed El ibn al- oo [the teacher, loton]

(cf. especially Catalogue of Heb. MSS. in Berlin, II, no. 202), and hence
a work entitled nxnipa is ascribed first to the one, then to the other.

It is interesting to point out that in a Karaite prayer-book written by
Daniel Firuz (MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 2531 ; Cat., II, no. 725) we read as follows

(f. 90 b, cited in the Catalogue, p. 462 b) : rrarh n^N umbtf *npu nb np Dip&quot;)

Nsnn bfronrci loborr VNIOIZJ &amp;lt;m no am Nm5*o r\icbx VIM jo rur-io to by c^nbN
^ nofpnb Dmnwi niiMfi. Thus both Samuels have composed such a

work, and hence the confusion. Or, on the other hand, is this confusion

reflected also in our notice? Cf. also R. .J., LI, 155.

G
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laws, ed. Lorge (Berlin, 1907). No rabbinical author is

mentioned in this work by name, but Saadiah is anony

mously made the subject of controversy. Thus, in Section

III, chap, i (ed. Kauffmann, p. 4*, 1. 7), Saadiah s interpreta

tion of Gen. i. 14, already mentioned a few times in this study,

is characterized as that of a heretic (yal in nini&6 vni ipl

/jn nyr NED nWiw ovta [^N] tb nwiDsM nrro&Hi ^x*

pal?N3obN ;
cf. also /. Q. J., XVI, 406).

41. David b. Saad el [
= Saadiah] ibn al-Hiti (of Hit

on the Euphrates) is the author of a register of Karaite

scholars, among whom the Samuel al-Magribi just men
tioned is the latest. It thus appeared probably about the

middle of the fifteenth century, but in spite of his com

parative youth and in spite of his lack of critical power,
it is not altogether without value, as the author apparently
often had at his disposal good older sources. We have also

made use of it here rather frequently, not without profit.

This register is edited, with an English translation, by
G. Margoliouth (J. Q. R., IX, 429-43, also separately ;

cf.

my notice in Z.f. H. B., II, 79), under the title
&quot; Ibn al-Hiti s

Arabic Chronicle of Karaite Doctors.&quot; Saadiah is men

tioned here a few times in conjunction with various

Karaite authors (see p. 432, 1. 19 ; p. 433, 1. n ; p. 435,
11. 8, 10, 19), but the only thing of interest is the statement

that Salmon b. Jeroham died in Aleppo, that Saadiah

followed the bier in rent garments and barefooted, and

that, when he was reproached about it, he is said to have

replied :
&quot; We have both derived great profit from our

mutual controversy. There is not the slightest doubt

about his [Salmon s] knowledge ;
and hence I did what

I did&quot; (p. 434, L 20 seq.). Probably Ibn al-Hiti did not

invent this fable, but took it from an older Karaite author.

Cf. also Steinschneider, Arab. Liter, d. Juden, 200,

and infra, No. 49.

42. Elias b. Moses Eashiatchi, who is distinguished
&quot;

by conspicuous knowledge of the older literature, by

complete mastery over the rich material, and who presents
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the clearest and plainest method among the Karaite

codifiers
1

,&quot;
died in Constantinople, 23 Sivan, 1490, without

completing his Book of Precepts W^K nTJK (ed. Constanti

nople, 1531 ; Koslow, 1834 ; Odessa, 1870)
2

. In this work,
which attained predominant authority among the later

Karaites, Bashiatchi records the older opinions and hence

mentions also the opinions of Saadiah. In the intro

duction, for example, he disputes Saadiah s explanation of

Exod. xxiv. 12 (pwru? ny rtapn ^jno nvp ipmj piosn ro . . .

n-nnn ny xb pxn ninib ny pm rnro ^DN^ no ^ nx nsuvsn

rmn minn PTDI Dnmn m^y pi uro x^ rAyrp n^n D mviom

roro nnx^ no v^y ruicnm . . . na ^yn^ nnin nivoni nro::^

n PCN^ mnx nnv m mvom nninn ny N^ pxn mnil&amp;gt; ny pm
ni DHD mip n\i^ ^wn n^m mxDm minn nnx sin ^nnna ^)

3
.

Then he discusses the themes touched on most often in the

controversy with Saadiah, viz. the questions of calendar-lore

(snnn crip py, chap. 6, 9, 15, and 36), fire-burning on the

Sabbath
(rntt&amp;gt; y, chap. 4, 18), and the forbidden pieces of

fat (HDW y, chap. 18). Moreover, he also controverts

Saadiah without mentioning his name, e. g. in reference

to napn mnED (niyu^n 3n y, chap. 3), &c. In all these

questions Bashiatchi follows earlier protagonists, espe

cially Aaron b. Elias, but by his clear and systematic
classification of the material he throws a brighter light

upon many a matter that had till then received scant

consideration.

43. Kaleb b. Elias Afendopolo (or Efendopulo). He
was a pupil and brother-in-law of the preceding. He is

justly called the last Karaite polyhistor, for he represents

1 Frankl in his article &quot; Karaiten &quot;

(in Ersch u. Gruber, II, vol. XXXIII,
p. ai).

a The work was then completed by Kaleb b. Elias Afendopolo, the

well-known pupil and brother-in-law of Bashiatchi ; but he was also

overtaken by death before he was able to bring his work to a complete
conclusion. Cf. the following number.

3 This explanation of Saadiah is already controverted by Tobias b. Moses,

who, however, does not quote it fully : see above, p. 62. Cf. also Wolf,
Bibl. Heir., IV, 1093.

G 2
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in his own personality the entire learning of his age
1
.

Among his numerous writings, which deal with the most

diverse scientific subjects, there is also an incomplete

supplement to the 1iTi&amp;gt;N nvrtf, which has just been mentioned.

This work mentions the date, 1497, in several places. In

the supplement to mnDi HKDIB py (ed. Odessa, 136 c, at

foot), he discusses the commandment of the red heifer, the

ashes of which possessed the well-known property of

defiling the pure and cleansing the unclean. He quotes
Saadiah s view 2

,
but he is as little satisfied with it as with

the exegesis of the other Kabbanite and Karaite authorities,

whom he quotes previously.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

44. Moses b. Elias Bashiatchi, a great-grandson of Elias b.

Moses Bashiatchi (no. 42 above), is generally represented as a

prodigy. Born in 1554, at Constantinople, he is said by his

sixteenth year to have already acquired many languages

(Greek, Arabic, Spanish) and to have composed many works.

He then started on his travels, but died two years after,

26 lyar, 1572, as a young man of eighteen (Mordecai b.

Nisan, ^DTiD VJ, ed. Vienna, fol. 9 b). How much of this is

true it is hard to ascertain 3
;

but it is a fact that he

understood Arabic, and that he had before him many

1 For the literature about him, see my article in the .Hebrew Encyclopedia,

Vtrw nsriN, vol. II, pp. 172-4, s. v. YMDVWDN, where I have endeavoured to

determine the time when he lived.

3 to^ &quot;wi noT!n mnrr brab pnwo crib rron mcrro pNan rr-iro n noxi

:DTDn &amp;gt;:D Trncni Djonrr -inn pboir vw 1
} non na nrrtn It appears

from the examples quoted here, which do not agree with those given

in Emunoth (section iii, end), that Afendopolo must presumably
have used an intermediary source i. e. ibn Ezra on Numbers xix. 2.

It must, however, be remarked that the first instance only is adduced

there.
3 Much more probable is another statement contained in the St. Peters

burg MS. of his cvrbN rroo (in Neubauer, Aus d. Petersb. Bibl., p. 121), that

Moses B. died in 1555, a* ^he age of twenty-eight. Cf. also Steinschneider,

Die Cfeschichtsliteratur der Juden, I, p. 106, no. 124, and J. Q.R., XVIII, 188.
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monuments of the oldest Karaite literature. In Egypt
he found fragments of Anan s Book of Precepts in the

original Aramaic, which he included in his HDD rat (cf.

R. . /., XLV, 1 76 seq.). The Pentateuch commentary of

Abu-1-Faraj Harun was also known to him (see ibid.,

XXXIII, 217 ; reprint, p. 38), &c. In his D r6tf HDD he gives

a chain oC tradition of the Karaite teachers (reproduced

by Mordecai b. Nisan, I.e., fol. n b). Here we read,

among other things, that Saadiah flourished at the time

of Salmon b. Jeroham, Joseph b. Noah, Jacob b. Isaac

Qirqisani, Hasan b. Mashiah, and Abraham b. Isaac al-

Basri
;
that he was a disciple of Salmon

;
and that Joseph

disputed with him in his &quot;NNDfi
&quot;12D, composed in 930

DniT p HD^ a &quot;6 pTiyn Kim m a*6 mpnyn Dm , , .

p [sid] -non a*6i -oNDp-ipn prop p apy anh m p

pro myo ni n\n DH^DDI nyan pn^ p Dnias

wtyn PIDV am DniT1 p p^ m ^ n^n n\n

vni:yjoa h nnani PJDV &quot;i v6y n^pni IHN pra

nixro ir^ D^D^X nyanx n^a iam &quot;iKon nsoa naoa).

Here we have, so far as is known, the oldest source for

the information, often repeated by later Karaites, that

Saadiah was a pupil of Salmon l
,
and this information

caused Firkowitsch to fabricate the Muqaddima named
after Salmon (Pinsker, p. 61 seq.). By the Joseph who

disputed with Saadiah we have likewise to understand

Qirqisani, whom Moses Bashiatchi mostly calls ?\&V
/l(ai

&quot;ONDp-ipn, but whom he also styles once as Joseph b. Isaac

b. Jacob Q. and another time as Joseph b. Jacob Q.

Hence we should probably read in the chain of tradition :

^NDpnpn pny p apy [p epv] a*6l. He always entitles his

work as hnan niNVon, and only once as nniNH 120, so that

here also niNon is to be given the full form of

1 Another of the recent writers on the Talmud (Bernfeld, Der Talmud,

Berlin, 1900, p. 83) asserts that this is a fact, and that it is admitted by
both sides, Karaite and Rabbinical 1

2 Cf. the passages in question from the works of B. in SteinSchneider-

Festschrift, pp. 214 seq., where I also point out that Qirqisani was
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SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

45. Elias b. Baruch Jerushalmi belongs to the second

half of the seventeenth century. We find him in Elul,

1654, in Constantinople, where he hospitably entertained

the Karaite travellers from the Crimea, Moses Jerushalmi b.

Elias ha-Levi and Elias b. David, in his house 1
. But he

must have migrated later to the Crimea, for Simha Isaac

Lutzki mentions him among the scholars of this country

(D^nx rn, fol. 21 b, 1.3 from bottom). Elias composed
certain works (enumerated by Furst, III, 67), which, how

ever, exist only as manuscripts. He was also a scribe

and particularly copied old polemical works of the Karaites,

which he provided with prefatory remarks and postscripts,

e.g. the polemical treatise of Sahl b. Masliah against Jacob

b. Samuel (Pinsker, pp. 25, 27, 43). In a concluding note

on a copy of Salmon b. Jeroham s controversial work, which

has been preserved from Pinsker s literary remains in the

Vienna Beth ha-Midrash (No. 27
3

; cf. Pinsker, p. 35), Elias

indulges in such violent abuse of Saadiah that the pen
refuses to repeat the words 2

. We there read that many
Karaites engaged in a polemical campaign against the

godless Fayyumite, e. g. David b. Boaz (ryu p WJ.l in ID

fi y fcOBOfi WM) 3
,

&quot; his teacher
&quot;

Salmon b. Jeroham

confused with al-Basir (but perhaps this confusion originates with the

copyists ;
cf. also the following number). The designation of Qirqisani s

&quot;INUN^N anna as &quot;JTUH -nNran ought to serve as a sufficient distinction from

Basir s -wsancMbM a^na ( -ownn -IDD).

1 See the account of the travels of this Moses, ed. Gurland (tooiD MM,

part I, p. 31) : MOD cv Wa warn wcoipS iaa [i*\irr bibs
&quot;

] n cvji . . .

nrroy i:nb\ro wnci i^bawi 1*^* nabrciv ^na n^aa ^^ Qbicn^ irr bs n^ro n^ia

n^aprr pw rrao. Cf. also Neubauer, Aus d. Petersb. BibL, pp. 47, 67. The
surname Jerushalmi, which both Elias and his father Baruch bear, and

which is also to be met with among other Karaites of the later time, does

not signify absolutely that its bearers came from Jerusalem, but that they
had made a pilgrimage to the holy city (hence analogous to the Moslem

Hajji) or had sojourned there some time.
3 Published by Bardach, rpn vub -vain (Vienna, 1869), P- 27.
3 Elias has here a hovering notion of the name of the Exilarch David

b. Zakkai, the opponent of Saadiah.
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n by v:s by uraoi n:ro rnzntrn b awn im tann* p
by\), and his colleague, Joseph al-Basir, also a disciple

of Salmon, in his work ha-Maor
y composed in the year 910

(m po5&amp;gt;o
w:n ^ iTE^n nxnn PIDV -am *cva ^ run nai

y pfi? N&quot;I ruca namon -wen naD3). The ban which Salmon,

according to right and custom, hurled against his rebellious

pupil, provoked Saadiah to such a degree of agitation and

fear that he fell into a melancholy, died of it in 943, and

was denied an honourable burial in Sura. Elias seems

to have taken these various chronological snippets partly

from Moses Bashiatchi l
.

46. Mordecai b. Nisan composed among other things, as

is well known, in the form of an answer to the questions of

Trigland, the little work ^TIE VI, which pretends to be

a history of Karaism. He finished it July 18, 1699, in

Krasni Ostrow (or Kokizow), not far from Lemberg, and it

first appeared in Wolf s Notitia Karaeorum, Hamburg, 1714.

Saadiah is mentioned here only quite incidentally, e. g. in

the above-mentioned chain of tradition of Moses Bashiatchi

reproduced here. In another passage (ed. Vienna, fol. 13 a)

Mordecai states that the Karaite chronology agrees with

that of the Rabbanites. For example, of the latter,

Gedaliah ibn Yahya, in his Shalshelet, gives 942 as the

year of Saadiah s death (Dirmxn nDom pWS p
N&quot;n

&amp;lt;

* p i-vina ui njn 3roc&amp;gt; on^ pro rrijjD &quot;an nx

n*wb i^n D^s^x n n^a &quot;IDDJ pro nnyo un^ nbpn
and this agrees (?) with the assertion of the Karaites just

mentioned, that Saadiah was- a pupil of Salmon, and that

he is the object of a polemical attack in the Se/er ha-Maor,

composed in 930. In conclusion, he speaks (fol. 13 b) of

the letter of Menahem, mentioned by Trigland, to *un
D&amp;gt;py

pin rrnyD ^N (ed. Pinsker, p. 55 seq. ;
see supra, No. 4),

and doubts whether this Saadiah is identical with the

Gaon. He does not evince a trace of hatred against the

Fayyumite.
1 So for instance on the polemics against Saadiah in Yitfon ire, only that

he independently added after
FJDV

n .the word nsnn.
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

47. Abraham b. Josiah Jerushalmi is included among the

scholars of the Crimea by Simha Isaac Lutzki (DV^X mtf,

fol. 21 b, 1. 2 from bottom), and lived in Tschufut-Kale
,
as he

also bears the surname *J&p (ibid., fol. 26 a, s. v. iw /IKfcy).

He is the author of a work entitled fN n:iN (ed. Koslow,

1846), which is uncommonly interesting in many respects.

In the first place the author manifests an unexampled
extensive knowledge of the Rabbinical literature, extending
not only to the halakhic but also to the theological and

other branches, and he speaks of this and also of the

Talmudical literature with an esteem that could hardly
be surpassed by a Rabbanite. He especially reveres Mai-

monides, whose works he has studied with diligence
1

.

Abraham composed this work whilst he was still young
and lived a wandering life, and he finished it, according
to the postscript, in the year I7ia

2
. The greatest part

(ff. 4 b-44 b) is devoted to the demonstration whether the

Karaite or the Rabbanite law is the true one, and here

also he discusses the matter with the Rabbanites in the

calmest tone and only occasionally uses a rather violent

expression. For example, in the only passage in which

Saadiah is mentioned (fol. 33 b), it is said that the Rab
banites in their controversy with the Karaites adopt as

their support either the plain meaning of scripture (Dfc?&amp;gt;)

or tradition (Fv3p). But they could not succeed with the

Peshat, as this is against them. Thus Saadiah maintained

that the Jewish religion does not teach the observation

of the moon but the calculation of the calendar, and that

this is based upon scripture itself. But this is wrong,
as Maimonides in his commentary on the Mishna and Ibn

Ezra, besides others, admits 3
. Similarly, his opinion that

1 I hope to analyse this work shortly in a special notice.
a F. 49 b : &amp;gt;3TiDn TWI . . . aipno iTm nVu IJM ^i vman o TB?I . . .

JON rmnN ptniQ rosj? &quot;icon m minn D^rcnS ^an . . . rmojrr ncoi

3 rrva tontip m pN citron IDIBC D
1

: ^ TOW a^crro pw rnyc an
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the fat tail (n^s) is not designated in scripture as fat is

altogether wrong, and Ibn Ezra admitted here also that

the Gaon was mistaken. Nay, even Alfasi expressly states

in his Halakhot (Hullin, section VII), that the fat tail is

indeed called fat, but that the Bible nevertheless permitted
its enjoyment

1
. In fact, all Saadiah s objections against

the Karaites were void and vain (nmcn ^ N/K T^n *bttl N^
im &quot;oriNi inn IP by nvun on topD kyJ? a^ntr), and even the

greatest Kabbanite scholar could not offer any real reply,

as what was false could not possibly be given out as truth

3 IpBTI nDN^ O E&8D PN ^ HD ^V1 N^ DrQ&amp;gt; ^Tttn

pn&amp;gt;
^aWDfn D^p ym ymb). By the

&quot;greatest&quot;
scholar he

doubtless means Maimonides, whom, as already mentioned,

he places in the highest rank of Rabbinical learning.

Ti rr 1331 11133 ip\u m 3 PED TNI Dvrr o^m:^ 103 ri3trnn &amp;gt;D by K

D br Nbw nnbn n Ni by n^ui n:r cmn n m 3 in i mnn
IDT 1*133 nccn bc:u? nvina nvm natcosi ION Vi i&amp;lt;i*3sin pi ... iin. What
is meant here is the passage in Mairaonides Comm. on Eosh ha-Shana, II, 6,

and in Ibn Ezra on Lev. xxiii. 3 (but the latter passage is indirectly taken

from Aaron b. Elias).
1

DD&quot;?N 3i rn3brr3 iiroia i&amp;gt;3 3&quot;?n Nipn n^Nmo omo vni3i I^CNTO yn* 1331 . . .

iw 3bn to 3Ti3i Nn\u worn 3bn wnpoi 3J b?
F|

scia rrtoi &quot;?*i n\ron iu piD3
11^3 mil? rrrNi ^Nin n^Ni IICNI trr iri 3t:3i 11^3 mun 131 iton K 1

? in sttrDi

3&quot;r [nw] H3ip NS wi im 31 n3ipi wrt ^3331 in awi. But Abraham
b. Josiah, who, according to his own statement, had no copy of the

Talmud before him when composing his work (see above, p. 88, n. 2}, was
unable to know that Alfasi here simply paraphrases a Talmudical passage,
see Hullin, 117 a (cf. Keritot, 4 a) : 3bn Nip N rrbN &amp;gt;N T31 3ib no 31 V
in awai nm mwn 131 in atcai -nto abrr to ip nn -]^ ^ n^Ni iDn&amp;gt;n

131 Nip N sb NOHD 3?rr Nip\^ n &amp;gt;!?n i3bn IDK tt.
%

31. Incidentally be it

remarked that this Talmudical passage, in which only late Amoraim

appear, and which in Hullin gives quite the impression of an editorial

addition, was perhaps also intended to weaken the objections of many
people to the permitted enjoyment of the fat tail. Thus the Karaites

would in this case have only had to attach themselves to a pioneer

opposition of earlier times.
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NINETEENTH CENTUKY.

48. Joseph Solomon Lutzki b. Moses (called Y ^Ti), Haham
in Koslow in the first half of the nineteenth century (born

1769, died December 10, 1844; for his epitaph see Firko-

witsch, p&quot;OT *J3tf, pp. 241-2), composed a very thorough

supercommentary on the Mibhar, entitled spa m D (com

pleted 17 Ab, 1825), which was published together with

the Mibhar in Koslow, I&35
1

. Here Joseph Solomon

remarks, on Lev. iii. 9 (fol. 5 b, n. 136 seq.), that the argu
ments adduced by Aaron b. Joseph, that the fat tail is

not comprised under J?n, are those of Saadiah : on^nD

i nr [mWn u^n noxi] 1^1 iB Din onvp^ iy [rfraeA

&quot;pro fein N^ &quot;Ha r*i naoim irtam tyrw pw nnyo

o wvan |yia my . . . nnn Dnawn D^n^nn

now ins cnawn D sni?n
7
nn bha wn b^a Dt^

^N. He naturally obtained this in

formation from Aaron b. Elias (Gan Eden, fol. 96) or Elias

Bashiatchi (Adderet, nuw pjy, cap. 18).

49. Abraham b. Samuel Firkowitsch (born at Lutzk

21 Elul, 1788, died at Tschufut-Kal^ 22 Sivan, 1874), a

brother-in-law and pupil ofthe preceding, is at the same time

the last noted Karaite scholar 2
. His epoch-making impor

tance, which was the cause of much blessing as well as of

much harm, is too well known that we should dilate upon it

here. We shall therefore, in accordance with our object,

merely examine his relations with Saadiah.

Firkowitsch began his literary career with abusive

writings directed against Kabbanite Judaism. One of them

(noan nnin) he added as an appendix to the Dnts* &quot;man

1 See on him and his work also Jost, II, 374 ; Gottlober, p. 179, and

Fiirst, III, 131 seq.
2 The day and year of his birth are given by Firkowitsch himself in

brron, II (1861, 1862), 169. The literature on him in Jew. EncycL, s.v.

(V, 394), is not complete. Cf., e.g., Geiger, JM. Zeitschrift, XI, 142 seq. ;

Frankl, Monatsschrift, XXV, 479 ; Steinschneider, Vorlesungen uber d. Kunde

hebr. Handschriften, p. 82, &c.
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(Koslow, 1835) edited by him (fol. 49-58)
l

. The other

(mnDi HDD) appeared as an independent work (ibid., 1838).

In outward form the author here follows the example of

Hadassi, inasmuch as he takes the Ten Commandments
as his text, and writes in rhymed prose, although the style

is somewhat more fluent and pleasant than that of his

predecessor. But in regard to matter also, he follows

throughout those of the older Karaite authors who are

lacking in every feeling of respect for their opponent. In

this work Saadiah is occasionally made the object of a

polemical attack, and is mentioned by name. The author

also repeats the statement that the Gaon was a pupil of

Salmon, and that in his religio-philosophical work he

followed the footsteps of his teacher (fol. J34b: fiK&quot;i D31

(sic) PD^D um 120:3 nono nh uwip nao
[n&quot;:iDin h&quot;~\]

isoa
&quot;pi pa : uawo pro myo ^ m nw noy: mnn

n^iyen rraohw TW insan^ p arm 11 p PD^D m Tm i^

hftfin); nay, that he had learnt the philosophy &quot;of the

Kalam, upon which this work is built, from the Karaites,

just as Maimonides himself admits that this philosophy
first appeared among them (fol. 135 a:

i&amp;gt;&quot;i]

min pi ...

m Dnmn
[1. nan] noan n&raoa D^Nnpn ^xtr [D^aonn

n^K nwiN3 ^nn nnyoi rwnpj; see Moreh, I, 71).

In fact, all important Rabbanite scholars who, in accor

dance with the precept of i Chron. xxviii. 9, strove after

a true knowledge, like Saadiah, Maimonides, and others,

only followed the example of the Karaites, who first made
this knowledge a duty (fol. 137 a : m pnn m im D oi^Nin . . .

sn PIDQ i?y n^vy i^m . . . D^npn vn in^n

oman ^na wt^3 D^an ai&amp;gt; n^ ^D

D
r/

lDi1). In the controversy about

single points of difference among Rabbanites and Karaites,

1 Also in the supplement to Aaron b. Joseph s Isaiah commentary
(from cap. lix), entitled rrytc rvtan nisp, he continually disputes with
the Rabbanites in a very abusive tone

; see, e. g., on lix. 5 ;
Ix. 22 ; Ixit. n ;

Ixv. 4, 7, 8, ii, &c. Cf. also Geiger, 1. c., 147.
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Saadiah is mentioned only in the discussion about the

burning of fire on the Sabbath (fol. 51 a: Darn Eirvs Da

tti now nphni&amp;gt; fnw ^ min tfi&amp;gt; iTjnnb nynn).

But in proportion as Firkowitsch began to make his

discoveries, his relation towards Rabbinism changed.
Whether it was that in consequence of his scientific ardour

his ideas had become enlarged
1

,
whether it was that he

now needed the good will of the Rabbanite scholars 2
,
the

fact is that from 1839 he no longer indulged in any
objectionable remarks in his published works against the

Rabbanites, and that he gave expression to this altered

disposition in his famous letter to Bezalel Stern in the

year 1841 (published in part in lEPia &quot;MN, I, 105)
3

. Now
Saadiah also receives honour from his hands, especially

in a treatise in which he communicates the discovery of

fragments of two works of Saadiah, the jnatfn IDD and the

fen &quot;)DD (in pfen, VIII, 1868, no. 26-7 ; partly quoted by

Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt. 9V, 12, seq., 135 seq.). He rejoices ex

ceedingly at the discovery of his &quot;

great and wonderful work,&quot;

the |VUN*n IBD, because here Saadiah, &quot;our holy teacher,&quot;

gave a positive date (wypn ima JIN ysinh nir6 iw i . . .

zb nwn 5&amp;gt;a Dvn ny D^VJ nw nun nnxnn v^yn^D &quot;j^ n^x

131 nnni nifen n^npn vrn nrn jrnpn ijnn nn^ I^N). All the

Gaon s opponents were worthless fellows who invented

godless libels against him (?y tiJJB &quot;i^X n k

jyt:n 5&amp;gt;3 . . .

D^^N nx y^n n^^ya nxaiiy p PI^I ^tor p in ~\ . . vim

V^y Dn^lpn px ^yis). He regretted himself that he was

once one of the foes of the Gaon
(i?y [I aNin hw] irtap wi

nvp pn DiTiao ^y rrbyn !&amp;gt;*... min^n mon p pton

(nr ^s^ /Ji^) KipD ^3o a^onn ns D^:i (n IN

D^iya n^no in^yD ninao t^pax nNLjn ^yi . . .

Nan). Firkowitsch also admits here that Saadiah was older

1 So Geiger, I. c., 149.
a So Harkavy, Altjud. Denkmaler, pp. 211 seq., whose judgment, however,

is somewhat too one-sided.
3 Cf. also his preface to Solomon b. Mubhar s T pin (Odessa, 1866).
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than Salmon, and hence that the statement of Ibn al-Hiti

(see supra, No. 41) caused difficulties
(&quot;ITT

ur\w w shK1 . . ,

ao-m rroa }n row 0-1x3 j&quot;D-in imp W&K p
-an

7
131 y^n^)

1
,
and so forth in the same tone. In another

work, where he likewise has the opportunity of mentioning
Saadiah (*|t$n ^ajYienna, 1871, p. 8 seq.), he does this quite

objectively.

With Firkowitsch the fountains of Karaite learning dry

up completely, for the extremely little that has flowed

from a Karaite pen during the last thirty years is hardly

worthy of mention; and so with him there closes the

polemical campaign against Saadiah. But it is worth

while now calling particular attention to a phenomenon.
In this essay we have passed in review almost a full

thousand years, and we have seen that we cannot speak
of any development whatever in this controversy. The
number of the controversialists is indeed not very great,

but still it forms a distinguished host. The points in the

dispute, however, are almost always the same, and we
seldom meet any new factors or new points of view. The
tone mostly depends not on internal but on external

factors : it is calm or violent according to the temperament
of each disputant. But throughout the course of centuries

the argument proceeds along the same track. Our dis

sertation, therefore, is of interest not only as a biblio

graphical document but also as a chapter in the history
of culture.

1
Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., V, 136, n. 2, did not yet know who is meant

by this Ibn al-Hiti.
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA TO MY ESSAY
ON &quot;THE ANTI-KARAITE WRITINGS OF
SAADIAH GAON&quot;

(J. Q. R., X, 238-76).

In general, cf. Steinsehneider, Arab. Liter, d. Juden,

pp. 50-1 and 65 (no. 10-13), also ibid., p. 339 ; my Zur

jud.-arab. Litter., pp. 4^-3, and Bacher, Jewish EncycL, X,

p. 582, as well as the passages quoted there. In particular,

the following must also be added :

P. 242, 1. 3 from bottom. Saadiah s work against
*Anan

was preserved longer than I originally assumed, for it is

mentioned in a list of books at the end of the twelfth

century. See R. . /., XLV, 192, No. 2, and the passages

quoted there. Cf. also supra, No. 32, and Hirschfeld,

J.Q..,XIX, 137.

P. 244, 1. 23 seq. The conclusion of the F*or& n^ro

has been found in the Geniza, and edited by Hirschfeld

(J. Q. R., XVI, 102-5)
l

. We learn from it that the whole

work consisted perhaps of eight sections (see p. 103, 1. 18 :

mWtf a ianD^K ^s* DV^K risnyrc in nta rOx 3aai&amp;gt;K rn&n , . .),

and that the penultimate seventh section (the conclusion

of which is extant in this fragment) dealt with the

problem of niBTi mroo, whilst in the last the question
about the two days observance of festivals (except the

Day of Atonement) in the Diaspora is discussed. This

last section, which has been preserved in its entirety,

occupies altogether two printed pages, and if we were to

conclude from this with regard to the other sections, the

P*Dr&K 2N*ro must have been small in compass. But it is

also possible that the work became split up into several

1 The fragment edited by Harkcivy (J.Q.JS., XIII, 656, 657) is probably
rather a part of Saadiah s polemical work against Ibn Saqaweihi, see

above, No. a.
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parts (n^NpE), and that we have before us only the seventh

and eighth sections of the last part
1

. We know, as a matter

of fact, that this work must have dealt with other subjects

besides the calendar and the festivals (see my essay, p. 252).

We can enter only very briefly here into the contents of

this fragment. In the seventh section it is shown, in the

first place, that one and the same word (in our case rot?) in

two neighbouring verses, or even in one and the same verse

can very well have two different meanings (hence, in our

case, festival-day and week) ;
and secondly, that the Karaites

are wrong in deducing an argument for their own interpre
tation from the non-mention of a fixed date for the Feast

of Weeks in the Bible. Then the opinion of a mim
ONVUDDNPX is advanced, that just as the harvest of wheat

is fifty days distant from that of barley, so is that of the

new wine from that of wheat, which thus falls at the end

of Tammuz, and that a similar interval divides the harvest

of oil from that of the new wine, so that on the 2Oth of

Eltil an oil offering had to be brought. Saadiah adds

that the author had arguments in support of this (Wl^NI

lin ^y rb). That Philo is meant by this Judah the

Alexandrian, as Hirschfeld supposes, is possible ;
these

recent discoveries have shown that his works (invjali
&amp;gt; ~*

oriental translation) were known in the ninth and tenth

centuries in the East, and that he is also quoted, for

example, by Qirqisani as JtrrtiaDMta (see all the details in

my essay,
&quot; Philon dans 1 ancienne litterature

jude&quot;o-arabe,&quot;

in R.fi.J., L, 10-31). In the last or eighth section it is

also stated that it is a tradition handed down by the prophets
that outside Palestine two days were observed instead of

one
;
and it is then shown that no offence is thus intended

against Deut. xiii. i, for we do not read here :

&quot; Whatsoever
I write unto you ... ye shall not add thereto, nor diminish

from
it,&quot;

but &quot; Whatsoever I command
you,&quot;

and that which
is handed down by tradition must be regarded as having been

1 This would become a certainty if the ^wb ntopote, mentioned in

the next note, were really taken from the Tamjiz.
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commanded just as well as that which is written (p. 103, 1. 9

from bottom : K!? 5&amp;gt;ipn Dnvpw mas IK^ anpta nDni&amp;gt;NB .

D^ anxB piData hs nranB UD yun [MS. oh] h vi&amp;gt;y *pin

mill wnx HIVE in KDJKI 0:6 nnia \MN &quot;IPK iann ^ n n B

3iro^K3 &quot;&quot;iiv TDJ^K ^Jy hp3D^*). A principle is here ex

pressed, of the range of which Saadiah himself was perhaps
not conscious.

The fragment edited by Schechter (Saadyana, No. IX)
must also belong to the Kitab al-tamjiz

1
. In this fragment

Saadiah adduces various passages in Rosli ha-Shanah as a

support for his theory of the great age of the calculation

of the calendar, e. g. from Mishna, I, 9, which shows that

often witnesses arrived after the lapse of a whole night and

a whole day, so that their declaration could not be of

influence any more on the fixing of the new month. The

object of the observation, therefore, was only to support
the calculation (see Saadyana, p. 33, 1. 1 : ri:^i ?*M71 rrina . , .

in ND:K Dn^KDnfco Dn5&amp;gt;Kyew ipi nnrota JK nrr&Ni

p
s

pnn ^ NniDy [i]3N3 ^x ^fctW&amp;gt;K nnsi pni?x [read IN^]

^), a well-known favourite hypothesis of Saadiah. The

earlier Karaites, on the other hand, forged a weapon against
the Fayyumite out of the data in Rosh ha-Skanah, I-II.

P. 245, n. 3. The passage from Moses b. Ezra is now
known in the Arabic original, and here also we read :

mpND p *fyy nil &quot;^ rrortax n^ro ^, see supra, p. 6, n. 3.

P. 252, 1. 22 seq. On the mpND px ^y nii N nsnD (so read

line 24 instead of rvipD), of which several fragments of the

Arabic original have likewise now been discovered, see supra,
No. 2. On the passage cited by Mebasser respecting the

controversy between R Meir and the sages, see also Z.f.H.B.,

IV, 21 (where in n. 3 instead ofJ.Q.R., X, 852, read 252).

1 As I have observed subsequently, there is here a gap between leaf 2

and 3 of the MS. Natan b. Isaac al-Siqili seems to have compiled
a work for the support of tradition in general and that of the great age
of the Ibbur in particular, and for this object to have included the first

chapter (&amp;gt;bwb fftupobN) of the vnnbN itfro in his work or compilation

(my Schechter s Saadyana, p. 16, s. v. Natan, is therefore to be corrected).
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P. 254, 1. 19 seq. This polemical work of Saadiah is

mentioned in a list of books from the end of the twelfth

century as tatfnno by *h5&amp;gt;x 3WD, and in another of uncertain

date as ^Sirno^N by Tjta. In both places, therefore, the

mysterious word DIM is missing (see my Schechter s

Saadyana, p. 23, no. 24). The passage from Nissim s rtaro

Dnno is really taken from the anonymous D^nn -IDD, and

is again printed in Jellinek s j&quot;nn D*iE:np, p. 46 (cf. also his

D&quot;:i&quot;in DnDJIp, first edition, p. 29, and Steinschneider, I.e.,

p. 65, n. 13). The quotations in Jehuda b. Barzillai s Jesira

commentary originate perhaps rather from the polemical

work against Ibn Saqaweihi, see supra, p. 6, n. 7.

P. 255, 1. 27 seq. On Ben Zuta, see supra, No. I.

P. 256, 1. 4 from bottom. Verbal examples of Saadiah s

anti-Karaite Polemic in his commentary on the Pentateuch

have now been supplied by Harkavy (directed against
c

Anan,
see pan, VI, pp. 38-40), and by Hirschfeld. The latter has

printed from the Geniza two fragments: on Exod.xxxv. 3, and

on Lev. xi. 11-21 (/. Q. R., XVIII, 600 seq. ; XIX, 136 seq.).

In the first fragment, which contains an extensive polemic
on njnn $??, the following passage is especially interesting

(p. 607, 1. 7) : nNn: *a ninxa DNV^K pnB3 tuby pi&amp;gt;yn p

by ra nm. Hirschfeld

(p. 600, n. 3) sees here the title of a book composed by
Saadiah against the application of Analogy in traditional

laws, identifies it with an elsewhere cited by DfcOp-

fryoD^K yW^H, would here amend DNvta to

(and also apparently by to ^), and would insert

But all that Saadiah says is that a Karaite, in order to

establish the prohibition (Exod. xxxv. 3) according to

Karaite views, had relied on the method of Analogy, but

that in a work which he had written against this Karaite

(probably
c

Anan) he had opposed the application of this

method in traditional laws. There is thus no reference

here to a special work against the method of Analogy.

Anyhow, it follows from this passage that it has been

H
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wrongly ascribed to Jefet, and therefore my own con

clusion (supra, p. 21) must be corrected. In the fragment
on Leviticus, Saadiah is throughout controverting Anan,
as Hirschfeld rightly says. Saadiah does not name him,

but indicates him as pfnnrfw ftn (fol. i
vo

,
1. 16; fol. 4,

1. 14), hrh* arin (fol. 2ro
,

1. 15; ibid.vo
,

1. 3; fol. 5, 1. 17),

and also jnafo ton
(fol. 4, 1, 18). All the opinions

here opposed are from other sources known to be Anan s.

Thus besides the prohibition against eating fish which one

of another religion has caught (see the proof by Hirsch

feld, XIX, 138), there are also the following prohibitions :

(i) to touch dead fish and birds; see his rVttDii
&quot;iBD, ed.

Harkavy, p. 66; (2) to eat dead fish, see Z.f.H.B.,

IV, p. 74, and above, p. 10
; (3) to eat hens, see above,

p. 56 (where the words of Saadiah entirely agree with the

foregoing) ;
and (4) to eat any birds except pigeons, with

reference to Gen. viii. 20, see niDn *1BD, p. 67.

P. 257, 1. 19. Besides in the commentary on the Penta

teuch, Saadiah also disputes with the Karaites in the

commentary on Proverbs: for the passages see Heller,

R.fi.J., XXXVII, 229-30 (the passage on xxx. 10-17 must

also be added, which Saadiah likewise refers to the oppo
nents of tradition, who

&quot; calumniate the servants,&quot; i. e. the

prophets, and those who follow them, before &quot; their Lord,&quot;

i.e. God, inasmuch as they characterize their tradition as

falsehood. Verse 10 is especially directed against these

calumniators).

Ibid., 1. 2 from bottom. That Saadiah with the f&D Dip

nnW^Ka pSoTV aims at the Karaites was doubted by
Horovitz (Die Psychologie des Saadia, Breslau, 1898,

pp. 69-70) and Schreiner (Z.f. H. B., Ill, 90), but without

justification ;
see ibid., p. 176, n. 22.

P. 259, 1. 3. In his commentary on the thirteen rules of

K. Ishmael perhaps Saadiah also followed, however, an

anti-Karaite tendency; cf. R.$.J., XLVII, 136.

Ibid., 1. 8. Cf, my Zur jud.-arab. Litter., p. 42, where

I conjectured, inter alia, that a passage from this work
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is quoted in the fragment Saadyana, ed. Schechter, no. XVI.

We here find that the persons with whom cohabitation

is subject to limitations are to be divided into seven

ascending degrees (p. 44, 1. 17: n[*]on pro myD
vii i:5xi?K JD ny^N intfi !&amp;gt;3i Nn^GM &quot;ti&nD

jta [read riyao] nyao) as follows: (i) harlots; (2) those

despoiled of virginity ; (3) relatives (twenty-eight in

number, twenty according to scripture, eight according to

tradition); (4) married women
; (5) women in menstruation;

(6) heathen women
;

and (7) sodomites 1
. Similarly

Hirschfeld edited a Geniza fragment (J.Q R., XVII, 713

seq.) and rightly proved that it belongs to Saadiah s work
on &quot; forbidden marriages.&quot; Here allusion is actually made
to the &quot;

heretics
&quot;

(Jlfetti&K),
who stand in opposition to &amp;lt;{

us,

the entire body of Kabbanites
&quot;

(pjmta jrej |m, p. 717,

11. 15, 26). There ought, therefore, to be no doubt any longer
about the existence of this work of the Gaon.

Ibid., 1. 23. A Hfftn 3KfD is also mentioned in a book

list of the end of the twelfth century ;
it is probably

Saadiah s work of the same name. See J. Q. R., XIII, 328 ;

R.fi.J., XL, 87. But the Geniza fragment edited by
Hirschfeld

(J&quot;. Q. R., XVII, 721 seq.) belongs not to the 2Nm
SPNIB^M of Saadiah, but consists of a portion of his Amandt,
cf. ibid., XVIII, 146.

P. 260, 1. 7 seq. On the T^IRT^N 3Kro see also my
Schechter s Saadyana, p. 23, no. 23, and Bacher, R, fi. J.,

XLIX, 298.

P. 261, 1. 2 from bottom. Read MS. Heb. e 45 (Cat.

Bodl., vol. II, No. 2787!).

Ibid., n. 2. On the nnyo m -npj quoted by Rashi on

Ps. xlv. 10, cf. also Bacher, Die Anfdnge d. hebr. Gram-

matik, p. 60, n. 2, and Steinschn eider, Vorlesungen uber d.

Kunde hebr. Handschriften, p. 15.

P. 263, 1. 14. In the commentary on Job xii. 7 (CEuvres,

1 Cf. an analogous classification with regard to the marriage law, of

which Jacob b. Ephraim is the author, in my monograph on the latter,

pp. vii, xviii (
=

Kaufmann-Gedenklu&amp;lt;;h, pp. 175, i86j.
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V, p. 40), besides this verse Ps. cxxxix. 8 is also given as

an example of a figure of speech : DHtfO^M ^KDn }N pON
aw PDN DN i i&amp;gt;nD Kim * * DK^K a

Ibid., 1. 25. Instead of fD^Nl ND we should read (as Herr

Mag. Israelson points out to me in a letter) JD O b3 NO.

P. 265, n. i. This passage of Saadiah is, as can now
be established, directed not against Jehuda ha-Parsi, but

against the noted Karaite author of the ninth century,

Benjamin al-Nahawendi. The latter had maintained that

there are two kinds of month, lunar and solar (m* EHn

and niElpn wn) ;
and even found a proof for his position

in Haggai i. 15 and ii. i, where an event is dated in two

ways, by the 24th Elul and the 2ist Tishri. The difference

of twenty-seven days is, he holds, to be referred to the

difference between the lunar and solar months. Compare

my remarks in E. $. J., L, 19.

P. 268, n. 2. The article I promised here on Arabic

expressions for the figure of hyperbole among Jewish

authors appeared in Z.f.H.B., Ill, 93 seq. Of. also ibid.,

p. 177, and the passage just cited from Saadiah s com

mentary on Job.

P. 275, 1. 8. I published a rather long passage from

this little anti-Karaite work on Anan in E. jS. J., XLV, 194

seq., and discussed it in detail. Cf. also Steinschneider,

1. c., p. 342 infra, and my Zur jud.-arab. Litter., p. 86.

Naturally the polemical campaign against the Karaites did

not cease after Saadiah, but continued till the most recent

times. I need only mention, e.g. (besides those named

in my essay, pp. 274-5) in the Orient, Samuel ibn Jarni

(see E. . J., 1. c., 201), David b. Zimra (Eesponsa, No. 796),

and Levi b. Habib (see above, p. n, n. 5) ;
in Byzantium,

Tobias b. Eliezer, author of niB
npi&amp;gt; (see Buber s Preface,

14) ;
in Spain, Judah ibn BaFam (E.jfi.J., 1. c., 193), Moses

ibn Ezra (ibid., 198), and Judah b. Barzillai (DTiyn 1DD,

ed. Meldze Nirdamim, p. 25) ;
in Germany and France,

Moses Taku (E.&.J., I.e., 201), Zerahia ha-Levi (Maor,
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Sabbath, 3 beginning), and Simson of Sens (see R. $.
J&quot;.,

VII, 41); in Italy, Aaron Abulrabi (in his commentary on

Deut. xxv. 4 ;
cf. H. .

J&quot;., XXI, 253), &c. The polemics of

these writers, however, are only of an incidental character
;

with the exception of the author of the anonymous little

work just mentioned, none of them composed a special

controversial treatise, unless we are to consider as such

the work of a Turkish Rabbi of last century, Solomon

Kimhi, entitled no^ rDtfte (printed 1862). The author

here endeavoured to show that the Karaites are to be con

sidered as beasts, that it is forbidden to instruct them in

the Torah. and that it is permitted to kill them. These

statements were so monstrous that every copy of the work
that could be seized was consigned to the flames by order

of the Haham Bashi, Yakir Geron, in Constantinople. See

Franco, Essai sur Vhistoire des Israelites de I Empire
Ottoman (Paris, 1897), PP- I 7 1

&amp;gt;

I
7%&amp;gt;

and J- EncycL, s.v.

(VII, 497)-
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Pages 6-7 (comp. p. 96). The anti-Karaite Fragments of Saadiah,

edited by Harkavy (J. Q. R., XIII, 656), which are nearly all directed

against Ibn Saqaweihi, have been printed for a second time, with

a Hebrew translation, in CHpn, I, 65 seqq.

P. 14. On the struggle between the Shammaites and Hillelites,

reported in the Yerushalmi, see my article in ETpn, I, 39. On
Salmon s Commentary to Koheleth, see also Monatsschrift, LI, 718 seqq.

P. 21, foot (comp. p. 97). The citation from Jefet (on Exod.

xxxv. 3) made by Pinsker may, it now appears, be a quotation

from Saadiah.

P. 39, foot. The assumption of the older Karaites that Deut.

xviii. 10, forbade the fixation of months and feasts perhaps arose

under the influence of Islam. The Koran (ix. 37) makes intercalation

a heresy. Compare Albiruni s Chronology of the Ancient Nations,

ed. Sachau, p. 12 (translation, p. 14),

P. 42. To the Karaites who had connexion with Saadiah in

the eleventh century must be added the Jerusalem Grammarian

(^BMTn pIplDil) Abu-1-Faraj Harun b. al-Faraj, who unquestionably

knew and used Saadiah s works. See my essay on him (Paris, 1 896),

p. 1 8, and my further citations from his writings in R. E. J., April,

1908.

P. 48. Some parts of the chief philosophical work of Joseph al-

Basir (the niTOTN SSrO) have recently been published as Doctorate-

Dissertations with a Hungarian translation. The parts published

include chapter xxiii (with excerpts from chs. xix, xxii, and xxiv),

ed. Goldberger (Buda Pesth, 1906) ;
chs. xxv-xxix, ed. Bande (Raczkeve,

1906), and ch. xxxiv, ed. Horovitz (Buda Pesth, 1905). But Saadiah

is not quoted in any of these. On al-Basir compare further the article

in R. E. J., cited in preceding note.
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P. 52. A part of Jeshu a s long Commentary on Numbers, in

a Hebrew recension, is perhaps contained in the Leyden MS., Warner

26 3

(Cat. Steinschn eider, p. in). Here, as in H3&quot;l
1VB&amp;gt;K&quot;13,

the para

graphs begin &quot;^Dtf DN and only the oldest Karaites are quoted : viz.

Anan, Benjamin al-Nahawendi, Daniel al-Kumisi and Joseph al-

Basir.

P. 79, top. The citations from Abu-1-Faraj Harun, which are con

tained in this compilation from Deuteronomy I have collected in rny

article, JR. E. J., 1. c. Abu-1-Faraj is here described as nB.

P. 81. On Samuel al-Magribi s lEHEPK, section II, ed. Weisz, and

section VII, ed. Lorge, see my review in J. Q. E., April, 1908.

P. 86. I have now before me a modern copy of Elia b. Baruch s

nnEXE mK&amp;gt;y. This copy belongs to Samuel Neeman (}ENJ), a

Karaite hazzan in Eupatoria. In the introduction he speaks of the

prohibition nyan vh and he has a long passage against Saadiah

which I now quote in full :

e&amp;gt;py
-wn HNI Eiivan Nnyo rrnan t^va

myai pyo Nin vx nyan vh rbnv -IDK o pjyn ninoi

nrn ^xn HMI .Dnin^iDni nnun inn^N^* 3N rat?n

xnv nwwon m^ono o niaiDon m^one B^H w

^i&amp;gt; Nin nxi n //l(nn nxn bn nfe^ aavi niN^ n^apn h p:yn

na^n nvn DD snn^iD &amp;gt;3D PN nynn

mm B n^Di O3&quot;ip yin niyni pi D^THD n

pi ^K2 -iyn n^Dn njni n^aa ban ixa pi np^nni niya

p^n ^ya i VN rfaji oit^B nan Kin njni ,^xa nya

p^n K&amp;gt;at^&amp;gt; nv-i B^ND nya nr IN nr D^ynv pi n-a

a Dip
1
* ^a nnionoa ^B3i vymyni? IDD ii? nvn^ na p:yn pj^n

D^n^aa D^jy noa I^TB naai .A wy^ nna onr nnai nn ^a

na^oa o^aina onan ^nani v^yo ^B^ onann niicrnij na onr

*ip:n onn n^:xn yyn &quot;oi&amp;gt; ib INII icy ja &quot;^y &quot;viyb nxii nii?nai

Piipi 133 niy^i la^o ma^ o^nn n^n^a ^nn!?

mp 11 naai ,v^y mny nnbwi noann

,i3iy
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The explanation of VISDn K7 &quot;

ye shall not destroy&quot; is also com

bated, e.g. by Aaron b. Elia (Gan Eden, fol. 280). In the last-

inentioned place the author of this explanation is not given as

Saadiah, but as &quot;one who strays&quot; (p6 MiU? 1BNP fljnn nmDI
&quot;Dl mB&amp;gt;n). It is possible, however, that Saadiah is meant. The

concluding words of Elia (
131 IDDDnn D^DS m^l) are modelled on

Ibn Ezra s remark to Exodus xx. 23, though that remark is directed

against the Karaite Ben Zuta. Mr. Neeman also possesses a copy

of Elia b. Baruch s -fln inv
;
and the well-known nnK n*l^y,

as well as another writing of Elia, entitled ttlp^ ,
are to be found in

a MS. of Samuel Pigit, Karaite hazzan in Ekaterinoslav (see fvtDH,

1888, no. 243).
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